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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

r

This study examines the imphcts of the U. 'S. Department of Labor (USDOL)

1. demonstration of apprenticeship - school linkages on participating youth and

employers. ,FOur projectswere funded by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and

Training (BAT) in 1977 under the New Initiatives in Apprenticeship Program.

In 1978, four more projects were initiated by the Office of Youth Programs.

(DYT), which also provided sdbsequent funding for all the operating projects.

The projects -- referred to at Youth Apprenticeship Projects (YAPs)--implement

linkages with local school systeks, develop apprenticeship job slots with

employers, and coordinate registration activities with BAT and/or State

Apprenticeship Councils (SACs). At all but one demonstration site, training

stipends were offered to employers as an inducement to project participation.

The major goals of the Youth Apprenticeship Projects are:

To d4mOnstrate the feasibility of in-school apprenticeship;

TO promote the use of registered apprenticeship by employers as a
syitem of training in the.skilled trades; and

,(To ease the school-to-work, transition of youth.

'As part of USDOL's effort to bridge the gap between apprenticeship and

secondary education, especially vocational education, Youth Apprenticeship

Projects place high school seniors in part-tiie apprenticeship-positions

during school with the expectation that they will continue with the same job

after high schobl graduation.

The purpose of this study was to-examine the impacts of the Youth Appren-

ticeship projects upon student apprentices and employers. For student

apprentices, impacts were examined in the following areas:

')
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Pcist-hih school employment .patterns;

Occupational stability, 'i.e., the extent to which students=continue
to be employed in occupationsfor which they trained in high schobl;

-%

Job satisfaction for current or most recent employment;,

School-to-work transition problems;

Retention apprenticedhip following graduation from high school;k
and

Assessmentsof the .influence of program participation on career
objectives and schoollpo-Vork transitions.

0. a
'For employers who participated in the,Youthippreliceship Projects,

impacts were assessed in the'following areas:

Adoption of apprentiCeshii as.a System of training),

Retention of student apprentices as= full -time apprptices after
high school;

'Assessment of the job performance of the student apprentices; and
.

EvaldatiOn of the program in terms of assisting Students in the
school -to -work transition.

- .

The methods used to examine impacts.in these areas involved post-high

school interviews with a random sample of former student apprentices from

the class years of 1978, 1978, and 1980. Eight hundred and,forty-five stu-
t

dent apprentices were sampled from the 2,051 Student apprentices who had

been registered since 1977. a constructed control group of 621 students .

matched on high school attended, sex, race, yeaf of graduation, and voca-

tional curriculum was sampled to permit comparisons. of education and post-

high school employment experiences for 1979.and 1980 graduates. To exaMine

employer impacts; a sample from the r;rri employers and'work supervisors of

the student apprentices was selected for interview.' The employer sample of

347 employers was linked with the .apprentiCe sample to permit job performance

evaluat ions "sampled student apprentices.

.
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Interview response rates for student apprentices and the constructed

. control group averaged 76 percent;.the response rate for employers averaged.

,

92 percent. The data obtained-from-the student apprentice, comparison, and,

employe interviews were analyied witeboth univariate and multivariate-

techniques. For the student apprentices, the results indicated Athat:

Students who participated in the YAPs reported higher levels of job
,satisfaction in their current or most recent employment than com- -

parison students;

Studdnt participants in the YAPs tended to be more occupationally
stable than comparison students; ,

Students who participated in the YAPs did not, as 'a group, earn
significantly higher wages in their pos.t-high school jobs than
comparison students;

Those student apprentices who stayed with their apprenticeships
after high school tended to be better job performers;

Students who participated in thy YAPs reported very high levels of
satisfaction and strongly endorsed the project; and

$

Student participants in the YAPS did not, as a group, exhibit dif-
ferent or fewer school-to-work transition problems than comparison
students.

Job satisfaction tended to be higher foe program participants even if

the students did not remain in their apprenticeships.' The stability measure,

i.e., the tendency toward contintied employment in the occupation trained for

in high school, has important implications both for'students and the.school

systems. The difference between the participants and the constructed Control

group in terms of average post-high school wages was, not statisticallysig-

r Sk

nificant; however, the earnings.of the participant group were somewhat higher

than those Of tfbe constructed control group. Also, there did not appear to

be differences in the school-to-work transition problems of participants and

controls. However, fewer of the student apprentices reported looking fore

N

xii
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another job after high school grhduation. -.Student apprentices reportedvery

high levels of satisfaction with the experience whetherior not they'remained

in their apprenticeship positions. Finally, those participants who remained

as full-time apprentices after, high school were, significantly better job

performers as evaluated by work supervisors.

. For the employers the study results suggest that:

Ta organizations which employed-student apprentices generally were
,-. very small businesses which did not have union, representation of
their workforce and' did not have prior experience with -
apprenticeship;

40

Employers who cooperated with YAPs were attracted more by the pro-
gram's emphasis upon screening and training of entry level workers
than they were by the stipends offered;

Employers who coopeWated with YAPs were very satisfied with the
projects;

4 The single moit4important factor in generating posktiye outcomes
with employers was the number of years that the YAPs had been in
operation;

The stipends provided to employers by the YAPs did not generate
positive outcomes commensurate with their cost;

Employers with8prior apprenticeship experience were more likely tO
consider apprenticeship permanent and to provide related instruc-
tion for graduate apprentices;

For employers without prior apprenticeship experience, it may be
inferred that YAP participation reduced the influence of negative
stereotypes concerning young,workers; and

The YAPs have contributed to the expansion of apprenticeship both
) in terms of program and apprentice registraions. ,

Student apprentice placements in the projects indicate that very small

0 businesses were the major employer participants in the demonstration. The

majority of employers had not had experience with registered apprenticeship

and they were attracted more by the screening and previous training of the

youth thanithey were by the stipends. The employers, as a group, were very.

CSR, incorporated
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satisfied with the YAPS and about 70 percent considered apprenticeship to be

a permanent part of their training for entry level workers. The fact that

most of the employers had not used registered apprenticeship previously

suggests that the demonstrations have served to expand apprenticeship as a

system of training and alSo have served to assist small businegses in filling

their'manpower,needs for youth in the skilled trades.

Assessment of the Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration as a whole suggests

that:

The linkage between employers and schools provides a labor exchange
serving small businesses seeking skilled workers and young workers
seeking career opportunities in skilled trades;

The linkage between employers and apprenticeship, provides student°
apprentices with an assurance of potential for career advancement
and provides employers with a mechanism that facilitates continued
skill development of entry level workers; and

Based upon careful consideration-of appropriate locations and stra-
tegies for implementation, the positive outcomes of the Youth
Apprenticeship Demonstration can be acEe-ved at a considerable
reduction in direct program cost.

The research on USDOL's apprenticeship- school linkage demonstration indi-

cates general success in demonstrating positive outcomes for youth involve-

ment in apprenticeship during the high schOol years. The projects have pro-

vided skilled manpower for employers, an enhanced training capability for

schools, and relevant youth employment opportunities with continued employ-

ment potential.

xiv
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-CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Department of Labor (USDOL) implekented fhe Youth Apprentice-
,

ship Demonstration in 1977. The purpose of this demonstration effortilas to

test the fgasibility and potential, of apprenticeship-school linkage projects

-involving the in-school employment of youth in registered apprenticeship

positions. CSR, Incorporated was contracted to conduct research related to

project ons, implementation issues, and assessment of impacts. This

Phase II report on the demonstration effort examines Outcomes for students
o

and employers who have participated in the demonstration.

Chapter l'consists of five sections: (1) an overview ot the development

and objectives,of the Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration; (2) a summary of

;the Phase I research; (3) a description of the scope and objectives of the

Phase II research; (4) a presntation of key concepts and terms-used in the

report; and (5) a brief outline of the organization of the report.

1.1 OVERVIEW OF THE YOUTH APPRENTICESHIP DEMONSTRATION

As part of USDOL's effort to bridge the gap between appitticeship and

secondary educition', especially vocational education, the Youth Apprentice-

ship Demonstration was initiated to establish linkages betigeen the,two*sys7

tems. The key feature of the demonstration has been registered apprentice-

ship employmentand training for youth while they are'still enrolled in high

school. Individual Youth Apprenticeship Projects (YAPS) have been imple-

mented since 1977 in eight diffeTt sites, including: Cleveland, Ohio;

Houston, Texas; Nashville, Tennessee; New Orleans, Louisiana;1'Des Moines,

Iowa; Rockford, Illinois; and the States of New Jersey and Rhode Island

1

CSR, Incorporated
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-(statewide demonstratiofis). Local,YAPs achieve linkages within .local school

systems, develop apprenticeship job slots, aneCoordinate employer program

registrations and student apprentice registrations with the Burau of Appren-

Iiceship and Training (BAT) and/or State Apprenticeship Councils (SACs).

The USDOL'intervention strategy represents a Unique Model of apprentice-

ship-school linkage to affect youth emplOyment. As a youth employment demon

stration, the projects provide in-school skilled trades employment opportu-.

nities for youth, as well.as a planned continuity for later post-high.school ,

apprenticeship training and employment. Both of these features of skilled

trades employment and continuous employment after high school with the same

employer generally are not available with most in-school employment programs.

The major goals of the Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration as an inter-

vention model are:

To demonstrate the feasibility of apprenticeship-school linkages by
facilitating the in-school employment of youth in registered appren-
ticeship positions;

To promote the use of registered apprenticeship as a system of
training for the skilled trades among employers with employees in
apprenticeable occupations; and

To ease the school-to-work transition of youth by initiating youth
employment in apprenticeship occupations during the high school
years, thus providing job continuity following high school
graduation.

These goals represent USDOL's underlying rationale for the demonstration

effort to bridge the gaps between apprenticeship and vocational education.

Generally, the goals have not changed over the duration of the program.

The Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration originated as part of the

Secretdry of Labor's program of New Initiatives in Apprentideship, and was

4V
2
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originally called thd Apprenticeship-School Linkage Initiative.1 The ini:

tiatives program as a whole grew 'out of deliberations by the Secretary of

Labor's Task Force on Apprenticeship,vhich suggested specific ways to

increase the number of registered apprenticeship programs and registered

'apprentices in the United States.

To implement the Apprenticeship-School Linkage Initiative, four demon-

stration sites were established by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training

(BAT) in the fall of 1977 and funded on a 1-year basis through the Secretary

, of Labor's Discretionary Fund. The lour demonstration projects were located

in the cities of Cleveland, Houston, Nashville, and New Orleans. Sponsors'oi

'the projects included two community colleges (Houston and New Orleans), one

city school system (Cleveland),' and one non-profit organization developed

specifically to sponsor the local demonstration (Nashville). These project

sites were selected based on the following criteria:

Relatively low unemployment;

Adequate skill training facilities; and

4 Strong support for the demonstration concept from the local appren-
ticeship community.

These criteria were established to avoid negative conditions which might

handicap the demonstration effort from achieving succe ful outcomes. ,Thus,

if apprenticeship - school linkage was a valid concept and programmatically

feasible, the intervention was to be tested in a positive environment.

1The overall initiatives program involved four projects, including
the Federal-State Partnership Initiative, the Selected Industry Promotion
Initiative, the Multi-Trades Councils and, finally, the Apprenticeship-Schools
Linkage Initiative, the subject of this Phase II rport.,

(i
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Each demonstration site was encouraged to develop its own implementation-

ategy within the botinda.ries of the existing system of apprenticeship

andards and registration processes. However, BAT provided two general

guidelines. Firbt, the demonstration projects were directed to focus their

effort toward those occupations outside of the construction trades. Second,

projects were directed to specify goals relating to'the number of student

apprentice registrations expected in their project areas. These specified

goals would be used as an evaluation criterion in determining the extento

which project goals were pchieved. Local BAT representatives monitored each

demonstration project.

In order to induce the cooperation of local employers in the demonstra-

tion effort, funds for employer stipends were provided in the local projects'

budgets. These funds allowed payment of training stipends to employers for

up to one-half of the student apprentiCe's wages, but not to exceed $1,700

per student appren* tice per year.
2

Each of the demonstration sites originally was funded for a 1-year

period. At the end of the 1978 fiscal year, however, unused funds at the

sites were sufficient to continue the demonstrations into the 1978-79 aca-

demic year. Three of the four sites (excluding Houston, Texas) received'

authoriz'ation for continued 1978-79 operations.. From a historical perspec-

tive, the implementation of the original four demonstratiOn sites, under the

aegis of BAT, constitutes the Iirst stage of a two-stage developmental

process.

2In later years, this maximum amount.for training stipends was
increased to $2,100 per student apprentice per year.

11
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The second stage of the demonstration effort resulted from the decision

by the Office of Youth Programs (OYP), in 1977,to expand the demonstration

concept, since financial constraints precluded expansion undek BAT sponsor-
,

OP
ship. In the fall of 1978, OYP funded four additional YAPS, located in Des

Moines, Iowa, Rockford, Illinois, and in the States of New Jersey and Rhode

Island. Sponsors of the individual demonstrations included two State systems

of education (New Jersey and Rhbde Island), one city school system (Des

Moines), and one independent, non-profit organsization associated with a voca-

tional school that provided vocational training for students in area public,

schools (Rockford).

Registration goals for student apprentice registrations for the new

demonstrations were established in a manner similar to the original project

sites, and the focus of the projects, again, was oriented toward apprentice-

able occupations outside of the construction trades. At'each of the OYP

sites except New Jersey, funds were provided for training stipends to 1

'employers as an incentive to induce employer participation in the demonstra-.

Lion. The New Jersey YAP declined to use direct training stipends to par-,

ticipating employers and, instead, promoted the use of the Targeted Jobs Tax

Credit, which was available to employers of cooperative education students.1

Local BAT representatives assumed monitoring responsibility for the'new

demonstrations, consistent with prior monitoring demonstration procedures.
a

The new demonstration sites funded by OYPexpanded the YAPs to a total
-a

of seven sites, under the same filfidamental model originally initiated by the

Apprenticeship-School Linkage Initiative. However, the four,new demonstra-
.

tions did involve one aspect of project, operations not included in the

5
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original model. The new OYP projects included targeting economically diS-

advantaged students to participate as student apprentices, an activity not

specifically mandated in the original demonstration effort, i.e., the BAT

sites. Overall, however, the incl4pion-'of the new OYP projects simply

increased the number of sites at which the dedenstration was tested an4...a..tot

which the impacts of the apprenticeship-school linkage intervention cOald be

examined. All seven operating YAPs are currently funded by OYP and are

expected to terminate at the end of SeptOmber 1981.

1.2 SUMMARY OF PHASE I RESEARCH

Research conducted on the Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration has focused

upon two primary features ait the demonstration effort. A Phase I process

evaluation to examine the initial development,bperations, and structure of

Al
each of the YAPs preceded the Phase II impacts assessment. TIT results of

the Phase I investigation are summarized in this section of Chapter 1.
4

Each of the YAPsites was visited by a senior CSR, Incorporated staff

member during the Phase I in

1
stigation in circler: (1) to gain some under-

standing'of the development and current operations of the projects;.(2) to

assess the types of problems and implementatiOn issues involved; (3) to iden-

tify salient features characteristic of ail the YAPs; and (4) to assist the

study team in designing the Phase II.impacts assessment. A total of 162

semi-structured interviews were conducted with project personnel, advisory

committee members, employers, student apprentices, school staff, and BAT

monitors. Individual site visit reports- were written for each YAP and a

6
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;was produced as

- Findings foim

-

P$0!!4 x" 4
91'!.

be"fndings;across all of the demonstrations

.

YAP linkage wi,..;.91"'ool systems coullbe achieved more readily with
careful attention to school system eotocol and an academic ye

,research suggested that,:

funding cycle;

Except for local demand for skilled manpower, other local features,
such as general unempTergEnt rates and emphasis in vocational educe-

' Lion, did not appear to affect YAP implementation;

Linkages thro-ugh cooperative education rograms in the local schools
were a major vehicle for apprenticeships- school linkages and student
recruitment;

Considerable time was necessary in startup at all of the YAPS before
the projects were fully operational;

Recruiting of eniploydrs and student apprentices generally required
direct peitsonal,contact"to develop apprenticeship job slots and
apprentice registrations;

Cooperation between BAT staff and the YAP staff was a fundamental
element in prdessing program and apprentice registration. Different
orientations about in-school work for students and traditional
apprenticeship sometimes developed misunderstandings between BAT and
the -YAPs;

The types of YAP sponsors; i.e., State education agencies, local
education agencies, community college's, and non-profit corporations,
seemed to affect'the ease of implementing school linkages, but not
employer linkages; -and

, .

The reporting system for the YAPS, in terms,of the number of appren-
tices registered tended to orient project operations toward the
achievement of numeric goals.

Overall, the Phase I results indicated that apprenticeship-school link-

ages were achievable in diverde local settings and under different types of
.<0

3The two-volume Phase I process evaluation, entitled Interim Report:
A Study of New Youth Initiatives in Apprenticeship, was submitted to the
Office of Youth Programs on July 1980.

CI
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local sponsorship. The piOblems of implementation often related to differ-
,

ences in approaches to'part-time employment for school youth, school'system

(policy requirements, adherence to BAT registraticin processes, and registra-

tion goals as a measure of success. Also, the Phase I investigation sug-

gested that the apprenticeship-school linkage concept had considerable poten-

tial as an education- training pathway for yOuth interested in the skilled

.trades.

1.3 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES OF PHASE II RESEARCH

This Phase II research concentratese,on the measurement of project out-

comes with emphasesmon the post-high scool labor market experiences of the

student apprentices and the impacts of project participation On employers of

the student apprentices. Thus, the scope of the present report iS`limited

generally to effects of the projects and to measurement of impacts derived

from a follow-up survey of students and employers. ,

1.3.1 Measurement of Outcomes for Student Apprentices.

The design used to examine impacts foAudent apprentices consists of

two assessments. First,-impacts have been assessed for the former student

apprentices as a group, i.e., program participants.sampled for the years w

1978, 1979, and 1980. This strategy involves examination of the educational

experiences of the student apprentices, their apprenticeship experience while',-

still in high school; and their current employment status and post-high

school labor Market experiences. The second assessment of program impactd

for the student, apprentices involves an examination of differences in high

school experiences and post -high school employment patterns between the stu-

dent apprentices and comparison students selected as a "constructed control"

8
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group. This participant-comparison assessment of impacts is limited to a

sample of participants and comparisons frOm the years 1979 and 1980. It

excludes the Bouston site which was discontinued in the fall of 1978. Both

designs involving student apprentices have-somewhat similar measures 04

impacts, sincethe primary focus of the tesearch is upon post-high school

Outcomes. Impacts are assessed in the following general areas:

t-high ichbol employment patterns, including current or most

;--
ent employment and wages;

Occupational stability; i.e., to what extent are the former students
employed in those occupations for which they trained in high school;

. Job satisfaction on current or most recent employment; and

School-to-work transition problems identified by those students who
entered the labor market immediately following high school.

For the former student apprenticess a group, i.e., high school-gradu-
,

ates of 1978, 1979, and 1980, additional impacts arp examined in the areas

of:

-Retention in registered apprenticeship posttione following graduation
from hip school;

assessments of program participation influences on career objectives;
and

-0

Evaluation of the influences of the student apprentice experience on
school-to-work transitions.arlft.,.

Each assessment concludes with multiple regredilonfanalysis (path analy-

sis). These analyses abstract select critical predictor and outcome vari-
ti

ables to determine effects of input and programmatic variables on the out:-

comes of program participation, e.g., job performance, job satisfaction, and

retention in apprenticeship. In other words,.the multiple regression analy-

ses are used somewhat to describe and summarize tihe major findings of the

impacts assessment.

,9
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1.3.2 Measurement of Outcomes for Participating Employers/

Similar to the measurement of impacts for student participants in.the

program, the areas,of-assessment fOr employers involve both self-reported

evaluations of the program And definitive outcomes related to program par-

ticipation. For example, a,critical outcome for employers is the extent to

which employers, as a rwult of program participation, adopt registered

apprenticeship training as part of'their employee develOpient system.

Impacts and outcomes for employer participants include assessments in-the

following areas:

Adoption of registered apprenticeship as a system of training;

Retention of student apprentices as regular, full-time apprentices,
after the end of high school;

Assessment of the job performance of the student apprentices compared
to other young Workers who have'Worked at he firm; and

Evaluation of.the effective ness of the. program in terms of assisting
students in the school-to-York transition.

Another critical f for assessed'with the'employers reIaEes to the

effectiveness of the incentive method employed to solicit employer participa-
,

tion,in the projedt, i.e., the use of training stipends paid to employers to

induce their participation in the demonstration. Thus, in addition to exami-

nation Of the impacts mentioned previously, the relative effectg of employer

stipends are examined in detail in this Phase 1'T research. In, particular,

the effects of employer stipends on the number of student apprentices hired
4

an on the number of student apprentices retained after high school gradua-

tion are examined by multiple regression analysis. Similar, to the multivari-
(

ate analysesLfor the apprentices, selected critical programmatic variables

are examined as predictors of specific outcomes.

10
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1.4 REY CONCEPTS AND TERMS USED IN THE REPORT

Throughout this Phase II report, a set of key concepts and terms will

be used which have particdlar connotations important to the unders4Tding of

this report. The following key terms and concepts are'defined in this'

section:'.

Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration;

Student ApprentiCes;,

frcooperative Education;

Apprenticeship Registration; and

School-to-Work Transition.

C

The term Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration is used throughout this

report to mean the overall USDOL deMonstrition effort related to the combined

operations. of the YAPs. As the demonstration developed,, some shift from

strictly an apprenticeship,focus to a youth program focus has emerged with

the fuhding of the demonstration effort by the Office of'Youth Programs.

Thus, the term Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration connotes both the youth
A

program aspects of the demonstration and its Implgmentation through the sys-

tem of registered apprenticeship.

The term student apprentice is used in this report to refer to those

Students who were registered as apprentices "Ale they ,were still enrolled

in high school, i.e., the students who participated in the program. Ihe
0

term is used to refer Ito the student program participants whther or not

they were registered fully or registered provisionally as apprentices through*

the BAT or SACS.

Cooperative education is defined as a program which includes both study

in school and employment in industry or business while in school: The

11. Or,
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employment may be scheduled as part of the school day, on alternate weeks,

or on some other basis. The important feature is that the employment is

planned and supervised by the school. 'Cooperative education programs fre-

quently are administered within the vocational programs offered at particular

schools and involve a cooperative education coordinator who supervises the

#education-work experiences of the students. Cooperative educktion

directed toward specific 0n-the-job skill training related to the student's

. vocatioual-program of study in high school. Students are paid at minimum
1,

wages or a lump sum stipend while training. Thus, with the exception of

sPecified,wage scales and structured wage increments found in apprenticeship

agreements, the general concept of structured training related to well-run

cooperative education programs is quite similar to the contractual arrange-

, ments in apprenticeship.

The term apprenticeship registration refers both to the 'registration of

an apprenticeship program and to the registration of an apprentice. Both of

these components of the registration process include involvement of either

the BAT or the SAC. The first component is the registration of an appren-

ticeship program in a specific.trade with an employer. This process, involves

the approval of a systematic schedule of training in different trade skills

provided for an apprentice over the period of the apprenticeship. The usual
"1

duration of the training is from 2 to 6 years. The work processed and train-

ing schedule, usually denoted as a specific number of hours at each Particu-

lar skill area, are reviewed and approved by BAT or_SACs with reference to

apprenticeship standards. ,Employers can maintain registered apprenticeship

programs for a period of time even if no apprentices are currently employed

in the program. A second component of registered apprenticeship is the

12- 0
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apprentice registration. Apprentice registration requires an agreement

between the employer and the employee to involve the apprentice in the

apprenticeship training and at specific wages with set periods of wage

increments over the period of the apprenticeship.

As used in this report, school-to-work transition refers to the adjust-

ment processes accompanying the transition or change ,to full-time employment.

The adjustments inherent in the school -to -work transition may be problematic

for some individuals, whereas others may be able to adjust without diffi-

culty. While it would be difficult to define the adjustment process in a

way that would apply to all individuals, the basic concept implies status

and environmental and developmental changes.

First, changing one's status from primarily a student to primarily a

worker results in changes in individual as well as Outside expectations for

performance. Second, the school,to-work transition involves an environmental`

change, from exposure to the environment and requirements of a school setting

to the environment and requirements of a work setting. Third, the" transition

from school to work can be viewed in a developmental context. That is, the

period of transitiodilusually is coincident with the onset of auiulthood and

Ope financial and emotional independence charadteristic of this developmental

qtage.

1.5 /ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT

The subsequent sections of this Phase II report consist of the following,

five chapters.

Chapter 2: Methods--This chapter describes the research design, the
sampling procedures, the data collection activities, the analytic
procedures and the components of analysis in the Phase II research;

.17
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Chapter 3: Characteristics and Experiences of Student Apprentices- -
This chapter focuses upon-a description of the characteristics of
the student apprentices, their educational and studen apprenticeship
experiences, their post -high school labor market expeNces and
their assessments of the program. Chapter 3 concludes with an dWer-
all program assessments and/TWacts 'section, including a multivariate
examination of the effects of apprenticeship,retention;

Chapter 4:. Apprentice--Comparison Study of Program Impacts- -This
chapter examines differences between the student apprentices and the
comparison group in personal characteristics, educational experi-
ences, and post-high school labor market experiences. The chapter
concludes with a multivariate examination of the effects of program
participation;

Chapter 5: Characteristic's andEXperiences of Participating
Employers--This chapter describes the characteristics of the par-

tt
cipating employers, examines their experiences with the program

and presents their assessments of the demonstration effort. The
chapter concludes with a multivariate examination of the impacts of
program participation by employers as a group; and

, Chapter 6: Conclusions--This chapter highlights the findings of the
Phase II research on program impacts for participating students and
employers.

14
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CHAPTER 2: METHODS

This chapter describes the methddology employed in Phase II of the Study

of New Youth Initiatives in apprenticeship. he chapter is divided into five

major sections:" (1) an outline of the principal data sources and data ele-'

ments for the,Phase,II research; (2) a presentation of the sampling plan
fi

developed for .the Phase II research; (3) a description of the sampling pro-

cedures used inTimplementing the sampling plan; (4) a discussion of various

aspects of the data colledtion effort and the results obtained; and (5) an

overview of the'data reduction procedures and the analytic approaches

employed.

2.1 DATA SOURCES AND DATA ELEMENTS

The basic design for the Phase II research consists of a cross-

sectional survey of four respondent groups:

Student apprentices;

Comparison students;

Employers; and

Supervisors..

The student apprentices are those sampled respondents who participated in a

Youth-Apprenticeship Project (YAP). The comparison students are those

Sampled respondents who did not participate in aYAP and who were selected

to Serve as a cdMparison group for the student apprentices based upon pre-

identifiedSimilarikes to the student apprentices. The employers and

supervisorS are those sampled respondents who.are employed by organizations

which cooperated with YAPs by providing employment for student apprentices.

15
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`.The interview schedules deizeloPed for the four respondent groups sought

to provide quantifiable indicators in six major areas:

Pre-existing characteristics and experiences;

a
Program experiences;

Outcomes;

Program assessments;

Job performance evaluations; and

Observations concerning the school-to-work transition.

All six data element areas are not relevant to each of the data sources.

For example, pre-existing characteristics and experiences of supervisors-are

not examined. Table 2-1, which follows, presents a matrix of the data-

sources and data elements involved in the Phase II research. Detailed

information on data sources and data elements is presented in the subsequent

sections.

2.1.1 Student Apprentices and Comparison Students

Fbr student apprentices and comparison students, the data collection

,

emphasis was on pre-existing characteristics and experiences and outtomes.

Data collection in the area of, pre-existing characteristics and experiences

focused on demographic characteristics (e.g., sex, age, ethnicity) and

educational experiences. The type of education (e.g., vocational, college

preparatory and/or commercial) also was an area of inquiry. The emphasis

concerning outcomes was upon current employment, including the occupation,

the wages received, and the job satisfaction derived.

For`student apprentices, description of their program experiances was a

major focus of the data collection effort. Queitions,were asked, regarding

all aspects of participation in a student apprenticeship. This included

CSR, Incorporated
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TABLE 2-1

Matrix of Data Sources andvData Elements for the Phase II Research Effort

Elements

Data Sources

A. Student Comparison

Apprentices Students Employers Supervisors

Pre-existing charac-
teristics and
experiences X

Program experiences X

Outcomes X

Job performance'
evaluations

Program assessments

0
Observations concerning

the school-to-work
transition X-

X

X

X

X

4A
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objective measures, such as wages, hours worked-per week, and existence of

oth9r student apprentices in the school,, as well as subjective measures,

such as problems encountered and level of satisfaction with the experience..

Further, the relationship between current employment and student apprentice-

ship experience was examined. Overall, the data elements for studentappren-

tices and comparison students were identical, except that no information was

collected on apprenticeship experiences for comparison students.
a

2.1.2 Employers and Supervisors

At each employing organization sampled for'inclusion in the study, data

were sought from an employer respondent and a supervisor respondent. The

employer respondent was defined as the individual who decided that the or-

.ganization would employ student apprentices in cooperation with a YAP. The

superVisor respondent was defined as the individual responsible for direct

oversight of the job performance of a sampled student' apprentice. In many

cases, the same individual was the respondent for, both the employer and the

supervisor data collection components.

The pre-existing characteristics of greatest interest included basic

descriptors of the employing organization. The, previous. experiences of

greatest interest related to the employing organization's prior use of

'apprenticeship as a training, system. 'The program-experiences emphasized for

this respondent group included the factors which had prompted each employer

to cooperate with a YA1$ and the number of student apprentices hired by each

.sampled employing organization. The outcomes emphasized included the number

of former-student apprentices still employed by the organization and the

permanence of apprenticeship as a training system for the organization. The

18'
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program'assessments sought from'employer respondents included evaluations of

the overall effectiveness of the YAP, the suitability ofthe student len-
s N

tices referred to the employing organization,'and theusefulnees of appren-

ticeship as a training system.

PO.

The supervisor data collection component was devoted almost exclusively

to job performance evaluations of specified student apprentices. Fbr those

employing organizations where the supervisor respondent was not the same in-
t

.dividual as the employer respondent, the supervisor, data collection component
0

also included a few basictprogram assessments as well as a few basic obser-

vations concerning the school-to-work transition.

2.2 SAMPLE DESIGN

' The sample design established the criteria for selecting the individuals

to be interviewed within the fours respondent groups identified in the pre-

vious section. For student apprentices, a random sample stratified by proj-

ect site and year of graduation was used. Fbr comparison students, the

sample design matched a sample of nonparticipating students to the partici-

pating student apprentices. For employers and supervisors, the sample design

provided a random sample stratified by project site, with a direct linkage
N4k,

between the sample of student apprentices and the sample of employers and

a.

supervisors..

The sample universe was defined to include all student /apprentices and

employers who participated atany_time between the beginning of each proj-

ect's operations-and March 31, 1980.4 For the three projects initiated with

BAT funding that are still active, this sample universe includes the first 2 '

years of operation and a portion of the third year. Foi the Houston project,

19 -
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the fourth project initiated with BAT funding, this'sample universe includes

the single year that this project was in operatiOn. For the four newer sites

initiated with OYP funding, the sample universe inch s the first year,of

operation and a portion of the second year. . of

2.2.1 Sample Design for Student Apprentices and,Comparison Students

In developing the sample design ftir the student prenticee, two sets of

factors received particular attention. On the one hand, an effort was made

,

to maintain a similar ratio across sites between the number sampled and the

number in the universe so that the overall sample of .student apprenticed

would be roughly self-weighted. On the other hand,-an effoit also was ri*de

to ensure that there would be adequate numbers of student apprentices from

each year of graduation it each site to permit separate analyses of these

strata« This latter feature of the sampling approach required selection of

a minimum number of sampled student apprentices Within each stratum. Thus,
4

the sample design includes a somewhat higher proportion of student appren-

tices from the smaller sites and from the first year of operation at the BAT

sites (as compared to their representation in the overall universe of student

apprentices).

Inclusion of comparison students within the research design adds a

quasi-experimental dimension to the study and takes it pose e to estimate
-0-

. the net impact of program participation basedAupdt comparisons'between thp

student apprentices and the comparison students. A rigorous metalling process

was employed in selecting the sample of comparison students. The purpose.of
.

this matching process was'to ensure that, td the fullest extent possible,

comparison students would be similar to student appre tices in all respects

20
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except program participation. This relationship between the two groups maxi-

mizes the ability to attribute differences in outcome to the presence or

absence of program participation. The five characteristics which served as

the basis of the matched sampling of comparison students were:

Year of graduation;

High school attended during the 12th grade;

Sex;

Race; and

Vocational curriculum diming the 12th grade.

Table 2-2, which follows, presents the total number of student apprentices

in the ample universe at each project and the number.of student apprentices

sampled rom each project. Table 2-2 also presents the number of comparison

students sampled fromi0Sch project.

Comparison students, were selected to match the student apprentices who

516aduated in 1979 and 1980. Comparison students were not selected to match

etbdent apprentices who'iraduated in 1978 because of the difficulty in ob-

taining the necessary documentation. Thus, at the four OYP-initiated proj-

ects,' all student appreritices are matched with comparison students since the

earliest student apprentices at these sites graduated in 1979. At the three

projects initiated by BAT that are still active, those student apprentices

who graduated -in 1978 are not matched with comparison students, while those

student apprentices who graduated in 1979 and 1980 are matched with compari-

son students. At the Houston project, which only operated for 1 year, docu-
k-'

mentation difficulties Precluded matching of student apprentices with com-

parison students.

21,
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TABLE 2-2

Number of Student Apprentices in SaTple Universe,

Number of Student Apprentices Sampled,

and Number of COmpariabn Students Sampled at Each Site

Site

Total Sampled Sampled

Student Student Comparison

Apprentices Apprentices Students

Cleveland 351 152 100

Houston 111 50 1

Q

Nashville 197 130 100

New Orleans -655, 226 141

Des Moines 48 36 36

New Jersey 342 .100 95

Rhode Island 253 101 100

Rockford 94 50 49

Total 2051 845 621

2,2
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The matched comparison group. methodology that was employed'for this

study provides a rigorous examination of the impacts of the program upon

student apprentices. This approach As not, however, provide any estimate

of the impact of the program upon participating schools in terms of an in-
.

crease in the number of high quality employment opportunities available for

in-school youth. In order, to derive accurate estimates of the impact of the

program upon participating schools, it would have been necessary to select a

sample of "comparison schools" which had nOt.cooperated-with local YAPS.

This approach was not within the scope of work for this research effort.

Some effect of the program upon participating schools may be presumed, but

the magnitude of the effect has not been measured by this study.

2.2.2 Sample Design for Employers and Supervisors

Atio

por the employer and supervisor respondenti, the basic sampling unit is

an employing organization. As described in the previous section, definitions.

of the employer and supervisor respondents were applied within each employing

organization in order to identify the appropriate individuals to be inter-

viewed. Table 2-3; which follows, presents the total number of employing

'A

organizations in the...sample universe and the number of employing organiza-

tions sampled at each site.

The sample of employing organizations was linked to the sample of stS-

i dent apprentices. Employing organizations werr selected at random within

sites, with each organization having a probability of inclusion equal to the

total number of student apprentices hired by that organization. In this way,

it was possible to request a job Performance evaluation for at least one
%

sampled student apprentice at each sampled employing organization.

p
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ts.

TABLE 2-3

Number of,EMploying Organizations in Universe

and Number of Employing Organizations Sampled at Each Site

b

Number of Employing Number o. Employing
1r

Site Organizations in Universe Organizations Sampled

Cleveland 191 50

Houston 37 '25

Nashville 92 50

New Orleans 311 75

Des Moines 44 . 20

New Jersey 260' 50

Rhode Island 178 50

Rockford 64 26

Total 1177 346

4
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1
The sample design for the employing ofganizatiOns sought to balance the

same two considerations described-previously with respect to the sample

design for the student apprentices. That is, the sample design for employing

organizations sought, on the one hand, to provide a rough equivalence across

sites in
A

terms of the proportion of the sample universe to be selected for

includion in the study. On the other hand, the sample dedign also sought to

ensure inclusionof an adequate number of`'employingorganizations from each

1
site to permit certain basic analyses to be performed within sites. As a

result of this approach, those sites with a relatively low total number of

employing orgSnilations are represented in the sample in somewhat greater

proportions than their representation in the universe.
\

/. -<,

:2`.3 SAMPLING PROCEDURES 4

The previous section deribied the basic sampling plans.developed for

the Phase II research. This section describes the relevant procedures em-

ployed to iMplement this sampling plan. Briefly, the sample of studerik
)

.

apprentit4 was selected randomly from a written listing of regisqred stu-

dent ApprenticesAhat each YAP had provided. The selection of the matched'

sample of comparison students required site visits to each of the individ-

u;1 high schools attended by the student apprentices. School staff provided

research project.staff members with access to school records and assisted

the researchers in identifying and selecting appropriate comparison students.

. The sample of-employing organizations for each of the sites was determined

through random selection of a subset of the sampled student apprentices.

Once the employing organizations were selected, the appropriate employer and

supervisor respondent(s) were identified. The procedures followed for the

x'25,
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four respondent, groups are described in greater detail in the subsections

that follow.

2.3.1 Selecting the Sample of Student Apprentices

In order to,establish the sample universe of the student apprentices,

each YAP was requested to provide a listing of all student apprentices

registered/ starting at the inception of each project's operations and

ending on March 31, 1980. CSR provided the projects with a standard form

for this purpose. The form included space to record the following informa-

tion concerning each student apprentice:

4 Name;

Address;

Telephone number;

Sex;

Race;

o, Year of graduation;

School attended;

Employer; and

. o. Occupaticail area of apprenticeship.
r

.Wben'these forms were - returned to CSR, they were organized by project and by

- year of graduation.' lithin these strata, each student apprentice was

assigned a nuiber.0 Then the sample of student apprentices was identified by

drawing random digits. and aelecting the student apprentices whose assigned

numbers corresponded tb the random digits drawn.

Because some basic data were collected for all student api,rentices,in

ihe sample universe, it has been possible to make comparisons between the

26r
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universe, the sample, and theArespondents to check for sample bias and

response bias. Collection of data on the universe of stuAnt apprentices

also revealed one limitation in the projectscordkeeping systems. For

some of the student apprentices, the year of graduation was not available

1

from project records. For some of the other student apprentices, a year of

graduation was available; but it was found, in the course of further investi-

gation, to be incorrect. The absence or incorrectness of the information is

the result of the lack of incentive for projecti to maintain specific data

on the student apprentices' year of graduation.

2.3.2 Selecting the Sample of Comparison Students

A significant effort was devoted to the selection of the matched group

of comparison students. Following the selection of the sample of student

apprentices, a site visit was conducted at each YAP for the specific purpose

of selecting the sample.of comparison students. These visits were conducted

by the same senior staff members who previously'had conducted the program

review- site visits during Phase I of the research project.' In most cases,

the site visits undertaken for comparison group sampling required an effort

citho
equal to or, greater than tha ted to the Phase I program review.

The level of effort required to complete the comparison sampling. was

attributable to the.logistidal demands inherent in the selection of the

"

Comparison group. Each YAP collaborated with a number of different secon-

dary schools and, at many:of the projects, these secondary schools were

within the jurisdiCtion of different Icel. school. systems. Unlike the

student apprentices, there was no central source of information concerning

those eligible to be sampled fot the coarison group. Therefore, sampling
Ns
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of comparison students, for the most part, required in-person visits to the

individual high schools attended by the sampled student appientices. Fur-

thermore, arrangements of the necessary visits to the relevant local

secondary schools involved prior administrative approval and scheduling,

both at the local school system level and at the individual school level.

At the individual schools, each comparison student was selected based

upon the match with a particular sampled student apprentice who attended

that school. Guidance counselors, cooperative education coordinators, and

vocational instructors provided access to necessary school records and

assisted research project staff members in identifying and selecting appro-
.

priate comparison students to match the sampled student apprentices. In

summary, therefore, the selection of the sample of compdrison students in-

volved a rigorous match with sampled student apprentices and also involved

tight control of the selection process by senior members of the research

team.

2.3.3 Selecting the Sample of Employers and Supervisors

Prior to the selection of the sample of employers and supervisors, the

sample of employing organizations was determined. After the sample of stu-

k

dent apprentices was eelebted for each site, the sample of employing organi-

zations f that site wasiNdetermined through random selection of a subset of

the sampled student apprentices. Just as the total sample of student appren-

tices at each slice was selected by drawing random numbers, identification of

the group of sampled student apprentices whose employing organizations were

chosen for inclusion in the researc%Neffort was also done through random

number selection. Selection of the sample of employing organizations in this

28
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manner ensured that every employing organizatiOn chosen for study had expert=

ence with at 'least one of the student apprentices sampled for inclusion in

the study. When two or more student apprentices in the initially selected
*

subset,were found to. have been employed by the same organization, additional

sampled student apprentices were selected until the full complement of

,employing organizations at. each site was complete:

Once the sample of employing organizations was selected for each site,

the respondent for Ehe employer section of the Employer/Supervisor Interview

Schedule was identifiable without further sample selection processes. Selec-

tion.of the respondent for this section ofthe interview schedule was based

upon the criterion that this section was to be addressed to the individual

who made the decision that the employing organization would cooperate with

the local YAP.

/pi Identification of the supervisor section , respondent of the Employer/

Supervisoi Interview Schedule was based upon the supervisory relationship

that this respondent had with a spedific sampled student apprentice. This

criterion is directly related to the fact that the superviior section of the

interview schedule consists principally of a job performance evaluation &t a

specific sampled student apprentice. It had been determined as part of the

study design that n6 more than three job performance evaluations would be

requested from any sampled employing organization. Therefore,'for all thd
a

sampled employing orgatiizations that had employed between one and three

sampled student apprentices,'the'Employer/Supervisor In'terview Schedule

included names of all of these individuals so that the appropriate supervi-

sor(09,could be identified.

t 29 r
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Some sampled employing organizations had employed than three sam-

pled student apprentices. In the c se of the employing organizations in.

-C

this category, it was necessary to select three sampled student aPprentices
,

.
.

for whom job performance evaluations could be requested. In making these .

,

selections, an effort was made to include sampled student apprentices who

had graduated in different years. Beyond that the selection process was'

4;;;om. Based upon the three 'sampled student apprentices selected, it then
.

.if .

was possible to identify the supervisor respondents for each employing

organization in this category.

7

. .
.

2.4 DATA COLLECTION '

This section describes the relevant features of the data collection

effort for the Phase II research under five headings. The first subsection
4

describes the structured interview schedules used for data collection. The

second subsection describes the selection and training of the local data

. collection teams. The tifird subsection describes the site specific time
\

frames for data collection at the local sites. All data collection activi-

, ties were conducted during the last 6 months of 1980. The fourth subsection

presents the interview response rates obtained during the field effort.

.0
Overall, about three-fourths of the student apprentices and comparison stu-

.

dents were located and interviewed. The fifth subsection describes the
.-.

f

quality control procedures implemented in conjunction with the data collec-
.

. -
.

tion effort. Quality controls included verification of a sample of the -

completed interviews and careful editing of interview schedules as't1ey were
.

. .
, 1

received from the field.
. -

.

.

( .

.
.

,
..

.
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2.4.1 . Structured Interview Schedules

During the design phase of the study, two structured interview schedules

were developed for Dse.with the four groups of respondents included in the

Phase II research. One interview schedule 'was developed for use with student

apprentices and comparison students. It was adapted to the somewhat differ-
,

ent data needed from thee two respondent groups throdgh the use of skip

patterns in't4e sequence of questions. Thus it was possible to use the

Out-of-School Apprentice/Comparison-Interview Schedule with either a student

apprentice respondent or a comparison student respondent.

The other .interview schedule developed was for use with employers and

supervisors. In the case of this interview schedule, the first section

includeg questions to be asked of the employer respondent and the second

slption includes questions to be asked of the supervisor respondent. Thus,

completion of a single Employer/Supervisor Interview Schedule involved com-

pletion'of both these sections. In some cases, both the employer and super-

visor. sections were completed by interviewing one individual who fulfilled

both of the functionally defined respondent roles. In other cases, the'

employer section was completed by interviewing an individual who fulfilled

only the employer 'respondent role while the supervisor section was completed
10

byinterviewing between one.and three other individuals who fulfilled the

supeivisor respondent role.,

Both interview schedules were based primarily upon questions with pre-
,

coded responses. However, both interview schedules also included some ques-

tions with open-ended responses since some important areas of inquiry were

not amenable, to the development of pre-coded response categories. Copies of

the two interview schedules are appended to this report.
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2.4.2 Local Data Collection Teams

Data collection activities for each YAP were initiated during site

visits to each location conducted by the same senior members of the research

team who had conducted the previous program .review site visits and the com-,

paiisbil sampling site visits. Thus, selection and training of the key mem-

bers of each local data collection team Mere conducted in-person by senior

members of the research team who were well-acquainted with both the general

features of the study design and the specific features of the local YAP.

At most sites, the data collection team included one local field

research associate and one or Store local interviewers.' At each location,

. - .

the field research associate had overall,responsibility for local data 4t
'.

collection activities under the direction of the senior member of the'

'research teaUti(responsible for that location. In most taSes, the field

research associates conducted all of the interviews with the employers and

...-

supervisors, carried out some'of the interviews with student apprentices and

comparison students, and supervised interviewers who were responsible for

the conduct of the balance of the interviews with student apprentices and.
.

. ,

comparison students. ,When intervillers had to be added or replaced, the
... r ,

. .

field research associates-were responsible for recruiting and training the
. c

,

new interviewers. The responsibilities of field research associates in
%

supervising and monitoring interviewers also included verifying5m sanle of

the interviews conducted by the interviewers.

2.4.3 Time Frame for Data Collection
o'a

All data collection activities were.conducted,ducing th*last 6 months

of 1980. Within that 4enerl time frame, the specific-time frame for data

32,
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collection activities at the individual sites varied somewhat. In general,

data collection activities were completed in a shorter time at the four

sites initiated under OYP-funding than at the four sites initiated under BAT

, funding. Two factors are relevant to this difference between the two groups

of sites. First, the OYP-initiated sites generally included a smallei

number of sampled respondents than the BAT-initiated sites. Second, all the

student apprentices and comparison students sampled at the OYP-initiated

sites hadgraduated/from high school in 1979 or 1980, whereas some of the

sampled student apprentices at the BAT-initiated sites had graduated from

high school iY'1978. This longer time period since graduation can be corm-
,

lated with a greater degree of difficulty in locating the respondents for

interviews.

C
0

In addition
a

to the general difference between the. two types of sites,

there also was individa* variation among the sites relating to the time of
om

4
data collection. Data collection activities in'Rhode Island, Rockford, and

.Des Moines were initiated and completed during the first 3 months of the data
4 ft

collection period. Data-collection activities in New. Jersey were initiated

andpompleted during the last..3 months of the data collection' period. D5tta

. .

collection activities at Cleveland, Houston, Nashville, and New Orleans were

I.
, *

initiatediduring.the first 3 months4of the data collection period and were
. . . ,

c pleted Suring the last 3 months of ,the data collection Period,
4. .

2.4.4 Response Rates

Table:2-4 presents the number of

students interviewed at.each site and

two respondent groups. 'The interview

-44

r

student apprentices and comparison

the interviewlesponse rates for'these

responserates'wers calculated by,,,

. .33'.
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TABLE 2-4

Number Interviewed an Response Rates for Student Appentices

and Comparison Students by Site

Site

Student Apprentices Comparison Students

Number Response Number Response

Interviewed Rate Interviewed Rate
-4 /

/

V

Cleveland

Houston

1343

'15

88%

30%

77

.
77%

Nashville' 81 , 62%
.

54 5 %

.
New Orleans 143 63% 92 65%

. .

.

_

"- Des Moines , 31 86% 29 81%
i,

New Jersey 99 99% '90 .A'95%
.

et
m °

Rhode Island
%,

94 93% SS 89%

Rockfoea 46 92% 43 88%

Total 642 - _76% 474 76%

t

-

1 34

6
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4

dividing the number interviewed by the number sampled. In total, over 75

percent of the student aPpregices'and comparison students were located and

interviewed.

Table 2-5 presents the number of, employer /supervisor interviews com-

pleted at each site and the interviewresponse rates for this group. The

interview response ratesyete calculate by dividing the number of completed

interviews by the number,of employing organizations sampled. In total,

interviews were completed at over 90 percent of t mploying organizations

sampled. This overall interview respoilse rate for employers and supervisors

is somewhat higher than the overall response rates achieved for student .

apprentices and comparison students. In addition, the interview response

rates by site shoy,less variation for employer/supervisor interviews than

-for interviews with studeht apprentices and comparison students. These

characteris ics of the'
/

response rates for employer/supervisor interviews may

aieribu to the relaeively, greater ease of locating and gaining the

t 4 ,..k

124coopeiatio Of,emplOyee'andAupervisor respondents.
% .

,3t,

r

V te.:, .,.,

A_.

2.4.5 alit Contror)PrOcedures
\

Two p inctpal sets of quality control procedures were implemented in

Corduncti in with te deitacollec'tion effort.

rol r edures involved verificationof a samp a of the competed inter-

of quality con-

views This was accomplishokby selecting respon ents at ran m for verifi-

cation and then calling them on the telephone. During this Clephone con -

versatidn, each.respondent was asked to confirm that the interview took

,,place as recorded. Inaddition, one item from the completed interview
,

schedule was addressed to each respondent a second time inprder to check

35,
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TABLE 2-5
ti

Number of Employer/Supervisor Interviews Completed

And Response Rates by Site

Site

Employer/Supervisor Interviews

Number

Completed

Response

Rate

Cleveland 48 96%

Houston 21 84%

Nashville 86%

New Orleans
__- 66 88%

Des Moines -17 85%

New Jersey 49 98%

Rhode Island 49 98%

*

Rockford 24 92%

t 317 92%

36
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for consistency between this response and the response recorded in the com-

pleted interview schedule?

Interviews conducted by interviewers were-4erified by field research

- associate. Interviews conducted by field research associates were verified

by central office staff, as were some interviews conducted by interviewers.

Verification was accomplished for 23 percent of the student apprentice

respondents, 25 percent of the comparison student respondents, and 15 per-

cent of the employlerr respondents. None of these verifications revealed any

-- instances of data being falsified or mishandled by any of the members of the

loCal data collection teams.

The second set of quality control procedures involved careful screening

and editing of all completed interview schedules as they Fere returned from

, the field. As-a result of this process, it was determined that some student
.0-

apprentice and comparison student interview schedules were, not appropriate

for inclusion in the analyses. FOr student apprentices, the most common

problems were that some' respondents did not recall participating in the pro-

gram while other respondents clearly entered their apprenticeships after

.,graduation from high school. For comparison students, the most common

problems were that some comparison students'had beenrsampled as graduates of;

t

1979 and were actually1978 graduatesiLwhile'other comparison students had

r

been sampled as graduates Of 198(1 when, in reality,they were not expected to

graduatAntil'1981.

Table 2-6 presents data on the number of student apprent e and coMpar-
,

ison student interview schedules whicHio*were usable for anal es and the pro-

portion thatAse usable interviews constitute of the original sample..
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Overall, 52 student apprentice interview schedules and 19 comparison student

interview schedules were excluded from the analyses. No employer/supervisor

interview schedules were excluded. For the student apprentices, the largest

, number of exclusions were from the Jersey YAP. At this site, 25 out of

a total of 99 student apprentice int view schedules were excluded from the

analyses. Of the 25 excluded, 17 were omitted because the interview sched-

ules indicated that the sampled student apprentices had graduated from high

school before they had been registered as apprentices.

As indicated in Table 2-6, when all the necessary exclusions had been

accomplished, data still were available for analysis-tor more than 70

percent of the sample of student apprentices and comparison students. It

may be concluded, therefore,rthat exclusion of the inappropriate respondents

significantly enhanced the qualiilkand the consistency of the data base used

for analysis withou significantly impairing the adequacy of the data base
1

in terms of the p

2.5 DATA RED

rtion of the sampled respondents aval:lable. for analysis.

TION AND ANALYSTS

This section briefly describes the data reduction procedures which were

follovied and-the analytic techniques which were employed to compile the

results of the Phase II research. The first subsection below describes the

principal steps in the data reduction process. The second .subsection details

the resulting units-of analysis. The third subsection treats the various

analytic techniques employed.

2.5.1 Data Reducti4 Procedures

As interview scheduleslrere received from the field, the Data Collection

Manager edited them for internal consistency and pre-coded all open-ended

38 40
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TABLE 2-6

Number of Usable Interviews for Student Apprenlices..

and Comparison Students by Site

Site

Student Apprentices Comparison Students

Number of NUMber of

.

Usable Proportion Usable Proportion

Interviews of Sample Interviews of- SaniPle

Cleveland

c

./"-----'126 81%'
1

72 72%

Houston ,15 , 308 ,..._

Nashville 76 59% 52 52%

New Orleans 58% 88 62%.

Des Moines 30 83% 78%
I

.

NewJer6ey :74 74% 86 91%

Rhode Is;and 94 93% 88 88W

N.__

Rockford 45 90% 41 84%

, .

Total 590 70% 455 73%

cob

9
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responses. Following this initial processm the interview data were coded

into numerical form and recorded.in machine readable format for key punching.

Following the coding, the data were keypunched and verified. Once the data

files were complete, a machine edit also was per)ormed in order to check the

Jr. I -

Internal consistency of the interview schedules and to ensure that the values

for all variables were within the proper ranges. .

Following the machine edit,-basic frequencies were obtained for all the

variables. Based upon these frequencies, some categorical variables and a

large number of categories were simplified by collapsing discrete categorIes

It into larger logical categories. Similarly, some continuous variables were

transformed into appropriate categorical form.

2.5.2 Units of Analysis

The data base'derived from the Phase Il.research effort includes five

basic units;

4 JP/

Babic indicators for all student apprentices incthe sample universe
based upon the record review conducted. in conjunction with sampling;

Data 40omcinterviewS with student apprentice respondents;

Data from interviews with comparison student respondents

Rata from interviews witfi.employer respondents; and

Job performance evaluations based upon interviews with supervisor
respondents.

With the ecception of the data based 'upon interviews with comparison student

respondents, each of the analytic units described above was subjected, to

separate analysis.

In addition to the separate analyses of the four basic analytic units,

further ipalyses were performed based upon two additional combinations of

40 '4,
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the analytic units. First, the data based upon comparison student respori-

dents were analyzed, in combination with the data based upon student appren-

tice respondents. Second, the relevant job performance evaluations were

merged with the data based upon student apprentice respondents in order to

permit additional analyses. Id all, therefore, six basic units or combina-

tions of basic units were subjected to analysis.

Analytic Techniques
a.

For each of,the six analytic' units, basic frequencies and means were

calculated for each variable. In addition, for each of the 6 analytic units,

relevant variables were selected for examination of cross tabulations and

differences of means with computation of the accompanying chi-square and

t-test statistics or one-way ANOVAS to determine the statistical significance

of observed differences.

In addition to these fundamental analyses, three of the analytic units

were subjected to further, multivariate analyses. The student apprentice

data, the combined student apprentice and comparison student data, and the

employer data were analyzed using multiple regression analysis. The multiple

regression techniqde was applied within the framework of a causal model using

path analysis to determine the direct and indirect effects of independent

variables upon criterion,:variables. In the case of all the analytic units

the multiple re ression technique was reserved for examination of the ma or

outcomes of in erest and their relationships with the principal factor= which

may be reasonably presumed to have some association with outcomes.

A
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: CHARACTERISTICS AND EXPERIENCES OF STUDENT APPRENTICES

The apprentice sample consists of individuals selected from eight proj-

t sites. As has been previously explained, the sample totalled 590 former

student'apprentices who were administered the same questionnaire as the

c

2111

.

parison group,' with appropriate skip patterns, during the summer of 1980.
.

.

Chapter 3 describes the characteristics and experiences Of the student

apprentice group.

3.1 PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES
OF THE APPRENTICE.SAMPLE

This section of the chapter discusses the apprentices' demographic

characteristics and those experiences dpring high school which had a bearing

on the students' vocational objectives. The discussions are organized into

four major topids: (1) persoAl,characterispics; (2) educational experi-

ences, which include the students' instructional programer occupational

orientation, and careerassistance received; (3) vocational objectives during

high school; and (4) in-school work experiences other than in apprenticeship.

One key variable used in the analyses of this sample grodp was year of

graduation. This independent variable was cross-tabulated with most other

variables in the data base'to determine if any differences existed in the

responses giver; as a function of graduation year. When stat/stically sig-

0

nificant associations between variables occurred, they have beeh included in

the discussions in this section and throughout the chapter.

3.1.1 Personal Characteristics

Table 1-1 presents selected personal Characteristics of the student

apprentice sample. Of the 590 individuals compristnq the sample, nearly 90
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percedt were males, ancl 80 percent were white. Blacks predomidated the

minority races (18b-r-Lh Hispanics and American Indians representing

approximately. 2 Percent of the sample. At the time of the follow-up inter-

view, the respondeAts! ages ranged from 17 through 23 years; 70 percent Of
. f

the group Were either 18 or 19 years of age.

Almost ;all of the student apprentices graduated from high chool (96%)

with similar proportions of graduates found in the 1979 (42%) nd 1980 (40%)

classes. Of the 4 percent of the sample who did not graduat all but one

completed the 11th grade. Respondents' reasons for droppin out of high

school centered around poor school performance, motivation, or absenteeism

from school (57% of this subgroup) or personal circumstances, such as the

need for self-support, family difficulties; pressure, or relocation (43%).

The idflUence of graduation year on sex and racial/ethnic composition

of the group was found to be statistically significant at the .05 level. An

increase in females occurred among 1979 and 1980 graduates (13% in each

class), compared to 1978 graduates (3%). On the other hand, a significant

decrease in minorities appeared in the more recent graduating classes.

Minority races comprised 29 percent of the 1978 graduates; the percentage,

dropped considerably in 1979 (16%) and then increased somewhat among 1980

graduates (2210.

3.1.2 Educational Experiences

For the entire apprentice sample, performance in high school coursework,

as, measured by mean-overall grade point average, was "13-." V rtually all

student apprentices (99%) attended public high schools. Ove three-fourths

of the student; (78%) were enrolled in a vocatital/t al program of

43
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TABLE 3-1

Selected Personal Characteristics of Student Apprentice Sample

Personal

Characteristics Percentages

m Sex

Male 89
Female 11
N (590)

Race-Ethnic Group
Non-minority 80
Minority 20
N (589)

Age at Time of Interview
17 years old
18 years old
19 years old
20, years old

1

30,
40

22
21+ years old 7
N (587)

High School Graduation Year
Did noCgraduate 4

1978 14
1979 42
1980 40
N (590)
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instruction, iligh more than one-tenth (11%) in a general instruction

program, with the remainder,divided between academic/college preparatory
;

.,(74) add commercial/busihess (4%) curricula.
_..-/

Of the 483 student apprentices who were engaged in vocational/technical

and commercial/business programs, 80 percent reported that trade and indus-

trial coursework (for example, auto mechanics or metal working) was the focus

of their instruction. Nine percent were enrolled in a technical program,
.:.

such as drafting or electronics, and the other 11 percept took coursework

from such.diverse instructional programs as business and office (3%), health

(3%), home economics or family life (24), and others (3%):

Among these respondents, chbice of vocational program appeared to be

.get . .
influenced by year of graduation (p< .05). In each successive class, the

proportion of graduates enrolled in the trade and industrial program

decreased (1978- -84%; 1979-130%; 1980--76%). Conversely, higher
/

proportions

of 1980 graduates were enrolled in the health, agriculture, and business/
.

office programs.
.

..

All respondents were queried about the specific occupation for whichi.
their courses were preparing them. Table 3-2 displays the distribution of

responses, organized according to the nine major occupational classifications

get forth in the U. Sr. Department of Labor's Dictionar? of OccupatiOnal
, .

Titles (DOT), Fourth Edition, 1977. Under each major classificatiOn in the '

table, examples of specific occupations included in that category have been

provided as illustrations.
.

As Table 3-2 shows, the majority of respondents (54%) indicated that
-,.:

their courses were preparing them for machine trade occupations. Within

this major classification, machinists and motorized vehicle and engineering

.

.
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TABLE 3 -2
.

Major DOT Occupational Categories for Which Student Apprentices 4-
Felt Their Courses Were Preparing Them.

Major DOT Occupational,.

Categories

-

6

Percentages

Professional, Technical, and Managerial Occupations. , 12
Drafter

Technician (dental, electrical, medical)

Clerical and Sales Occupations

Secretary (legal, medical)
Clerk, cashier

4

Service Occupations
Food service (baker, butcher)

Attendant (nurse's aid, child care)

Agricultural, Fishery/FOtestry and Related
Occupations

Arborist, gardener, landscaper
Fisherman

Procesiing Occupations

Chemical/pharmaceutical processor
Fish processor

Machine Trades Occupations
'Machinist

Motorized vehicle and engineering
equipment, mechanics and repairers

Bench Work Occupations
Upholsterer
Instrument repair

Str ral Work Occupations
Body workers
Welders, cutters and related

laneous Occupations
Film lab technician or processor

NO Occupation

N

o

3

4

J

<1J

54

16

<1

9

(584)

we+
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equipment mechanics and repairers were most frequently mentioned (18% each).

Other major occupational categoried for which respondents! coursework was

preparing them shOw considerably lower percentages. Btrtictural work,occupa-

tions, such as body workers or welders and cutters, and the professional,

technical, and manageiial occupatibns were cited by 16 percent and //*per-
.

cent, respectively, of the sample. Almost 110 percent.of the group reported

that their coursework was not preparingthem foi tiny occupation.

Other educationaexperiences of the apprentice sample involved the

types and qdality of career information and assistance received ,during high

school. A substantial majority of all respondents (83%) received assistance,

in the area of careers, preparation for work or jobs from people working in

,

r.

,

. . t .

their high school. However, 93 percent
,.

of thergroup subsequently reported
,

that they had been provided with in ormation specifically on career oppor-

tunities in apprenticeship. (The highlylfbcused language of the latter

.,'

question apparently prompted improved recall'6y tr* respondents.)
. . ./

.

Three specific items related to the qualitY of services and/or inetrUc--
.

tioz received during high school were rated by the group: information on

occupations; assistance with career/Planning; and instruction on how to look

for a job. For each item, Table 3-3 shows that a majority of respondents

felt that the quality of services and/or instruction was "good" or "excel-

o' lent." By combining these two,points on the rating scale, the percentage.

was lowest for assistance with career planning (63%) and then rose for infor-

matiOn on occupations (69%) and instruction on how to look for a job (71%)..

-
These ratinp,' while not specific to apprenticeship-related services and/or

instruction, reflect generally favorable opinior about the quality of career
A

information and instruction offered through the schools.
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TABLE 3-3

Opinions About the Quality of Services and7or Instruction
Received by Student Apprentices While iri High School

Career
Service

°

Percentages

Information on Occtipations
Excellent
Good
Pair
Poor,

N

17

52

25

5

(589)

Assistance wit,h Career Planning
Excellent
Good
Pair

22

41'

28
Poor ; 9

N (588)

Instruction on How Tb Look for a Job
Excellent 27
Good 44
Pair 20
Poor 9 .

N I (589)

I
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3.1.3 'Vocational Objectives During High School

Most respondents (85%) indicated that the occupations for which their

6

coursework was preparing them did represent their specific career objective

at the time. During their last 2 years of high school, 80'percent of the

apprentice sample felt 'Very" or "somewhat certain" of their career objec-

time, while the remaining 20 percent reported being either ",somewhat" or

"very uncertain" about their career choice. At the time the apprentice group

left high school, abare majority (51%) had no particular plans other than .

to continue in the job they hel during high school. Much smaller propor-

tions ofthe group said they were going to look for a job (15%) or combine
,

o -.

school and work in some way (12%). Even fewer respondents planned to enter
Y

a training program (8%), go to school full -time 4(7%), enter the Armed Forces

(3%), or engage in some other activity (4%).

These data on'vopetional certainty and specific plans upon leaving high

school were significantly associated with, year 5f graduation, as shown in

. Table 3-4. Vocational certainty was much stronger among 1979 and 1986

graduates than among 1978 graduates. With respect to specific plans at the

end of high school, somewhat erratic increases and decreases in the percen-

tages appeared among thoie whose plans were to continue in their present

job. Howsy14, 1979 and 1980 graduates were much less likely to look for a

job and more likely to enter a training program.

3.1.4 In-School Work Experiences

The last two topics presented in this discussiod of personal add educe-
-

tional experiences during high school relte to participation in a Coopera-

tive'education program and paid employment other than,in apprenticeship.

49
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TABLE 3-4

Vocational Certainty and Specific Plans Upon Leaving High School
by Year of Graduation

Vocational Certainty and
Specific Plans Upon Percentages

. Chi
Leaving High School 1978 1979 1980 Square

Certainty of Career Choice in
Last 2 Years of High School

Very certain
Somewhat certain
Somewhat uncertain
Very uncertain

39

40

16
c 5

.49

30

14

7

52

31

7

10 12.95*

Specific Plans When Left High School
No plans, continue in present job 44' 55 49'
Look for a job . 33 9 15
Enter d training program 2

4
9 r 9

Go to school full-time 5 8 7

Enter,the Armed Forces 4' 1 5

Combine school and work lb" 11 . 13
Other \

p
2 7 2 44.77***

N (82) (246) (239)

*p < .05; ***p < .001.
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Eighty-five percent of the sample participated ina cooperative education

program, which provides for the student's early release from high school to

be employedr4ile receiving special_ assistance from a teacher or coordina-

tor. When these data were examined by year.of graduation, a significant
4

decrease (p < .05) in participation by each .successive graduating ,class

emerged (from 95% of the 1978 graduates to 82% of the 1980 graduates).

Approximately three- fifths of the apprentice sample (59%) reported that

they had regular paid employment, other thah theirJaPprenticeship job and

such occasional jobs as mowing lawns or babysitting, during highischool..

Among this group who wereregularly employed, nearly two-thirds had held only

one (32%) or two (35%) jobs, while the remaining one-third had been employed

in three or more different jobs during their high 'scfiool years. Thus, the,

apprentideship sample exhibit's a relatively high degree of wo45%xperience

in addition to its stucfant apprentice positions.

3.2 STUDENT APPRENTICESHIP EXPERIENCES

In this section, specific aspects of the experiences studentn.had as

apprentices are described. These Apect,s cover: (1) entry into student

apprenticeship, such as respondents' awareness and knowledge about the Youth

Apprenticeship Program and their motivation for entering the'program; (2)

characteristics of the student apprenticeship employment, including occupa-

tions entered, wages, And types of assistance received from school and

project personnel; and (3),the advantages and disadvantages.of being an

.apprentice.
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3.2.1 Iltry into Student Apprenticeship

As reported in the preceding section, 93 perc

provided with'infortion on career opportu4

people working in the high schools,. 104

of the Youth Apprenticeship Prog

'perspective. Just over thr

about the program from sc

tion coordinator, or gu,'iance'CounselorY. Of the remainder,-similar propor-

tiodtheard first fro a YAPNstaff member (19%) or from some other source,

of the simple wee

in apprenticeship by

jnvestigation about awareness
'

(YAP) yielded a somewhat different

the of the respondents (61%) first heard

personnel (in instructor, cooperative educa-,

such as fr).ends, cla ssmates, or the media (20%). These data demonstrate
.

that both school personnel and program staff played an important%role in

makiAg students aware of the opportunities available through the Youth

/ -

Apprenticeship Program.

InfOrmation as to the reasons for becoming an apprentice Or vides in-

sight about respondents' motivations and, in addition, may offer clues,about

the nature of publicity or outreach campaigns wtich are effective in enroll-

ing studentapprentices: Table 3-5 presents the most importantrreasons given'

by.respondents for becoming apprentices. Under each or category are

illUstrations of the types-of responses' given.

4

As revealed in Table 3-5, two major responses predominate among the six,.

reasons: career development or advancement (61%) and economic or vocational

opportunity (20%). Within the career development/advancement category,

several themes or subgroupings of reasons emerged: access to a trade; pro -'

vision of training or skills improvements interest ina career (either

specific or general); and the provision of certification or credential credit

,410
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TABLE 3 -5

Most.ImportahttaaOns for Entering an Apprenticeship

Reasons Percentages

Career Development /Advancement
Liked field or trade
Training, certification, provided

Economic or Vocational OtipOrtunity/Security
Money, income
Work (job) experience gained

Learning Experience /Exploration
Learn new things
See if I liked the field or trade

61

20

4

Personal Sehse of WOrth/Independence/EnjoYmen't 5

Sense of accomplishment, freedom
Like working' with hands; machinery

GeneralPositive
Experience (unspecified)

. Get something gol.d in life

General -- Negative

Getjaut of school early
Took up spgre'tihe

8 40.

2

N (581)

L

:53
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related to the field. Thus, respondihts spoke of the apprenticeship program

as one which offers the best way to get into a trade," of the availability

of "training in all areas" of the trade or job, of being "interested in this

field;," or, finally, of the "certification provided" by completing the

program.

Economic or vocational opportunity and security, usually related to the

prospect of a good income, were mentioned by many respondents. However, the

anticipation of job security, job availability, and/or.work experience gained

also served as strong incentives for participating in the program. Less-than

10 percent of the apprentice sample were found in each of the remaining cate-

gories in Table 3-5. There were no apparent differences in reasons for

entering apprenticeship as a function of graduation year.

Knowledge about important aspects of an apprenticeship pottion affects

an individual's decision to enter the program and may influence one's reten-

tion as an apprentice.. In Table 3-6, data are presented on how informed

respondents perceived themselves to be with respect to five different aspects

of the job, before they were employed as apprentices. The percentage of

respondents who said they were "well informed" was highest for length of

apprenticeship (64%), clustered in the 50th perdentile for nature of the

work, rate of pay, and long-term future.of the job, and then dropped to 46

'percent for related instruction requirements. Approximately one-third of\

thp sample regarded themselves as "somewhat informed" on all aspects, except

for length of apprenticeship (22%). These data indicate that sizeable pro-

portions of the sample had incomplete information on various aspects of the

apprenticeship jobs they intended to enter.
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TABLE 3-6

Extent of Being Informed About Asp is of the Apprenticeship Job
.....lisfore Being Employed as an-Apprentice

Informed About
Apprenticeship Percentages

Nature-of the Work
We],]. informed

Somewhat informed
-Not informed
N

Rate of Pay
Well informed
Somewhat infbrmed
Not irfiformed

N

10

55

36

9

(588)

50

34

16

(588)

/

Long -arm Future of the Job
Well informed 50.

/Somewhat informed° 33'
/ Not informed ' 17

N 1587)

/ Length of the Apprenticeship
%/ Well informed

/ Somewhat informed
/Not informed
N

4

64

22

14

(587)

Related Instruction Requirements
Well informed "446
Somewhat 4nformed 35
Not informed 19
N (586)

ti

55.

I
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11"

Iirterms of the person who provided the most assistance in obtaining

employment in their apprenticeship occupation, nearly three-fifths of the

sample (59%) identified school personnel, primarily their vocational instruc-

tor or cooperative education coordinator.' Over one-fifth (21%) named YAP

staff members, and the remaining one-fifth said either,that they received no

assistance (9%) or that some other person had provided the most assistance

Jr(11%).

3.2.2 Characteristics of Student Apprenticeship Employment °

Table 3-7 shows the occupations entered as an apprentice, organized

according to the maj DOT occupational classifications, with specific,

`represehtative oc upations listed under each major Category. Three-fifths

of the respondents were employed in the machine trades. Less than 20 percent.

entered some type of structural work. Fewer than 10 percent were4employed in

professional, techpical, and managerial occupations. In every other major

category, 5 percent or less Of the group found employment as in apprentice.

Significant at the .01 level was the influence of graduation year-on =cups-
.

tiOn entered as an apprentice. Each successive graduating class exhibited,

an increased tendency to enter the professional, technical, an4 managerial

occupations (1978--5%; 1919-6%; and 1980--11%) and the structural work

occupations (4%, 20%, and 21%,_ respectively), and a decreased likelihood of

entering the machine'trades (77%, 50%, and 55%, respectively).

Two characteristiCs of the}mor,ksite were explored with questions about

the employment of other\student apprentices and presence'ofa union. Over

one-half of the apprentice sample (53%) reported that -other student apprentices
St.

were also employed at their worksite during the same time the respondents

0
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TABLE 3-7

Major DOT Occupational Chtegories Enterel"by Student Apprentices

Major DOT Occupational

*
111. Categories Percentages

Professional, TechniCal, and Managerial Occupations
Drafter

Technician (dental, medical, electrical)

Clerical and-Sales Occupations

8

Secretary (legal, medical)
Auto parts clerk

Service Occupations 5

. Child careiattendant
Baker, butcher

Agricultural, Fishery, Forestry and
Related Occupations <1
'Landscaper
Lobster fisher

Processing Occupations <1
Pharmaceutical operator
Fish `processor

Machine TradessOccupations 61
Machinist
Motorized vehicle and engineering

equipment mechanics and repairers

Bench Work Occupations
. 3'

Dental lab technician A

Upholsterer

Structural Work.Occupation$ 17
Body woikers, transportation equipment
Welders, cutters, and related occupations

.Miscellaneous Occupations 2
Offset platemaker
Film processor

(588)

I
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f.

were in high school. Only 9 percent, however, worked at companies where a

union represented the workers.

Table 3-8 presents data on several characteristics of the apprenticeship

employment. Fewer than one-third of the appredtice group (31%) were employed

as apprentices in the summer preceding their senior year. However, there was

a tendency toward more student apprentices beginning their employment in the

summer before their senior year with-each.successive graduating class

(p < .05). The average length of time for employment ac an apprentice dur-

ihg high school was 33 weeks. Although the respondents reported that their

employment period ranged from 1 week' to 3 years, it is apparent that the

majority were employed for less than 1 year during their senior year of high

school.' While school was, in session, the average number of hours worked was
A

.per week was 25. The starting hourly wage, on average, was $3.28, resulting

in average total earnings of $2,563, before deductions, during high school.

The Youth Apprenticeship Project is structured such that assistance is

lent to'the student apprentices in the form of job-related counseling, should

the individual seek it, and visits to the workiite. Table 3-9 displays data

related to the types of assistance received by the student apprentices from

f school a4d project personnel.

Three.;fifths of the sample did not discuss any job-related problems with

staff,from their high schools. A decreaiing tendency to discuss such prob-

lems was apparent with each successive graduating,claSs (p <.05). Among

those who did counsel with school personnel, similar,proportions discussed

skill-related problems (348)' and work adjustment probleMs (37%), while over

20 percent talked about both types of prOblems. A substantial majority.Cf
,
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TABLE 3-8

Selected Characteristics of the Student Apprenticeship Employment

Characteristics of
Employment ,Percentages/Means

.

.

Employment as Apprentice Summer Before
.Senior Year

Yes
No

Nr

Number of Weeks Employed
During High School

Mean
SD
N

Number of Hours Woiked Per Week
While School in Session

Mean
SD
N

Stair4ing Hourly Wage
(.__` Mean

.

SD

N

Total Earnings Before Deductions
-During High School

Mean .

SD ,

N

31,

69

(587)

3 3458

/2.20
.(584)

24.81
7.75

(583)

$3.28

$0.60
(583)

.

$2,563.00
$1 , 936 78.

(559) .

.

.

.

.

,
.

P

.4
0 t

1 . ,

0

.. t
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TABLE 3-9

Types of Assistance or Support Received from School and Project
Personnel While Employed as an Apprentice

Types and Sources
of Assistanc& Percentages

Discuss Job-Related Problems with
High School Personnel

Yes 40
NO 60
N (589)

Types of Problems Discussed

Skill-related problems (e.g., difficulty
in performing tasks required) 34

Work adjustment problems (e.g., difficulty
in relationships with supervisors,
co-workers) 37

Both skill-related apd work adjustment
prOblems o

Other problems
22

7
1

N (238)

,High School StaffUtually Helpful with Problems
Yes 84
No 16
N (236)

Visited at Worlwite by School/Project Personnel
Yes 77
No 23
N (589)

Who Visited at Worksite
School personnel 30
Project personnel 48
Both-School andyroject Personnel 22
N (450),

60
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this subgroup seeking' assistance (84%) reported that staff members were

usually helpfUl in resolving' these work pioblems.

While employed as apprentices, over three- quarters of all the reepon-'

dents (77%) were visited at their worksites by staff from either the school'

or sponsoring organization. Among those who received a visit, 48 percent

indicated that someone came from the organization sponsoring the Youth

Apprenticeship Project, 30 percent were visitedoy someone from thre school,

and-22 percent were contacted by personnel from both sources. Th4 likelihood

of being visited increased with each successive
tr

graduating.class (p < .05).

Those respondents who continued in their'apprenticeship job following

graduation from high school (78% of the sample) were asked if they had

regularly attended classes of received some other form of'instruction (e.g.,

a correspondence course) after graduation in conjunction with their appren-

ticeship. Fewer than 30,percent (28%) had done ,so.

Ode fi.:1/opic relating to student apprenticeship experiences concerns' ,

whether or not the respondents-changed their career pans and, if so, how

those plans Chagd as a result of their being an apisredtice during high

school. Table 3-10 details these data from respd6dents and shows that only

one-fifth (21%) did change ttlopir plans. This subgroup then identified up to

three ways their plans had changed; the most cdmmon response (45$) was want-

ing some occupational trade or field'Other-than that held as.an apprentice.

Others found that their career plans were affected by economic considerations

(9%), usually wanting more money, or personal indecisiveness or changes

(10%). However, for over one-third of this subgroup, their apprenticeship

experience had the positive effedt of either confirming their interest in the

61
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TABLE 3-10

Changes in Career Plans Based on Apprenticeship
Experiences During High School

Percentages

Changes in Career Plans Aased on High Changed Career Aggregate of Three
School Apprenticeship Experiences Plans Ways Plans Changed

'%

Changed Career Plans Based on High School
Apprenticeship

Yes 21
No 79
N (589)

-

Ways Career Pans Changed
Confirmed interest /plans

Want similar job
Increased interest in field, trade

Motivated eoward.training/educAtion
Go to college

.

Want further training (school, courses)

Changedfield/job
Go .into different field,' job
Didn't _like rade;- job

Economic disincentive's in trade /job
Want more money
Liked fidld, can't afford tools

Unspecified/uncertain plans
Don't know what I want to do
Change in self (unspecified)

z,

18

18

. .

10.

(170)

,62
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field (18%) or Increasing their motivation for training-or fullther eduCation

C18%).

3.2.3 Advantages and Disadvantages. of Student,Apprenticeship

4
In this concluding section of the description,of student apprenticeship

, experiences, respondents' perceptions about the most important advantage and

9.

1
MONNOWWWW

disadvantage of being a student apprentice are reported. Tables 3-11 and

,3-12, which present the data, are organized similarly. Major categories of
,

advantages and disadgantages were derived from respondents' commallts and,
OPV

under each major category shown in the illustrative remarks appear.

-Cited more frequently by the sample than any other benefit was that the

apprenticeship provides training in a trade(37%). Failing' considerably

w.
below, this level of-frequency was the category, learding skills by

spplicatiOn,rfientioned by the next

tered'at the 104percent-level were

largedt group:of respondents 4%). Clus-

three other advantages n d by respoh-
,

dents: enhancement of career or job opportunitieseconomic opportunities; ,

e,
i,

.., '

and finally, general positive advantage, usually simply reportTdas "experi-

.

ence." Thus, theadvantages which were cited by respondents related over-

whelmAngly to their' learning

setting, and enhancing their
0

a trade, obtaining skillsin the actual job

career or job opportunities, as opposedto-other
b

personal, economic, or general,vocationally oriented benefits.

Turning to the most importa4 problem_ior,disadvahtage,
.

t.
reveals -that over one:half of the respondents

. A

vantage! Of the remainder, more respondents

,

(5344 said there. was no d4sad-
-,

identifi9d inadequate pay, work

,
enviroftent, or hours' worked '(16%) .asc the primarylfoblem. Approximately. , .

-. -

' one -tenth of Vie sample (9%) fililti that the constraints onr. their Aree time,
,

. ,

0,

.
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TABLE

Most Important Advantage of Being a Student Apprentice
, , .":.

4

. .

Most important Advantage
.%.

. .,..

.
.

Percentages '
.

-.
' 4,..

-A-
'. ,

.

..,,.

.

. .''' '..

Learnini.Skills byToirect Application
., Work experience -:' -

I, Learn on the job .
.

,

)'Career Exploration
,

n field bef6re full time, employment'

Opportunity to change jobs if I don't like one'
.

,

Recqipt of Training/Learning a Trade
Learn.different skills
Part-time work and school,

,,.

Enhancement of Career/Job Opportunities
v

1Geta head start on career
.

.Certification
%

Economic Opportunities . ..

Get paid for learning/training-
ft .

. Money
. .

, -. .

Self-Sufficiency/Personal Awareness and mprovements
Self-exploration, knOw'More about self
Meeting people, Working with people

. ,

General-ipositive -

EXperience (unspecified)'
Preparation for future, '.

,
.

Ai

,Other .....
.

t

Getout of school F.--

Got me a job ....

.

None' ' '
.

. .

.
N ,

. ° .

.

. . s
14

./

-
6 _

37

.

10

.

,

,
10

.

k

, 7
.

.

v
10

.

.

-

. .

1

..
f585)

.

. c.. ,

.
.

,

A.

1

64 .
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TABLE 3-12

Most *Portant Disadvantage of Being a Student Apprentice `-

4 '

Most Important Disadvantage Percentages

Constgaints on Free Time/School Work and Activities
Constraint o4studies
Missed out on,school activities

Inadequate Trainin /Supervision/Support
Lack of adsua e training

'Lack of super sion

Conflict with

.

Emp40loyer/Boss
. Hassle with boss, Otheri

Assigned "dirty" work

Inadequate -Pay/Work Environment/Number of Hours
Worked

Not.enpugh working hours
.No uniipn

leork/Responsibilities Too Difficult
Too hard

Responsibilities are more than for a student
's

Program Paperwork Excessive
Paperwork -

Too many-questionnaires, too much, research

Apprenticeship Too Long/Slow Advancement
Advancement too slow
Not informed about length of program

Personal Problems/Circumstances
Transportation problems
More nervous to do well in job

None

9

16

1

5-

2

N
(586)
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*F"

which affected their studies and participation in school activities, posed

tie major difficulty. Eight percent reported that conflicts with their boss

or others at the worksite, characterized as "hassles" or "dirty" work assign-/

ments, constituted the most importan't disadvantage. In summary, predominant

in the type of disadvantages are conditions at or related to the worksite.

Figures presented earlierAon starting hourly wages 'and earnings lend some

credence to the validity of complaints about-pay rate and inadequate number

of work hours. No applgent differences, according to year of graduation,

were found for either mostimartant advantage or disadvantage of" being a

student apprentice.

These data support the conclusion that a majority of qtudent apprentices

regarded their experiences favorably. That over one-half of the group (53%)

reported no diladvantages connected w their apprenticeship experience is

in itself impressive. In a later chapter, employers' perceptions and assess-

ments about the student apprenticeship project will be explored and will

provide a,basis for comparison on some of these aspects discussed with the

apprenticeship group.

3.3 POST-HIGH SCHOOL LABOR MARKET EXPERIENCES

Three major topics, relevant to the experiences of the apprentice sample

in their post-high school period, are presented here: (1) employment pat-
,.

terns, including current job status, occupations in which employeria-and

earnings; (2) retention in apprenticeship; and (3) school-to-work transition

problems from a retrospective viewpoint. The retention in apprenticeship

discussions will attempt to integrate most of the salient aspects reported

about the sample by comparing "stiyers" and "leavers" in apprenticeship.

66.
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These examinations will lay further grqpndwork for the project assessments

and fhpacts which appear in the following section.

3.3.1 Post-High School Employment Patterns

Al ,
In terms of current e loyment status, over thkee-quarters of the

apprentice sample (77%)'Were employed at the ti4of the Interview. Seven

percent, although not currently employed, had held some job(s) since high

school, as opposed to 1 percent of the group who had not been employed at

all since leaving high' school. Slightly more than ten pircent (11%) con-
.

sidered themselves to be full-tipe students at the time of the interview.

Among those who-were full-time students, a majority were seeking either a

,bachelor's (37%) or a post-graduate (17%) degree, approximately one-quarter

(27%) an associate degree, while the remainder were pursuing some other

'degree (6%) or did not plan to obtain any degree (13%). There were no

apparent differences in status as a student, dieFee aspirations, or current

employment asa fpnction o$, year ofgraduAtion from high school.

Les's than 30 percent (28%). of those who had been employed since leaving

high school had held other jobs besides- their current or most recent one.

Of this subgroup, mostiad worked at only one(53W) or two (27%) other jobs,'

as opposed to.three or more (20%): Overall, the apprentice saMiole regarded

their high school diploma asia terminal' degree and had been in the work force

fairly consistently since leaVing high school'.

Work-related experiences since high school influenced the career plans

of less than one quarter of the sample (24%). Table 3-13 exhibits the cate-
.

gories and percentages for the aggregated respohses of up to three ways these

respondents' plans had changed, although most identified only one'way. Pre-
0

quently mentioned specific responses appear under the major categories.
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Among those whose career pl ans had changed, the post-high school wooR-

related experiences provided positive reinforcement in their chosen field

for nearly one-half of the subgroup. Ten percent reported that their work-

related experiences confirmed or increased their interest in the field.or

trade, which prompted some of these respondents to look for,, more respon-

sible job within the field and other-respondents to consider starting their

own businesses. Thirty-five percent experienced an increased motivation to
a

further their education, to obtain training, Or to learn other specialties

within or related ,to their original trade, field, or occupation.

For the majority of the subgroup, however, work-related experiences

produced a different result. Most decided to change to a different field,

trade, or job (37%)=,. These individuals found that their earlier career

choice was unsuitable primarily because it didnot match, their interests,

expectations, or perceived abilities. The remainder indicated that their

career glens were undecided (10%) or that economic disinceritives, primarily ,

low pay, had made them rieconsidertheir plans (8%).,. Overall, however, the

data in Table 3-13'reveal the apprentice sample to be'a relatively stable

group with respect to career plans in their post-high school period.

Characteristics of their post-high school employment were elicited from

'members'of the sample who were currently or 'recently employed. Those indi-

viduals who) were primarily students atrthe time of the interview or 4o'had

not held a job since leavirig high school are exluded from this discupsion.

Tabii 3 -14 presents the data on, respondents' current or most recent occupa-

tides, using the major DOT occupational categories and illustrating each
.

. ,

category 14th..specific, frequently mentioned occupations. Just under one-,

hkf of the individuallcurrently employed or.employed since high school

Ca. 68
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TABLE 3-13

Changes in Career Plans Based on Work,4Related Experiences
Among the Apprentice Sample

Changes in Career Plans Based
on Work-Related Experiences

Percentages

Changed Career Aggregate of, Three
Plans Ways.Plans Changed

Changed Career Plans Based on Work-Related
Experiences

Yes 24
No 76
N (587)

Ways Career Plans Changed
Confirmed interest/plans

Looking for more responsible job
Have become more interested

Motivated toward training/education
Decided to further educatiori
Want to learn other Specialties

within trade

Changed field/job
Want to enter another field, job
Wane to look for a better job

Economic disincentives in trade/job
Try to get better pay
Money wasn't good

10

35

37

8

Won't finish school/college 1

Unspecified/uncertin plans
Undecided about which career to
pursue

Pbund that there wasn't much
chance for advancement .

10

(177)

69
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were in the machine trades (48%), and one -fifth had entered structural work

occupations (20%). In each of the remaining occupational categories, less

than one-tenth of the respondent group appeared.

These data are most interesting when compared to the figures for occu-

pations in which respondents were actually employed as student apprentices

(see Table 3-7)., A decrease of 12 percent in the-machine trades and.3 per-

cent in the professional and technical occupat ons was evident among ,those

currently or recently employed. A small incre e of from 2-6 percent was

found in four other-current occupational categor es: service (2%); struc-

tural work (3%); V.scellaneou (4%); and lerical and sales (6%). It appears

that some shift toward less technical or skilled jobs occurred among the

apprentice sample,in the post-high schoOl period. This shift is attribut-

able, in part, to that portion of the group who held Other intervening jobs

and to the exclusion of students and those who had not been employed since

high school.

Table 31.5 displays select ed characteristics of apprentices' current or

most recent labor market experiences. In the occupations just discussed, the

length of employment averaged 52 weeks,, or 1 year, and the average number of

hours worked per week was 42. With regard taPpay rate, average current

hourly wage equaled)$4.73, compared to the average starting rate of $3.81.
0 A

Current annualized earnings averaged $10,619. Table 3-15 also shows wage

and income averages byyear of graduation.' As would be expected, 1978 high

school graduates earned considerably more than graduates who had been working

for a shorter period of time..

7Q .
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: TABLE 3-14

' Current or Most Recent Occupation of Apprentice Group
(Excluding Full-Time Students and Those

.Not Emeloyed Since Sigh School)
'

..,

.

,

.

.

.

\

\

C"-

.

. Major DOT Occupational
,

.

. Capegories Percentages
itt

.

.

.

i

.

. .

..

Professional, Technical, and Managerial Occupations 5
Drafter .

.

Dental assistant . - .
.

. .

Clerical and Sales.Occupations 9
Secretary (legal, medical) .

4

Auto parts clerk .

,

Service Occupations 1 .

., .
.

7 ,

Nurse's aid \
.

.

Restaurant cook
' .

.

.

Agricultural, Fishery, Pbrestry and woe- 4. _ c
Related Occupations- 1

Landscaper
Lobster fisher. . .r.

,
. .

Processing Occupations . .

.
1

Baker \

Chemical processor
.

Machine Trades Occupations .
,

Ets
.Machinist ..

.

Auto Mechanic. . .

Bench Work Occupations 3
Pen,and'pencil repairer
Metal grinder, polisher \

. .

..

, ,

Structural Work occupations
29-

Auto body repairer ,

Welder
'

.
.

f.

,

Miscellaneous Occupations' 6
. Gas station attendant .

. /Hoisting and conveying,.

N ,
. (498)

.

,

,

.

1 .'

.i .

. 2
.

. 71
.
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TABLE 3-15 it

Selected Characteristics of Apprentices' Current Labor Market' Experiences

Charadteristics of Current

Labor Market Experieves Percentages/Means

Employment Status

Currently',employed
Employed any time since high school
'Not employed singe high school ',

11-time studedts
N

er of Weeks Job Held( A
Mean
SD
N

Number of'HourS Worked Per Week
Mean
SD
N

Starting Hourly Wgge
Mean
SD.

N

CUrrentIliourly Wage
Mean 4

ts,.

. ISD . ,

N
.

.

77
7
4

11

44.
41-

;

(586)

52.44
45.45

(496)

41.52
8.28

(491)

$3.81
$1.29 '

(463)

$4.73
$1.50

(492)
. . .

Current AnnuiiAd Income'
Mean

,

\

$10,619.00'
SD .

$4,626.60 .
N i *(504)

Average Curre443ourly Wage by Year
Graduation .15

1978 t4e

1979
1980'

of
p

$5.89
$5.02
$4.04t'

"Average Annual#ed Income by Year of, Graduation .
.

1978
0' $13,623.00

1899 411,001.00ik
-..1980 14, $9,027.00A .

.

,72.

Q
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3.3.2 Retention in Apprenticeship.

At the time of the interview, over 42 percent-of the respondents were

still employed in their student apprentice job; 58 percent were not, with

more having left that position after graduation (36%) than before (22%).

Among the leamrs, 62 percent said they resigned voluntarily, 8 percent were

fired,, 22 percent were laid off for lack of work, and the remaining 8 percent/

identiliied various ottiar reasons for leiving. Table 3-16 presents these data

according to year of giaduation and5reveals significant-.increases among more

recent graduates in retention status and in leaving the job because of lack

of work or other reasons. Conversely, a deloyease occurred in those who

resigned voluntarily or were fired.

Excluding'those respondents who were laid of or fired, most former

apprentices left because of inadequacies in the work condition9 or general

dissatisfactlon.with the job. More specifically, Table 3-17 shows thai over

one-quarter of this subgroup 26%) cited'inade ate or poOt pay, benefits,

work environment, or number of hours worked as the most important reason for

leaving. Eight percent felt that the training or opportunity for advancement

lwas too limited. Nearly 20 percent left because they were dissatisfied with
'

their job or krade,' and another 10.percent said conflict with their, employer

or boss was the primary reason for leaving. No differences were apparent in
.41

reasons for leaving the apprenticeship4 sositiO as a\function of graduation

year.

'Table 3-18 presents selected personal and educational charactertitics
,, e,

of the apprentice sample found to be significantly associated with retention

status. TheseVata can be summarized as follows:
. , 4

4

73
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TABLE 3-16

,petention Status and Manner in Which Left Apprenticeship Job
by Year of Graduation

Retention and Manner in
Percentages

Chi

Which Left Job 1978 1979 1980 Square

Retention in Apprenticeship Job
Still employed in job
No longer employed in job
N

Manner in Which Left Job
Resigned voluntarily
Fired

Laid off for lack of work
Othet
N

24

76

(82)

71

13

13

3

(62)

37

63

"(246)

65

6
19

10

(156)

55

45

(239)

5$

6

. 29

10

(108)

29.35**

13.08*

*p < .05; * *p < .01. P'

1

la

74 <% .
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'TABLE 3-17

Most Important Reason for Leaving Apprenticeihip PositAn Among Those
.Who Resigned or Left for Other Reasons

Resignation or Other Reason

for Ieaviiig'Job Percentages

Other Employment Found 10
Another job offer
To join Armed Forces

Inadequate Training/Opportunity for Advancement 8

Not learning enough
Limited opportunity for advancement

`Conflict with Employer/Boss 10
Didn't get along with boss/supervisor
Boss expected too much

. .

Inadequate or Poor Ay/Benefits/Work Environment/
Number of Sours Worked

Wanted more money
Wanted better benefits

Dissatisfaction,with Job/Trade
Didn't meet my expectations
Wanted a better job

Business Problems,
Company went out of business
Periods oflay of

Program Ended
School ,ended

Not Offere4'anl; longer,

General Belf-lmproVement
.0TO attend college /take courses

To better myself (unspecified)

26

5

7

8

Personal, Problems/Circumstances 7

Physical health problems/pregnancy
.Transportation problems

i;. i C

N `(243)

-ye

ASR, Incorporated
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Stayers were more likely than leavers to be from the...non-minority,

rather than minority,-racial/ethnic group and to be high school
graduates; .

. --

Stayers, as opposed,t6 leaVers, shOwed,.a greater likelihood-of:taking
a trade and industria_prograi of instruction in high school, and a
lesser likelihood of being involved in technical and other indtrue-
tional programs;

Stayers were much more certain of their oareer choiceduring the
last 2 years of high school than were leavers;

/ .

With respect, to specific plans at the end of high school, stayers
were markedly more committed to continuing in their present jobs.
Compared to leavers, they were not nearly as likely to look for'a
job or, to a lesser degree, to go to school full=time;and

qa Finally, stayers exhibited a much stronger likelihood of "not at
all" changing their' carer goals since high school, while leavers
were more likely to findlthat their goats had changed. to a "moderate"
or "great" extent.

Cross-tabulations between retention status and variables related to the

student gpprenticeship experiences yielded only a few significant findings..

First, the better informe4 the students were about the long-term future of

' the apprenticeship job before their employment, the greater the likelihood,

that these individuals stayed in the position (p 4 .01). Second, leavers

were much more likely than stayers to seek help for apprenticeship-related,

problems from high shool staff and to change their career plans based on

their student apprenticeship experiences (p <.001). Third, more stayers

than leaveA (34% vs. 21%) engaged in sOpe form of apprenticeship-mated

instruction after graduation from high school (p < .01). Fourth, diadvan-
,

tages of. being a student apprentice were found to be associated with reten-

tion status at the .05 level. The major dliferences were that stayers were

,

less likely thantleavers to report conflicts with a boss or supervisor.(3%

vs. 11%) and more likely to say there were no,disadvantages (58% vs. 48%).
P.

76
o
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TABLE '3-18. t
f. 4

Selected Personal and'iaUcational Characteitstics of the
Apprentice Sample -by Retention as an Apprentice .-

..

,

. , 'iv. .,- -. ..
v

.4, ..--

Personal and Educational Percentages "Chi,-

, ! Characteristics Stayer,F., Leavers &pay%
.

Race-Ethnic Grdup
Non - minority

Minority ',

N

High School,Graduate'
Yes
No
N

I

a s:

Vocational Program of 'Instruction,
Trade and industrial '; 84 76
Technical 6' 11 *g.

J .1

85' 9 #
15 -24

(245) -o (344)

'j 95
2 5 *

(246) (3441 5.20*;
itt .

- 1.19**
5'

sr.

Business/office
Other
N

+4 2

6 11 ,

(203)

a

6
(280) 16.43*

V

4.,

nMp

Certainty of Careei.choice
Very certain 57 41 ,

Somewhat certain. 31 33
Somewhat uncertain 7 ' L5

e
t nes.

° Very uncertain 5 10
N (246) ',(344) 20455***

Specific Plans When Left High School
No plans, continue inipresent job 67 ,40
Look for a 'cob 4 23'
Enter a training pilogram

>.

9 6
Go to school full-time 4 10
Eh ter the Armed Aorces 2 3

Combine school and work 12 13
. Other ,. 2 5

4 a (246) (344) 64.66***

Extent to Which Career Goals Have
Changed Since High School

Not at all 47 25
Very little 13 15
To some extent .15 16
To a moderate extent 11 Z9
T6 a great extent 13 25
N 1(246) (344) 36.99***

.*

*p < .05; -**p .01; ***p < .001.
77
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Several' post-higrschool 4mployment variables were strongly influenced by
- -4

, retention.status. -Table 3-19 displayseSe data on change in weer plans, °
1

student statUs,'employmeht status, and current or most recent occupations held.

%.
threp-quarters(76%) o

of the-leavers.. Current o t recent occupations were
. ,

,

. .. .

charactertzed-by hiMiersOtentionin the machin tries and lower retention in

ATwice as many leavers as stayers report tit their career plans had changed

as a result of work-related experiences following high schoolrand three times

more leaveri than stayers idenified themselves as full-time students at the

time of th, interview. With ?espe.ct to'being currently employed, virtually

all the stayers (99%) held jabs at the time of the Interviewtcompired to
.

.

P .

°the'clerical and sales, service, and miscellan ous occupations.

3.3.3 School-to-Work Transition
f

One hypothesis formulated in the study design postulates that the types
e",

of school-to-work transition problems experienced by theepprentice-sample

would differ from those experienced by the comparison group. This presumed

difference is based first on the fact that apprentices are placed in a job

during school whic\ maybe retained after graduation from high school,

thereby reduding the pressures r lated'to the immediate futute. Second,

given the nature of the Youth Apprenticeship Project, guidance and support

are extended to the students through schO61 by project personnel,.which may

help ameliorate individuals' uncertainty with respect to career choices and

interests. In the following discussions, the highschool courses which

proved most beneficial in making the School-to-work transition and the types

of transition problems exterienteeby the sample are examined.

'78
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TABLE- 3 -19

Selected Post-High School Employment Experiencejs
by Retention as an,Apprentice

Selected Post -High School Percentages Chi

Experiences Stayers Leavers Square
,

1

Changed Career Plans Based on
Work-Related Experiences

.

430
,

Yes A 15
-No

... 85 70 \'
N (245) (342)

1

-1.8.17***
1

Pr iinar ily-a-Ettiderit- lbw

Yes .

.....
5 16

No 95 84
N ' (246) (343) 18.64***

Currently Employed
Yes 99 76
No 1 24
N (235) (291) 55.39***

Current or Most Recent Occupation

Professional, technical, and
managerial 6 5

Clerical and sales 3 13
Service 4 10

chine trades.- 60 37
. tructura work 19. . 20

sdell eous 4 9
Othe occupational groups 4 . 6

(234) (264) 45.77***

*** p < .001.

. . 79
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I
- 10 percent (9%) indicated that their tecAnical courses were most beneficial.

Table 3-20 presents the aggregate for the three high school

-courses named by the apprentice sample as most ben: icial in making the

transition from school to work. Those specific courses mentioned most often

are listed, in descendiig order
.

of frequency, under each major course cate-

gory. Over one-quarter of the sample (27%) indicated that trade and indus-

tkikal courses were most beneficial in their transition Machine shop and

auto mechanics were,mentioned more frequently than any of the other courses

a
within this major category. Slightly fewer than one-quarter of the respon-

dents (24%) identified mathematics as the most beneficial course; nearly all

of this group simply said math (unspecified), as opposed to calculus,alge-

6ra, geometry, etc. Less than one-fifth (17%) reported that language arts,'

specifically English, proved most helpful in their transition. JUst under

Relatively few respondents mentioned courses in each of the remaining

categories.

A
Based on their experiences since high school, all respondents identified

the most important problem that'they encountered in making the change from

being a student to being 'a worker. Among the entire sample, about three=

eighths (36%) said they had no major problems. The remainder- (64%). provided

. a variety of.answers, which have been grouped into the major categories
4

shown in Table 3-21. The ensuing discussion will concentrate first on the

problems identified by the entire group and then on differences according to

-graduation year.

Among the respondents whp reported school-to-work probleins, over one-

third. (34%) indicated that the adjustment to personal independence and new

or added responsibilities char;aCterized their most important problem.
\

80
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TABLE 312()

High School Courses Which'the Apprentice Group Felt
Were Most Beneficial in the School -to=Work Tiansition

High School Courses

Most Beneficipl Percentages'

Business/Office
Business, general
Typing"'

Home Economics /Family Life

Technical
Drafting
Mechanical, drawing
Electrical

TradePInd'Industrial
Machine shop
Auto mechanics
WoodShop
Printing
Metalshop
Trade and industrial
Auto bdtdy

Shop, unspecified

Other Vocitional/Technical
,'Co-pp, unspecified

Vocational, unspecified

Language Arts
English

Mathemitics
Math, unspecified

.p.

Physical and Biological Sciences
Science, unspecified -

Social Sciences

Other

None

N

.6

1

9

27

17

24

5

tt

3 :

12

(1,557)
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Included in this category were comments related to being on one's own, to

'facing the world," and to being responsible for personal or co-workers''

safety in the workplace. Nearly one-quarter of the group (23%) identified

time management as being the most important problem they faced. Difficulties

in adjusting to, the routine and the particular hours of work, in working

full-time, and in being on time to work were frequently mentioned by these

respondents. Relatively low percentages appeared in each of the remaining
0

,categories in Table 3 -21. Clustering at or near the 10- percent -level were

schooling inadequate or different (11%), the lack of experience or training

(10%), and attitude toward work (9%).

School-to-WOrk transition problelps were dnfluenced by year of gradua-

tion.1 More recent.graduates showed a greater tendency to identify problems

. related to time management, lack of Experience or training, and schooling,

.
inadequate or different. Theyalso seemedless likely to report the types

of personal adjustment problems resultiqg from newly assumed independence or,

greater responsibility and, their own immaturity or indecisiveness.

A series of cross-tabulations revealed that most important transition
,y1

problem was significantly associated, at'the .0.5 level, only wifh career

assistance from high school personnel. Slightly higher proportions of those

who had receivedassistance, compared, to tho-se who had not, reported that

attitude regarding work (7% vs. 4%) and personal independence and responsi-

bility (35% vs. 29%) constituted their most important transition problems.

However, a'lower proportion of those who had tedeived help said lack of

experience or training (11% vs. 22%) -posed their major transition diffidulty.

. These data suggest that personal problems and insecurities, rathei than
A

3
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.TABLE 3-21

Most Important Problems in School-to-Work Transition
' By Year of GraduatiOn.

, .

, ,

.

.

Most IMportint Percentages
c

N

Transition Problem 1978 1979 1980 Total ..

.Relations with Adults 5
7,,

1 5
Age, authority
Not being recognized .

Time Management/Reliability . 14 23 28 23
Adjusting to routine
Hours of work

Attitude Toward Work 12 7 10 9
Lack of freedom
Phyiical labor

.

.
.

LaCk Experience /Training 2 11 12 40

.

Fklowing instructions"
.

,

Finding right job .

:

Schooling Inadequate/Different 5 15 10 11
Don't see classmates/friends

.

School doesn't prepare :

.

Economic Burdens/Job Opportunity 5 7 6 6
fit

. More bills

Financial.bbligations ..

. .

Immaturity /Indecisiveness 7 l' <1 2
Fear of making mistakes
No more guessing .

.
.

Independence/Responsibi1ity 50 28 N.--/ 33 34
Change in lifestyle

.

Making a success in life ,

N (58) , (163) (144) (380)

,

.

Chi-square equals 34.57 with 14 degrees of freedom; p < .01.

N ,

.

l

. .

.. .
.i

.
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6

skill-related difficulties, were more likely to prompt individuals to seek

career-related assistance from high school personnel.

3.4 PROGRAM ASSESSMENTS AND IMPACTS

This section of the chapter presents data related to program assessments

and impacts, e.g., (1) program evaluations, which include recommendation of

apprenticeship to repondents' friends and program success inlacilitating'

the school-to-work transition, and (2) job satisfaction ratings on six

different items. A comparison of.satisfaction ratings appearsfor respon-

dents whd no longer hold their apprenticeship job and those who are stfll

employed in their original apprenticeship position.

3.4.1 Program Evaluation

Table 3-22 displays the distribution of responses to the two program

evaluation items according to current retention as an apprentice. Nearly

all Of the apprentice sample (96%) said they would recommend apprenticeship'

. to a friend. Stayers were more inclined than leavers.to recommend appren-

ticeship to a- friend (p <

One of the objectives of the Youth Apprenticeship Project has been to

helpstgdents make the school-to-work transition. Most respondents felt

that the demonstration was "very successful (64%) or "somewhat successful"'

(30%) in accomplishing this goal. When examined in light of retention

status, howeVer, a significantly higher proportion of stayers rated the

project as "very successful."

3.4.2 Job Satisfaction

,Job satisfaction ratings on six. different items were eliCited from mem-

bers of the apprentice sample. Table 3-23 presents these ratings for two

84
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TABLE 3-22

Program Evaluations from Apprentice Sample
by Retention as an Apprentice

-4\

Program

Evaluatiggs

) Percentages

SquareStayers Leavers

Recommend Apprenticeship to a Friend
Yes 98 ,

95
No 2 5
N (246) (344)' '5.20*

Project Success in School -to -Work
Transition

Very successful 76 56
Somewhat successful 19 37
Not very successful 4 6

,Very unsuccessful (a failure) 1 1
N (246) (344) 24.25***

*p r .05; '***p < .001. .

e

85
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A
distinct respondent groups. The first group includes those indiViduals who

had left their apprenticeship.position at the time of the interview (58% of

the entire sample). These respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction

with their previously held apprenticeship job. The second group consisted

of all individuals in the sample, except those who had not been employed

since high school (94%). They rated their current or most recently held

job. This second group, then, includes persons'stillemployed in their

apprenticeship job who were rating that position, and persons employed or

recently employed in another job who were rating the nonapprenticeship job.

In Table 3-24, the current job satisfaction ratings,are presented tO show

the differences between apprenticeship job holders and others.

Two major points emerge in comparing the data,from Table 3-23. The

first is-that satisfaction levels ("very satisfied" and "satisfied") for

those rating their former apprenticeship job were from 9 to 15 percentage

points below the levels for those who rated their current or most recent job.

Second, the rank order of the six aspects, according to ascending levels of

satisfaction, was the same in both groups. \Thus, in both groups, fewer

respondents were satisfied with opportunity for advancement (61% and 76%)

than with any other aspect; among those who had left apprenticeship, 15 per-

cent fewer were satisfied. Then, increasing percentages of both groups were

satisfied with rate of pay (64% vs. 77%), recognition for doing a good job

(73% vs. 86%), supervision '(79% vs. 91%), on-the-job instruction ($3% vs.

92%), and, finally, sense of accomplishment'on the job (84% vs. 93%).

The job satisfaction items for both groups were cross-tabulated with
I

year of graduation. No differences for any of the six aspects were apparent'

in the group rating their previously held apprenticeship job. In the group
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TABLE 3-23

Level of Satisfaction with Aspects of Former Apprenticeship Job
and of Current or Most Recent Job

Job Satisfaction
Items

Percentages
Former Apprentices All Employed Since
Rating Apprentice- High School
ship Job Only Rating Current or.

Most Recent Job

Rate of Pay

Very satisfied 6 17
Satisfied 58 60
Dissatisfied 27 19
Very dissatisfied 9 4,
N. (343) .(5571..,

Opportunity for AdvanCement
.Vety satisfied
Satisfied
Disatisfied
Very dissatisfied
'N

Supervision

.Very satisfied

14

47

-30

9

(343)

,.

23

26

50

19

5

(555)

31
Satisfied 56 60 -
Dissatisfied

.
15 6 ,,

Very dissatisfied
,

6 ,,,
3

N * (343) (555)
. . ...

Recognition for Doing a" Good Job,
Very satisfied 21' 34
Satisfied 52: .

, 52
Dissatisfied , 16 .. 10
Very dissatisfied 11. 4
N . (343') (556)

On-the-Job Instruction
Very Satisfi
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
N .

32

51

11

' 6

(343)

r

Sense of Accomplishment in the Job
Very Satisfied \

32
Satisfied ;

1.. 52
'Dissatisfied 11
Very'dissatiified 5

N (343)

.

42

51

6

l'

(555)

87
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J

rating their.current or most recent job, only rate of, pay was significantly

associated with year of graduation (p < :05). An inverse association existed

between thse two variables; that is, the proportions of those who were "very
4

satisfied" and "satisfied" with rate of pay tended to decrease among more

recent graduates (1978-83%; 1979--76%; 1980--79%).

Table 3-24 presents the current or most recent job satisfaction data,

comparing ratings made by the stayers and the leavers. For three of the six

aspects analyzed, sIgnificant differences were found The data reveal that,

compared to leavers, stayers were, likely to be somewhat less satisfied with

rate of pay and more satisfied with supervision. With regard to sense of

accomplishment in the job, stayers show a much stronger likelihood than

leavers of being "very satisfied."

3.5 MULTIVARIATE MODEL OF RETENTft\IN APPRENTICESHIP

Another way of looking at the influences of critical variables and out-

comes for the participants who stayed with their apprenticeships is to apply

the multivariate statistical procedure of path analysis.
1

Path analysis

is a version of multiple regreision that adds variables td the equationin a

specified order. This perdits the investigator to estimate not only the

total influence of a given variable on a given outcome, but also to estimate

the extent to which that influence is exerted directly versus being mediated
A

1Fbr an overview of path analysis see D. F. Alvin and R. M. Hauser,
"The Decomposition of Effects in Path Analysis." American Sociological
Review, 40 (1975); J. Anderson and F. Evans, "Causal Models in Educational
Research: Recursive Models." American Educational Research. Journal, 11,
(1974); H. M. Blalock,'Jr., Causal Inference in Nonexperimental Research
(Chapel Hill, Univ. qit Nbrth Carolina Press, 1961); and O. D. Duncan,
Introduction to Structural Equation Models (New York: Academic Press, 1975).
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TABLE 3-24 u

I

Current or Most Recent Job Satisfaction, Ratings
by Retention as an Apprentice.

Current or Most Recent 4

Job Satisfaction Item

Percentages Chi

SquareStayeis Leavers

4

Rate of Pay
Very satisfied
Satisfied
Disdatisfied
Very dissatisfied
N

12

63

20

5

(242)

22

58

17

3

(315).1' 10.41*

Qppoitunity for Advancement
Very satisfied 26 26
Satisfied . 54 47
Dissatisfied 16 21
Very dissatisfied 4 '6
N (241) (314) 4.73

Supervision
Very satisfied 30 33
Satisfied
Dissatisfied

65

2

56

9
1

Very dissatisfied 3 3

N (242) (313) 10.99**

Recognition for Doing a Good Job . .

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

35'.

50

11
4

0
33-

55,

8 ,

4

*

_

N. i' (242) (314) 2.20

On-the7Job Insti.uction

Very satisfied .38 34
Satisfied 53 59
Dissatisfied 7 . 7

Very dissatisfied 2. <1
-N (242) (313) , 2.96

Sense of Accomplishment in the Job
.

' Very satisfied, 50 36
Satisfied .

.0
44 57

Dissatisfied 5
.

6

Very dissatisfied 4 <1 <1 -

N , (242) (313) 1210**

*p < .09; **p < .01.
.7.. 89
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through intervening variables. Like all multiple regression,procedures, path

analysis also yields estimates of how much influence a given variable has

when all. the other variables are controlled.

Path analysis was used with the apprentice sample to examine the influ-

ence of persistence in an apprenticeship on selected outcomes. The particu-

lar analysis used in this examination was a simple, fully recursive model'

for the effects of persistence. Fi ure 3-1 presents a diagram summarizing

the path analysis model used to ex ne various outcomes which have been

suggested as a result of the preceding analyses.

Persistence in apprenticeship was treated as a dummy variable in which

.

scores of 1 were assigned to apprentices in their initial apprenticeship

positions. Scores of 0 were assigned to others, i.e., those who left their

apprenticeship jobs. The dummy variable, "persistence in.apprenticeship,"

was analyzed as an intervening variable that mediated the effects cietlie
Ai

following background characteristics:

Sex: Scores of 1 were assigned to .males and scores of 0 to females;
4

hie: Scores were simply the ages of students in yearsr

Race: Scores'of 1 were assigned to nonminorities and scores of 0 to
minority participants;

Co-op Students:. Scores of 1 were assigned to students ,who partici-
pated in high school cooperative education programs and scores of 0
to others;

Graduation Year: Scores of 3
graduated from high school in
graduated in 1979, and scores
1980;

were assigned.to students who were',
1978, scores of 2 to students who were
of 1 to students who were graduated in

High'School Grades: Scores from 1 to 8 were assigned to categories
from "D or below" to '"A of A+" that students used to report their
overall grade point average in high school;

90 4,
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Background
Variables

Persistence in

an Apprenticeship

Figure 3-1

Outcomes

Diagram Summarizing Path Analysis'Mbdel for Analyzing the Effects of
Persistence in Apprenticeship Positions Held During High School.
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High School Career Assistance: Scores were based on participant
response's to the question, "bid you,receive any assistance from
people working in your high school in the area-of careers, prepara-
tion for work or jobs?" Scores of 1 were assigned to "Yes" answers:
and scores of 0 to "No" answers;'

High School Apprentice Information: Scores of 1 were assigned to
participant "Yes" responses and scores of 0 to "NC" responses to the
question, "At any time was information provided on career.oppontu-
nities in apprenticeship?"f

Likelihood of College: This variable involved a, three- category scale
ranging from 0 to Um Participants receiving the highest score both.
had taken'a college preparatory curriculum in high school and had
expected to becoie full-time students at the end of high school; and

Starting Apprenticeship Wages: Scores were simply the dollars per
hour that the YAP participants received when they began their student
apprenticeships in high school.

Three outcome variables were analyzed is the path analysis model. These

included:

Annualized Income: This variable was the total projected income in
dollars that participdnts could expect to earn in a year gi.Ven their
current hourly wage, income, from other work, and the number of hours
they worked each week;

Job Satisfaction: This variable was the sum of responses to the six
individual job SatisfaCtion items related to the respondents' .current
or most recent occupation. On a.Likert scale, job satisfaCtion scale
scores could range from 6 to 24;,and

Job Performance: This variable was the sum of job supervisors' rat-
Jogs of the apprentice on ten work performance items collected with
the employer interview schedule. On a Likert scaler these external
measures of job performance could range from 10 to 40. The variable,
job perfotmance, in many ways could be viewed as the most important
single outcome of YAP participation.

Table 3-25 summarizes the results of these path analyses. The entries in

Table 3-25 are metric (i.e., "ray/score" or "unstandardized") regression

coefficients. -These coefficients appeared to be most appropriate for the

present study because they tell how much of a gain on the various outcomes

was 'produced by participating in an apprenticeship. The conventional test
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of statistical significance in path analytic studies is whether or not the

metric regresatim Coefficients are at least'twice their standard error. It

Should be emphasized that the data from this study necessarily were obtained

from a relatively weak quasi-experimental design. Therefore, these analyses

should beregarded as "process" analyses rather than "causal" analyses, tind

the various regression coefficients shoUldbe interpreted'moreas "influ-
6

ences" than a4 "effects." To improve clarity, Table 4-15 shows only the
4

total and direct influences, of variousmariablei on' the outcomes. These\

values were computed according to the standard pathdnalytic procedures.

.

Indirect; or mediated,- influences can, be calculated by subtracting the direct

influences from the total influences.

Also to improve clarity, the various analyses reported,here in Table

3-25 omit the residual, or error, influences that would be required in a''

report for a journal. These error influences are direct, inverse functions

of the multiple correlation coefficients betweenall influencingvariables

and outcomes, however, and multiple correlations in this table, although
a

f'other low by abdolute standards, are roughly in the,expected range for path
,

analytic studies in education, sociolOgy, or,psychology.

The most notable tkend in the analyses was the positive influence of

apprenticeship persistence on job performance. The stayers in apprenticeship

improved their performance by four full units over non-persisters,

apprenticeship leavers. 'It should be emphasized, however, that ambiguities

remained it( the path analysis results. It could not be dete;minO from the

present data, for example, whether persisters performed better because the

o
persisted or persigted because they performed better. Nevertheless, the

results did provide persuasive evidence that persistence is associated with

I
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TABLE 3-25

Metric Regression Weights Summarizing Effedts of Various
Characteristics on Outcomes for Apprentices :

Effec of.

Job ° Annualized Job
Performande Income Satisfaction

(N=259) ('4=471) . (N=471)
/ Total Direct Total Direct Total Direct

Sex

Age
Race

Co-op Student

Graduation Year
High School Grades
High School Career .

Assistance
High School Apprentice

Information
Likelihood of College

Starting Apprentice
Wage

Persistence in
Apprenticeship

-0.729
1.108
1.976

-1.875
-2.410*.

0.536

0.825

-04125

'0.092

-0.078

4.000*

Multiple R .361

-1.183

0.809
1.621

-1.687

-1.453

3061.94*
-137.73
%-129.78
-596.38

2308.15*

2620.65*
44.41

-46.34
-387.22

2231.27*

-.126
.305

.556

-.997*

-.225
0:431 124.44 ' 99.52 .123

0.968 -91.64 233.36 -.186

-1.111 219.D5 745.53 .423
0.796 -24.80 144.12 -.554

-0.262 1839.20* 1835.34* .196

4.000* 132.09 132.09 -.150

.176

-.161
.i35

;577/
-.978*
-.278
.126

-.143

.466

-.559

.201

-.150

JWeight at least,tiwice its standard error.
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better perforiance. On the other hand, persistence exerted small, nonsig-

nificant influences on annualized income,and job satisfaction.

When annualized income was used as the outcome measure, the sex of the

apprentice, the apprentice's year of graduation, and/the hourly .wage when

the apprtice started his/her student apprenticeship were all more predic-

tive of annualized income than persistence in apprenticeship. Persistence

in apprenticeship had a pcisitive but nonsignificant influenckon, annualized

Income. In other words, being male, having worked longer, and having

started at a higher wage are the main influences on annualized income.

The only factor which had a significant influence on the outcome vari-

ables of job satisfaction was whether or not the YAP participant was a

cooperative education student in high school. ,Interestingly, this influence

wain a negative direction. In other words, respondents who had been in

cooperative education programs tended to be less satisfiet1 with their current

or most recent jobs than those persons who did not participate in co-op

programs.

In summary, the res,Ilts of these path'analyses suggest,three important

aspects about outcomes of the demonstration,program. First, the apprentices

whore`rated as better job performers by*their job supervisors are tendj.ng

;

to remain in the apprenticeship positions started in high school.. Second,

the three effects of sex, the, length of time out of high school, and starting

hourly wages as an apprentice were the strongest determinants of annualized

income. Third, few background characteristics appeared to have much influ-

ence on the respondents', reported level of job satisfaction regarding a cur-

rent or most recent job. The only exception was status as a cooperative

education student during high school, which negatively influenced 'the overall
.

job satisfaction measures.
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CHAPTER 4: APPRENTICE-COMPARISON STUDY OF PROGRAM IMPACTS

This chapter of the report presents the findings of .impacts assess* by

the use of a constructed control group as a base for comparison with parti

cipants, i.g., the student apprentices. The chapter consists of four sec-

tions: (1) a brief introduction to the apprentice-comparison research

design; (2) a description of the personal characteristics and educational

experiehces of the student appre and comparisons; (3) an analysis of

,differences between the'program participants and comparison's on their: post-

,

high school labor market experiences; and (4) a multivariate analysis (path

analysis) of program participation influences on selected outcome

variables.

4.1 OVERVIEW OF COMPARISON DESIGN

An integral part of, the overall Phase II research design involved the

use of a constructed control group in order to assess tte net mpActs of

student participation in the YAPs.
1

Non-apprenticed students from the high

schoorclats years of 1979 and 1980 were selected to be reasonably similar

to the student apprentice group, except that they were not participants in

the Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration. The most important aspects of the

apprentice-comparison design related to determining whether the post-high

school labor market experiences of progfam participants were significantly

different from the non-participants and whether certain program impacts might

be inferred from such differences.

1See Chapter 2: Methods, for a more thorough description of the
research design and sampling procedures
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Special effort was Oven to both'the Selection of the constructed con-

trol group and to qualit' control procedures in data reduction. Respondents

who fell "outside" the overall intervention model of the Youth Apprenticeship

Demonstration were exclId the data analysis. For` example, both the

student apprentices and the comparisons who still were enrolled in high

school or who had dropped out of school were excluded from analyses related

to program impacts.
2

This procedure in editing the data, plus the matching

strategy used in selecting the comparison sample, was-viewed as'a fairly

rigorous test to determine net program impacts on student apprentices. None-
,

thelesshthe constructed control group should not be viewed as a control group
NAg

in a striotly'experimenal sense. Therefore, differences between the student

appientice group'and the comparison group sometimes may be attributable to

selection factors and to variables'other than program Participation or non-

participation.

4.2 PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS AND EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES OF APPRENTICE AND
OOMPARISON'SAMPLES

This section.examilles the characteristics and experiences-of the appren-

tice and comparison samples prior to high school graduation. Such charac-

teristics, of course, might affect the post-high school labor market experi-

ences of the respondents. Separate subsectionp offer analyses related to:

(1) personal characteristics of the student apprentice and comparison groups;

(2) eddcational experiences and career vieWpoints of the two groups;

2Selection of the apprentice and com
high school class year. As might be expec
graduated' with their class or dropped out of
Thus, these respondents were excluded from the co

97

es was based upon
spondents'were not
fore graduation.
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A

and (3) in-school work experience characteristics of the program participants

and the constructed control group.

4.2.1 Personal Characteristics

Table 4-1, following, presents a comparison of selected personal char-:

4Cteristics of the apprentice and comparison samples. No statistical dif-

ferences are'evident between the groups of student apprentices and compari-

sons with regard to their sex, minority status, or .their ages at the time of

the interview.

Eighty-seven percent of both the program participants and the con-

structed control group were male and 13 percent were female. Also, the

distributions with regard to minority status were nearly identicAl. Of the

apprentice sample, 81 percent consisted of non-minority respondents, compared

to 80 percent nonminority for, the comparison group. Finally, despite some

variation in the age distribution of the two groups at the time the interview

was conducted, the differences'were not statistically significaht. Part of

this variation in age can be attributed to the facts that relatively more 1980

high school graduates from the comparison group responded to the interview.

In general, therefore, examination Of selected personal characteristics

of the apprentice and comparison groups indicated a fairly high degree of

similarity'between the two samples on basic demographic characteristlbs. 3

Thus, differences found between the apprentice and comparison groups on pro-

grammatic variables are not, likely to be due to demographic, differences between

the groups.

3Comparis011Ikudents were selected on a matching basis'with student
apprentices according to sex and minority status, but not specifically
according to age.
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TABLE 4-1

Selected Personal Characteristics of Apprentice

and Comparison Samples

I

Percentage Chi

Characteristic Apprentice Comparison Sgbare

Sex
Male
Female

87

13

87

13
N (478) (433) 0.01

Minority Status V
Minority 19 20
Non-miXority 81 80
N (477) (433) 0.29

Age at Time of Interview
18 years of age or less 35 39
19 years of age 46 42
20 years of age 16 16
21 years of age or more , 3 3

N- (478) (433) 2.10

6

N ir

.99'

.
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4.2.2 Educational EXperiences of Apprentice and Comparison Samples

Table 4-2 compares the student apprentice and constructed control g\oup

on selected high school experiences 111 relationship to educational programs.

No differences_ were evident between the apprenticed and comf%rison samples

in the high school curricula in'which they were enrolled or in the vocational

programs they participated in during high school. The majority of both the

apprentices and comparisons (78% vs. 72%) were enrolled a vocational-

technical curriculum while attending high school and the vocational program

was largely in the trade and industrial area (79% vs. 75%).

Although not included in any other analyses presented in this chapter,

the Percentage of high school graduates from the appientice,sample and com-

parison sample has been provided at the end of Table 4-2. Ninety-six percent

of both groups were graduated from high school. Slightly more of the sub-

jects in the comparison sample were 1980 igh school graduates, but the

overall distribution by graduation Status and graduation year were notsig-

nificantly different. However, when high school dropouts were excluded from

the chi-square analysis, differences between the apprentice and comparison

sample by year of graduation were marginally significant (p <.05). The corn -)

parison sample, therefore, contained a larger proportion of 1980 graduates.

Both the student apprentice and comparison groups almost exclusively (99%)

attended public high schools.

7
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TABLE 4-2

Selected High School Educational Program Experiences,Cf'

Student Apprenticd and Comparison Samples

Educational

Experience

Percentege
V

Chi

Apprentice Comparison Square

High School Curriculum .

Academic/college preparatory
Commercial/business
Vocational/technical
General/other
.N

7

4

78

11

(477)

9

5

72 .

14

(431) 5.57

Vocational Program in High School
Trade and industrial 79 75
Technicgl 11
Business and office 3 6 A
Other 9 8

N (390) (329) J.44

High,School Graduate
Did not graduate 4

1979 high school graduate 48 t 42
1980 high school graduate 48 54
N .(500) (453) 3.98

a

6

a

°
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0 :,," I.- --- 4 44Table 4-3' presents the major DOT cat.J4 occupations that("c
-..,- -4,, , -' 'w-

4. , ,,F,'",. ....-41
..,.the apprentice 'and comparisbn sample re..'Alv- ;

..
ere preparing for

. .

in high school. Because of,the few occup.',-, . .. ..1"Sl-t,ed in-the 16cessihg,
v .1c, , ...-,

,
agricultural, and benchWork (DOT) categories, :Itr' 4r upationi were

collapsed into a single category, "other occupational groups," to meet the

minimum specifications for a chi-square test. The apprentice and comparison

,

groups reported significantly different occupational areas of preparatory
' A.INIP --

, 't,' e,

training in high school. The largest difference between the two groups was

most evident in the machinetrades category, with 51.percent of the apAen-

tices reporting this occupational area vsi 42 percent of the constructed

control group.- This difference appears largely balanced by the higher

proportion of thecoiparison sample reporting occupations in the clerical ,

..,

and sales categogy (7% for the comparison group vs....-_,,3% for apprentices) and
-...

- \

in\the miscellaneous occupations category (16% vs. 9%. for comparisons and
4

.

apprentices, respectively).

The apprentice and comparison samples exhibited teveral other different

aspects in their high school experiences. For example, the apprentice group
.

.

.

,

reported higher overall high school grade point averaggs (in general, a
J.

solid B average for the apprentices and a B minus average for the comparison

./-sample). The differences, although not large in an absolute sense, nonethe-

less were statistically significant (p < .001). Thus,as indicated by high

school grade point average,' the student apprentice group tended to be some-

.what better in high school achievement than the comparison group. Higher
..

41P

grade point averages for the student apprentice group may have represented a
.

selection factor in program student recru'itment.
.4 .

.

.

1 0
...._

. ..
,

.
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TABLE 4-3

Collapsed Major DOT Categories of Reported Occupations

Prepared for in High School for Apprentice-and Comparisbn Samples

Educational

Experience

Percentage

Apprentice Comparison

ProfesSional, Technical, Managerial
Occupations

Drafter

Technician (dental, medical)'

14 12

Clerical and Sales Occupation 3 7

Secretary (legal/medical)
Clerk (stockroom)

Service Occupat ons
Food serv'ce
Child care attendant

Irs 4

Machine Trades Occupations 51 42.
Machinist

S Auto mechanic

Structural Work Occupations ,18 18
Body worker

Welders, cutters, and related

Miscellaneous OcfUpations
Film lab technician

Other Occupational Groups

N

9

(478)

16

1

(433)

Chi-square within 6 degrees of freedqM = 19.54; p < .01.
r-
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One other important factor that distinguished the apprentice from the

constructed control group during high school relates. to the degree of voca-

tional certainty and whether information or apprenticeship was provided in

the high schooli. Table 4-4 presents selected data on career information

and career decision variables between the apprentice and constructed control

group.'

A larger proportion of the student apprentice' group than of the com-

parison group reported that their high school was preparing them for an

. I -
occupation which was %heir career objective (88% vs. 82% for apprentices and

cci)Roarisons, respectively). Thus, the student apprentices tended to view

their.. occupational training in high school to be more in line with. their

.career objectives. In terms of high school assistance provided in careers'

and information provided on apprenticeship during high school, the'appren-

tice group tended to respond more affirmatively. Eighty-four percent of the

!Ipprentice respondents reported receiving high school assistance in careers

a d 93 percent reported receiving information on career opportunities in

appre ticeship. The corr'esponding pervintageS on the same items for the

comp isons were 75 percent and 70 percent, respectively. These differences,

in particular, may reflect the diffnt proportions of apprentices and com-
t

parisons who participated in cooperative education-programs, a factor to be

discussed in the following section.

Significant differences (p < .001) were found between the apprentice

and constructed control groups on their degree ofcertainty about their

career choice while in high school, Over half of both the apprentice, and

comparison group respondents reported that 'they were "very certain" or

"somewhat certain" about their career choices during high school (81%

104,
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TABLE 4-4

Selected Aspects of Careerp and Career Assistance in,High School

for Apprentice and Comparison Samples

Characteristic

-Percentage Chi
0,

Apprentice Comparison- Square

Occupation Prepared for in High
* School Was Career Objective

Yes 88 82
No 12 . .A

N (462) (413)

High School Assistance Provided
in Careers

Yes 84 75
No 16 '25
N (478) (432)a

_

Received Information on Apprenticeship
Yes 93 =- 70
No .

7 30
N :(477) (433)

,

CertSinty of Career Choice During
High School

Very certain 50 38
Somewhat certain 31 32'
Somewhat` uncertain 10 1°

Very uncertain 9 13
N
f

(478) (433)

*p <.05; **p< .01; ***p< .001.
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and 70%, respectively). Half of the apprentice group, howeve'j reported

that they were "very certain" about their career choice during high school

versus 38 percent of the constructed control group reportiag they were "very

certain." Conversely, 30 percent of the comparison students reporteesome

degree of uncertainty 4bout their career choice compared to only 19 percent

of the apprentice group. The degree of certainty about one's career choice,

retrospectively reported in this survey, however, should be viewed somewhat

guardedly. $uch opinions may simply reflect a justificatiOn for behaviors, '

Already made'in career paths. On the other hand, the student apprentices°

were a likely group ink,general'to have considered the viability of career

choices before entering the contractual arrangement of an apprenticeship

4
agreement. Thus, the contractual aspect of apprenticeship might contribute

to selection of those students most certain abouttheir careers.

While different proportions of the apprentice and constructed control

group reported that certain kinds of career assistance were provided in high

school, no differences were found between the groups on three ratings of the

quality of high school career assistance services. On "information on occu -1

pations," "assistance with career planning," and "instruction on flow to look

fora job," over half of both the apprentice and comparison respondents

evaluated such services in high school as "good" or "excellent."

In addition; there was no differende between the apprentices and con-,

-

structed controls on the degree to which their reported fereer plans change'd,

since the end of high school. For.both the apprentice and comparison groups,

about one-third of the respondents (36% for apprentices and 34.for compari-

'-lons) reported that their career goals had not changed at all since the end

of high school. Thus, about two-thirds of both the student apprentice And
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constructed-control groups reported some degree of career goal changes since

high school. In terms of specific career'plans at the time high school

ended, however, the apprentice and comparison samples were significantly

different on their reported plans. Table 4-5 presents the reported plans

for the apprentice and comparison. samples at the and of high school, i.e.,

at the time'of high school graduation for these subsamples.

Fifty-three percent of the student apprentices reported that they had

no particular plans at the end of high school other than to continue with

the job they had-during high school. This compares'to 40 percent of the

comparison sample who responded to the same category. As might be expected,

therefore, more of the'comparison respondents than the apprentices reported

plans "to look for a job" (21% vs. 12%) and "go to school full-time" (15%

vs. 8%). The latter finding could be expected since a larger proportion of

the comparison sample. than the apprentice sample came from college prepara-

tory
.

curricula.

The reported plans.at the'end bf high school for the apprentice and

constructed control group'suggest that the high school diploma is likely to

be a terminal degree for.a relatively large portion of both the student

apprentice and comparison groups. Tfie relative differences between the two

samples in terms of continuing with e job they held during high school sug-
..

gest the first Indicator of post -high school impacts of the Youth Apprentice-

ship Demonstration. In other words, a larger proportion of the apprentice

sample remained in their high school jobs which, for many, were ap rentic

ship positions, Thus, for the student apprentice' group,- fewer subjects were

faced with the necessity of having to look for a job at the end of high

school.
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TABLE 4-5

Reported Plans at the End of High School

for Apprentice and Comparison Samples

Reported Plans At Percentage

End of High School Apprentice Comparison

No Particular Plans, Continue with,
. Job Held During High School 53

Look for a Job 12

.1110

. 21

Enter a Training Program /"."- 9 5

Go to School Full-Time 8 15

Enter Military Service 2

Combine School and Work in Some Way 12 12

Other 4 3

N (478) (433)

Chi-square withid6 degrees of freedom 36.26; p< .001.
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4.2.3 In-School Work Experiences

With regard to participation in cooperative education during the senior

year of high school, apprentice and comparison respondent's reported signifi-

cantly different participation rates (p< .001). Eighty-thtrBercent of the

(apprentice group reported involvement in a co-op program versus only 42 per-_
cent of the comparison respondents.

In addition, the apprentice group tended to exhibit more work experi-

ences, i.e., jobsveven apart from the apprenticeship experience. Eleven

percent of the comparison sample reported that they had not been employed

for pay during their high school years. This compares to (by definition)

zero percent of the apprentice group without some paid employment during

high school. I

Interestingly, the, student apprenticeship position was the only paid

employment during high school for approximately 40 percent of the respondents

in the student apprentice group. Of the comparison sample, about 30 percent

reported only one regular job during high school and 11 percent reported no

paid employment at all.

As a group, therefore, bo'th the apprentice and comparison samples were

relatively experienced workers by the time they graduated from high school.

The overall average number of jobs held in high school for the apprentice

and comparison groups was 2.37 for the apprentice sample and 2.02 for the

constructed control group, a difference statistically significant at the

p'.< .001 levels

Ns 4.3 POST-HIGH SCHOOL LABOR MARKET EXPERIENCES OF APPRENTICE AND COMPARISON
SAMPLES

The previous section of this chapter discussed the personal and high

(--

school characteristics of the student apprentice and comparison samples:
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This section centers upon the post-high school labor market experiences of

the two groups, i.e., the general areas of impact in the Phase II research

design. The section consists of three subsections dealing with major factors

of post-high school labor market experiences, including: (1) the current

employment status of respondents in each of the two groups; (2) the employ-

ment characteristics of respondents in the two samples; and (3) the aspects

of the school-to-work transition problems experienced by the apprentice and

constructed control groups.

4.3.1 Current Employment Status

Table 4-6 presents data related to the current employment status of the
0

apprentice and comparison samples. A significantly larger proportion of the

comparison sample than the apprentice group (18% vs. 11%)Lreported that they

were primarily students (post-secondary) at'the time of the interview.

Among this student subgroup, nearly one-quartik reported seeking an A.A.

degree (23%), and over one-half sought a B.S. (40 %) or post-graduate degree

(11%). There were no apparent differences between the two samples with

respect to degree aspirations. Further data on employment patterns after

graduation from high school were not collected from respondents who con-

sidered their primary status as "student." Excluding the "student" group

for both the apprentice and-Constructed:eontrol group, therefore; the

majority of respondents in the two groups (87% and 84%, respectively)

reported that they were currently employed. Of those not employed at the

time of the interview, only 5 percent of both the apprentice an comparison

samples reported that they had not been'employed at any time since *gh

school.
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TABLE 4-6

Selected Post-High School Labor Market Experiences of

Apprentice and-Comparison Samples

Characteristics

p Percentage Chi

Apprentice Comparison Square

Employment Status
,Primarily a Student Now
Currently Employed
Not Employed

11

77

12

18

68

u 14
N (478) (433) 10.50**

Other Jobs Since High School
Yes : 24 32
No 76 68
N (449) (408) 6.89**

Changed Career Plans as a Result of
Work Since High School

Yes 24 25
No 76 75
N (476) (432) 0.20

**13.< .01%

a
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Further, the pajority of both

control group respondents reported

of the employed apprentice and constructed

that they had not had jobs other than 4

their current job since high school (76% and 68%, respectively). Thus, 8

percent fewer of the apprentice sample than the comparison sample reported

having had one or more jobs besides their current job since high school.

Finally, about 75 percent of both the apprentiqe group and comparison group

reported that their career plans had not clig2ed as a result of their work

experiences since high school. This was approximately the same proportion

of respondents who reported career direction changes as a result of work
r-

experiences in high. school.

Of the 25 percent of the student,epprentice sample and constructed con-

trol sample who did report career changes as a result of post-high school

work experiences, most were positive, e.g., "confirmed interest in field"

and "motivated to further education." The types of career changes were not

significantly different for the apprentice and comparison,samples.

4.3.2 Employment Characteristics

Table 4-7 presents the major DOT occupational categori( for the current

or most recent jobs of the apprentice and comparison samples. The reported
o

occupational areas for the two groups were significantly afferent,\lthough

differences within each Ontiltiphal area were not large. The most notable

-exceptions were,thode occupations categorized as either clerical and sales

or in the mechanical trades.

A larger proportion of the apprentice group than the constructed con-
(

trol group reported current or most recent employment in the mechanical

16t

trades area (48% vs. 36%). Conversely, more of the comparison group were
/-

currently (or most recently) engaged in clerical and sales occupations,

K
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TABLE 4-7

Collapsed Major DOT Categories of Reported Current or Most
a

Recent Occupation For Apprentice and Comparison Samples

Major Percentage

DOT Categories Apprentice Comparison

Professional, Technical and 6 , 5 Iv

Managerial Occupations
0 Drafter

Technician (dental, mechanical)

Clerical and Sales Occupations 9 17
SeCretary (legal, medical)
Auto parts clerk

Service OccUpations 8 9

Child care attendant

Machine Trades Occupations '48 36
Machinist
Auto mechanic

Structural Wqrk Occupations 20
Auto body repairer
Welder

Miscellaneous Occupations
Offset plate Arker
Film processor

5

18

9

Other Occupations - 4 6

Agriculture/Procesiing/Benchwork
Occupations

N (399) (332)

Chi-square within 6 degrees of freedom = 627.96; p <.001.
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V

i.e., 17 percent for the comparison group vs. 9 percent for the apprentice

sample.

Table 4-8 presents wage data and other informatioA on employment dura-

tion for the apprentice and comparison samples. There were not significant

differences between the program participants and the constructed control

group on current hourly wage, starting hourly wage, number of hours usually

worked per week, number of weeks employed in one's current job, or annualized

income. The wage data reported by a4; respondents was concerted to an

hourly rate when pay methods were on a tifferent basis. The variable,

"annualized, income," was created by projecting an estimated yearly income

from the average weekly income of the respondents-(for both regular jobs

and/or part-time employment, if applicable). Thus, on these hard indicators

of program impacts, no significant difference's were found between apprentices

and the comparisons.

In addition to the employment data just discussed, poSt-high school

outcomes also included measures of occupational stability and job satisfac-

tion regarding the respondents' current or most recent job. Occupational

stability was defined as the match between the occupation for which the

respondents trained in high school and the occupation currently or moat

recently held by those' respondents at the time of the interview.

Table 4-9 presents the occupational stability measures for the two

respondent groups using the DOT occupational code in descending order of

,specificity. That is, the ,three -digit DOT codes represent the most specific

coded occupation (for example, machinistS and related occupations),, within a

laiger two-digit DOT'code division (metal machining occupations); which

comprises only one of nine major divisions in the one-digit category

(machine trades occupations).
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TABLE 4-8

Wage Information and Employment Duration for Apprentice

and CoMparison Samples

*

employment Samples

Charactekistic Apprentice Comparison value

Current Hourly Wage
Mean ,$ 4.54 $ 4.46

1.34 1.50
N (396) , (323) 0.79

*

Starting Hourly Wage
Mean $ 3.70 $ 3.70
SD 1.19 1.17

(348) (271) 0.03

Number of Hours Worked
Per Week L.

a

Mean 40.96 40.56
SD 8.30 8.55

(392) (396) ,0.63

Number of Weeks in the Job
Mean 48.68 049.01
SD 42.95 58.98
N (398) (332) 0.09

Annualized Income
Mean 10,074 $ 9,662
SD 4,230 4,408
N (404) (342) 1.30
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TABLE 4-9

Occupational Stability Measures for Apprentice

and Comparison sampled

Type of

Measure

Percentage Chi

Apprentice Comparison Square

Three-Digit DOT Code -

Match .

No Match
45

55.
- 34 --

66 10.15**

Two-Digit DOT Code
Match 53 38
No Match 62 16.27***

One-Digit DOT Code-
Match
No Match 5\

62

38.,

,

.

48

52° 15.13***

N (399)%:. (332)

Kcite: Table includes only those respondents:who reported a current or
most recent occupation. The stability measure indicates the corres-
pondence between one's current or most recent occupation and the
occupation that the subject reported training for inlligh school.

'**p <.01; ***p< .001.
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As Table 4-9 shows, in each of the three' stability measures, apprentices

were much more likely than the comparisons to be working currently or

.recently in an occupation for which they trained in high school. As might

be expected, this likelihood was strongest
t
in the one- and two-digit codes

since the measures were not independent. Because most student apprentices

were recruited from high school vocational classes, the higher occupational

stabllity.foi the program participants may be attribute to a selection

factor. Nonetheless, since the match was betWeen occupation prepared for

and current or most recent occupation, the stability indicator did not

include job changes in both groups. Thus, occupational stability was viewed

as a soft indicator of-program impact.

Job satisfaction scores on current or most recent occupation provided

another important measure of popsible impact in the apprentice-comparison

study.' Table 4-10 exhibits data on the scores derived from both the

apprentice and comparison sample. Respondents rated their jobs on six

different satisfaction areas using a four-point scale (1=very dissatisfied;

2=dissatisfied; 3=satisfied; 4=very satisfied). A scale score also was con-

structed by summing the individual item score results in an overall job

satisfaction scale score. The apprentice group included both leavers and

stayers in the in-school apprenticeship positions. For every aspect of job

satisfaction rated, significant differences were found between the two

groups, and these'differences consistently favored the apprentice sample.

The apprentice respondents, in every instance, showed a higher satisfaction

level than did the comparison respondents. The difference was especially

pronounced for the mean job satisfaction'scale (mean scores of,18.79 and

18.01 for the apprentice and comparisons, respectively). Participation in

117,
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TABLE 4 -10

Means and Standard Deviations of Job Satisfaction Scores

on Current or Most Recent Job for Apprentice

and. Comparison Samples

Job

Satisfaction

%

Samples t

Apprentice Comparison value

Rate of Pay
Mean
SD

2.88

.70

5

2.77

.69 2.21*

. Opportunity for Advancement
Mean 2.96 2.78
SD .81 .83 3.17**

Supervision
Mean 3.19 3.06
SD .67 :68 2.75*.*

Recognition for Doing
---

Good Job
Mean 3.15 3.04
SD .76 .7 2.16*

OJT Instruction
Mean 3.28 '3.13 , .1

SD .65 .66 3.28**
)

Sense of Accomplishment on Job 2
Mean 3.334 3.20
SD .63 .73 2.87**

Job Satisfaction Scale Score
Mean 18.79 18.01
SD 3.07 3.04

N (445) (398)

Note: Apprentice group contains both workers who stayed in and left
the positions they had as student apprentices.
*p ,.05; ** p < .01, *** p < .001.

4
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the YAPS thus appeared to bear a significant influence on the degree of job

satisfaction reported by the participants following high school graduation.

4.3.3 School-to-Work Transition

Aspects of the school-to-work transition were rtpoeted by respondents

in both sampte groups in terms of high school courses most beneficial in

helping to make the transition from school to work. Table 4-11 presents the

data on the frequently, mentioned most beneficial high school courses,

clustered by major categories. Although the respondents named specific

,60Urses-and course titles in identifying those courses helpful in the

school-to-work transition, the courses were grouped into major areas of

vocational or academic curricula. The table shows the aggregated responses

for up to three courses identified by the respondents. No chi-square was

9

conducted on the aggregate, but analyses on each of three separate course

listijgs revealed no significant differences between the two respondent

groups. The proportions of each group are nearly identical in each category,

with trade and industrial, mathematics, and language arts courses mentioned

most often. These results suggest that students share a somewhat common

perception of those courses most beneficial in Making the transition from

school to work. Alsd\although the reVondents were primarily vocational

students while in high school, it was interesting to.note that about half of

the courses mentioned as helpfuLin the school-to-work transition were in

the academic category.

Table 4-12 presents the distribution of the most important school-to-

work transition problem, reported by the apprentice and comparisqn groups.

The table excludes those respondents from both samples who reported that

they had not experienced any school-to-work transition problem (38% of
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TABLE 4-11

Categories of-High School Courses Most Beneficial
4

School-to-Work Transition for the Apprentice and

Comparison-Samples

High School Percentage

Course Categories Apprentice Comparison

Vocational/Technical ,Combined

Business/Office

Home Economics/Family Life

Technical

47

6

1

9

145

5

1

8 P

Trade and Industrial 26 '25

Other Vocational/Technical 5 k 6

Academic Combined 49 52

Language Arts 17 19

Mathematics 24 23

Physical/Biological Sciences 5 5

Social Sciences 3 5
s

Other 3 2

None 1 1

'o

Total Responses (1260) (1163)
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.

- ,?,

,. Most Important School-to-Work Transition Problem

Reported by Apprentice and Comparison Samples

' .

v , .
t,

..
Schoorttb-Work ° Percentage

..0 % .
.

.,: Transition Problem Apprentice, Comparison

.

.

.

.

-
Relations with Adults 4 3

Authority
.Relations with boss .. ..

.

Time Management/Reliability 25 26
Adjusting tp hours .

Being on time
._

Attitude Toward Work 9 4

Not wanting to work
Lack of freedom

1 '

tack of Experience/Training 12 - . 17
Finding the right job
Lack of experience

. .P ,
.

Schopl Inadequate /Different t 13 10
Few demands in sctool comf's

/pared to job
Students don't haye to work

Money Problems/JobOpportunities 7 ', 8

Financial obligations ,

4

Low wages for beginning, workers

Initiative/Uniure of Self ' , 1 ° 1
Fearof making mistakes

.Not a kid anymore
- a

*.

Independence Responsibility 29 31
- Being on,,your own .

.

Accepting resppnsibilities
,

.I : .

N (302) (267)
1 '

0 .

.

.

Chi-squareith 7 degrees of freedom = 10.54; NS. .

0
.

.
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the apprentices and 37% of the comparisons). No significant differences

were found in the types of transition problems noted by the apprentice group

and the constructed control group. .Problems regarding the management

time and increased independence or responsibility were the most frequently

mentioned school-to-work transition problems for both of the samples. The

lack of differences '(both in the types of problems or their very existence)

between the two respondent groups suggested two aspects about school-to-work

transition problems. First, it may be that not all youth experience school-

to-work transition problems (or at least view the transition adjustment as a

ipioblem). Second, there do appear to be some common types of school-to-work

transition problems (e.g., coping with time management and .independence);

which seem characteristic for the particular age group in this study.

4.4 MULTIVARIATE MODEL OF THE IMPACTS OF PROGRAM PARTICIPATION

A multiple. regression analysis similar to the student apprentices'

multivariate analysis, described in detail in Chapter 3, was employed in the

apprentice-comparison research. The particular analysis used in the com-

parison was, again, the simplest'fully recursive pith analysis model for the

effects of having had participated in an apprentices uring high school.

This model is represented diagrammatically in Figure^4-l. More specifically,

a person who had ,been a YAP participant was treated'as a-dummy variable,

with scores of 1 applied to the student apprentice group.and scores of 0 to

members of the compaiison group.

In the main, background characteristids were the same as those used to

- ,

examine persistence in an apprenticeship (see Chapter 3). However, one

variable, namgly the wages (in dollars per hour) apprentices revived when 11

1 , 41(

3.22
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Background
Characteristics

.1"

Outcomes

0

Having an

Apprenticeship

Figure 4-1
b

Diagram' Summarizing Path Analysis Model for Analyzing the Effects
of Having Participated in a Youth APprelliceship Project.

4
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they began their apprenticeship, was deleted.. Similarly, one outcome

variable was dropped`and another added. Job-performance as an outcome was

omitted because job performance evaluations were not collected for the oom-

.parieon group. Occupational sthbility,was added as an outcome variable.'

This variable was measured by assignihg scores of 1 to redpondents still
7"-.

working in-the fields for which, they hid studied in high school, and scores

of 0 to others.

'Table 4-13 summarizes the 'results-of each separate path analysis.

,

The entries in Table 4-13 once again are Tetric, i.e., "raw score" or

"unstaddardized" regression coefficients, because they tell how much of a

gain on the various outcomes was produced by participating in an

apprenticeship. The results in Table 4-13 indicate that partiCipation-in

apprpnticeship had a significant positive influence on occupational

stability and job sa,iffaction. Id other wordE;>Pacticipation in an'

appredticeship makes it more likely that people will like and stay with the *.

job for which they are training. --Participation in an apprenticeship also

.had a small but not significant positive influence on income, but this

influence is far outweighed by the fact that men are nid more than women

and that income increases as post-high school experience increases.

t ,

In general,.overall high school gridepoint averages were-positively

and significantly related to occupational stability. Better performers in

high school (as indicated by grades), tended to enter occupations for which

they trained:in high school or better high school performers tended to

report they had trained for occupation in which they were currently

employed. Conversely, the dap indicated a significant negative

12(t
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relationship between occupational stability and the degree of likelihood that

the respondent would attend college., The program participants, other things

being equal, had about a 26 percent better chance of being irrently or most

recently employed at a job for which they were trained in high school.

In terms of annualized income for apprentices and comparisons, it appeared

that there was no distinct (significant) advantage of program participation.

As with the apprentice pat' analysis data presented in Chapter 3, sex of the

respondent and ,the number of years out of high school were significant p40-.

dictors of annualized income.- Starting hourly wage was not used in these path

analyses.

Finally, program participation hadia significant influence on job satis-

faction in the current or most recent job of the respondents. This result of

student apprenticeship experience is interesting since the program partici-
.0"

pants included both those still in the apprenticeships and those with new cur-

rent jobs. While no precise explanation of this finding was evident in the

data, it seemed most likely that the apprentides tended to stay in the same

type of job (occupational stability) even if they_ left their apprenticeship.
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TABLE 4-13
. -

Metric Regression Weights Summarizing Effects of Various
c

Characteristics on Outcomes for Apprentice and Comparison Groups

.

,

.

.

* ,

Occupational
i
Annualized - , Job

.

.,

s Stability , Income Satisfaction
, s

.

(N = 725) (N = 725) (N = 725)
' .

Effect of Total Direct Total Direct Total' Direct

,

. .
. .

Sex .174 .177 3280.51* 3283.40* .237 .245
,Age .011 .023 -5.68 7.72 .091 .128
Race .043 :064 23.02 46.64 .323 .388
Co-op Student- .043 -.010 -37.04 -92.95 -.371 -.436
Graduation Year -.013 -.062 2378.94* 2284.67* -.100 -.249
H. S. Grades c- .107* .099* 127.96 119.44 .14Q* .116
H. S. Career Assistance .035 .038 -658.97 -655.73 .111 .120
H. S. ApprentiCe .

Information :115 .008 ' 182.75 68.15 .682* .353
Likelihood of College ' -.301* -.286* -190.42 -172.79 -.273 -.227
Ha'ving an Apprenticeship .259* .259* 290.35 290.35 .799* .799*

Multiple R .241 .184 , 175,

.

*Weight.at least twice its standard .erior.
.

.

,

, e
;

. .

a ,

% .

.
.,
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CHAPTER 5: CHARACTERISTICS AND EXPERIENCES OF PARTICIPATING EMPLOYERS

The sample of employer resp6ndents was selected frOm all those employers'

who participated in the Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration between 1978 and

1980. The selection procedures for the employer sample are detailed in

Chapter 2. A total of 317 employers were interviewed. This chapter des-

cribes the characteristics and experiences of these participating employers.

The chapter is organized into the following sections: (1) characteristics of

participating employers; (2) experiences and perceptions of participating_

employers with respect to the project and apprentices/Tip; (3) assessments

4

and outcomes among the employer sample; and (4) multivariate analysis of

employer assessments and outcomes.

5.1 CHARACTratISTICS OF PARTICIPATING EMPLOYERS

Thib section presents the characteristics of the employer sample. It

includes three, fundamental descriptors of the employers' firms: number of

employees, type of business, and collective bargaining status. In addition,

the sex and racial/ethnic composition of the respondents is provided. Table

5-1 displays the characterIstics of employers companies. I/

40 0

Over three-fourths of the employer respondents were affiliated with very "

small organizations empboying less than 50 individuals. Use of the Standard

Industrial Classification system yielded the information that manufacturing,

and service organizations predominate in the sample. Within the predominant

categories, Table 5-1 provides examples of the most common types of busi-

nesses encountered. The overwhelming majority of the employers did not have

a unionized work force.
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TABLE 5-1

Selected Characteristics of Participating EMployers

Selected
Characteristics Perctntages

Number of Employees
0-19

20-49

50 -99

100 and overN
Standard Industrial Classification

Manufacturing
Machinery, except electronics
Fabricated metal productsii

Servic
Au o repair

Miscellaneous repair services

Retail
° Auto dealers and gssstations

Furniture`, -home furnishings,"and
equiptent

All Others

Construction (special trade and OtheO
Transportation, electric, gas, sanitary
'services

Wholesale trade (durable.and'nop-durable
goods) A

Public administion (environmental
quality, housing).

Agricpliure, forestry, fishery, r
FAincial, insurance, real estate

N

Collective Bargaining'Status
Employees organized
Employees not organized
N

a

#

58

18

12

12

(315)

44

38

9

4

(316).

10

90

(317)

ti
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The employer respondents were 90 percent male and 10 percent female.

Nearly all were whites (94%), with blacks accounting for slightly over one-

half of the minorities.

3.2 EXPERIENCES AND PERCEPTIONS OF PARTICIPATING EMPLOYERS WITH RESPECT TO
THE PROJECT AND APPRENTICESHIP-

This section of the chapter is divided into three subsections that pre-,

sent descriptive eta on employers' experiences and perceptions in relatilit

to the project and prenticeship as a system of training. These subsections

are: ,(1) entry into he project; (2) participatory experiences an&percep-

tions; (3) and school-to-work transition problems.

The first subsection describes the types of information that employers

received about the YAP,including the availability of financial incentives;

their motivations for participating; previous knowledge-and use of appren-
-

ticeship; and modifications they made in their work process in order to

register their apprenticeship program under the project. The second subeec-
0.

r
tion examines employers'actdal experiences with and perceptionslof th'4 pro-

ject and of apprsnticeship. These discussions treat the employers' level of
e, 'w

. N

.participation, their current .use and status of apprenticeship as a system of

training, Bureau of Apprenticeship (BAT) involvement, and whether or not the

employers requested the stipends due them. The third subsection deals with

the types of sctiool-to-work ttransition problems students face. Employers'

.M101comments on this process are compared with those elicited frcim the appren-

tibeship sample.

5.2 .1 Entry into the Project ,

Table '5-2 exhibits selected variables pertaining to e' yers' awareness

and knowledge of YAP features, including financial incentives available to
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t em( as participants in the project. A pluralitylof the employer sample oe

(42%) indicated that they first heard abobt the YAP from School personnel,

,while a slightly smaller percentage'(37%) reported thadir initial awareness

came from project personnel. Among the remainder, some heard from studeRts

,working in the company (6%), some from other employers (4%),'while others,

heard from a variety of other sources.

A substantial, majority of the sample were aware from the outset that
,

emploYersowere expected to retain the apprentices:after graduation., "Of thqse

who did not know initially about this feature, one-fifth of them became aw

of it at some "later" time, while the other four-fifths either "never were

informed" or found out about it "now," meaning as a consequence of the inter-

view question.

'Financial, for%participating employers may take two forms,:i
.07

receipt of s ds for 'apprentices employed during their high school years,
.,a , . _

t .,

or use of the Targeted -Jobs Tax C
, 0 Ae

it by, employers who hire cooperative
education students and Troberkof o or speCific target groups. All

iii

employers, except those in New Jery- (where ister wdre not u.ued), were

a
queried abodttheir awareness,of the fact that 41 Cipebds would cease at the

time of each student apprentice's graduation. Nearly all of the employers

in the seven sites knew of this feature becore'&try intO.the prOject. Among

the small number ofRoAe-who were not aware of this, slightly over one-third

found out about it later 4(36%) and the remainder neveek,were told or learned

pf it during the interview process (64%).

With respect to the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit, a majority,of the

employers were aware of this tax incentive, although a considerably smaller

13b
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TABLE 5-2

Employers' Awareness of Youth'AppxenticeshipProject

Informational
Aspects Percentages

Bow Employers First Heard!About the Project
School persqnnel
Project personnel
Stud,nt, other employer
Otheri

N

42

37

11
(316)

Aware That Apprentices Are To Be Retained
After Graduation .

Yes, from outset 86
No, later or never 14
N (317)

s'NN

Awaib that Stipends Cease at Apprentices'
Graduation

Yes, from outset 93
No,'later or never 7
N' (267)

Awareness and Use of Targeted Jobs Tax
Credit-

, Aware of it and haveused it or plan to
Aware of it bact)ave not used it
Not aware of it

30

27

42

(317)

fb,

1i
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proportion of the group had used it or planned to use it. A sizeable minor-

ity were n ot aware of the tax credit.

Data on employers' motivations to participate in the project are dis-
c

played in the following table. Table 5-3 shows the aspects of the project

A
which were bf interest to the employers, with illustrative-comments Under

0

each major category of responses. One-half of the employers said that the

availability of students who had been previously trained or screened consti-

tuted the most important aspect influencl their decision to participate.

The availability of experienced, motivated students thus was the determining
.1111

factor in attracting these employers to the pipect. Over one -third of the

sample identified altruistic motives for their participation, such as being

able to provide further training and employment for young people or simply

being able to help youth. Only one-tenth indicated.that economic adVantages,

primarily the receipt of stipends, constituted the most important aspect

influencing their entry.

Father questioning *out financial incentives was conducted in order

to determine their importance in encouraging employer participation. The

results were somewhat contradictory. On the one hand, the reported impor-
.

tance of stipends in employers' decisiop to participate, asked of all
' a

employers except thoAe in stew Jersey, wips relatively high. Approximately

three-fifths of this group said stipends were "very" or "somewhat" important.

On the other hand, more than three-quarters of these employers indicated they

would have participated even if stipends had not been available! To further

confound this issue, slightly less than three-fourths of'the entire sample
-

.2

later reported that they believed financial incentives, such as a direct sub-' A

sidy or a tax credit, were necessary to motivate employers to hire student
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Pit

apprentices. It would appear that, while financial incentives did not con-

k
stitute the predominant factor in these employers' motivation to participate

(recall that only one,tenth said it was the most important aspect in their

decision), they perceived that, in general, such incentives were needed to

motivate other employers.

Over three-quarters of the svple (.77%) indicated that they had no ini-

tial reservations about participating in the project. Among the .23 percent

who expressed some reservations, almost one-half (498) were concerned about

the quality and dependability of the students they-might employ.- A slightly

smaller percentage of the respondents this subgroup (46%) said that the

involvekent of the Federal Government, with its "red tape" and paperwork,
,

concerned them. The'remaining 6 percent were unc.art3 n whether participating

in the program luld benefit their business or the students involved.

Employers' previous experience with apprenticeship was ascertained byL
their awarenessof apprenticeship as a formal system of training and their

use of registered apprenticeship'prior to participating in the-project.'

Seventy-two percent of the employers were aware of apprenticesh ip as a formal

sydtem of training prior to entry into a YAP. When asked directly about'

their companies' use of. registered apprenticeship prior to participation

a YAP, 31 percent of all -employers said therhad used apprenticeship pre-_

vidusly, while 69 percent reported that they had not.'

When employers registered their apprenticeship prograM(S) under a YAP,

22 percent had to modify their p ocesses to accommodate the
as

training of student apprentices. Among th s..subgroup, the mcidIfiCationsfell

intortwo major categories: changing the production process or schedule (6,9%)
,

e ,

. 9andjOding training sessions (31%).
Y
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,Some employers in the first category found that production processes
4

themselves were altered. Others in this group reported that they had to

a

reschedule their processes to accommodate the student apprentiCes, or adjust

their orglnizational structure to give the student.apprentices co6prehens).1 ve

exposure,and experience in all phases of the company's plant operat±&t.

In the second category, employers either added separate training ses-
,.;.

sions or spent-additional time with the student(s) to teach the techniques

used in their shops. A few employers also commented on the ensuing need to

change communication lines within the shop.

'5.2.2 Participatory *cperiences and Perceptions

Our discussion turns now to actual experiences of employers as a conse-

quenceof involvement with the project and with apprenticeship. Included in
o

this description are the level of project participation, as revealed by num-

bers of apprentices hired and retained; employers' current use of apprentice-

4
ship as a system of training; BAT Involvement; and employers' practices in

requesting stipends.

The level of employerS' participaApn in the YAPs was measured by two

variables: the total number of student apprentices hired and the number of

graduate apprentices currently employed. Table 5-4 exhibits these data,

reported by all employers in the sample.

With respect to the total number of student apprentices hired through
?

. the demonstration, over one-half of the employers said they had hired only

one qr two apprentilceb. Conversely, less an one-fifth of the employers

reported that they.had hired more t n four student apprentices. The average

number of student apprentices hired by each employer was 3.4.

I
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,TABLE 5-4

Level .of Employer Participation in the

Youth Apprenticeship Project

Percentage's

'--Number Student Apprentices Graduate

Employed Employed Apprentices Sti311,

s Employed

0 2 45
0.

1 36 27

2 21 11

3 12 5

4 10 4

5-10' 15 3

11-25 4 <1

Don't know 0 4

N (317) (317)
,

A
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Overall, more than one-halfoof the emplo ers had graduate apprentices

currently working for them. Of those employers who currently employed grad-

uate apprentices, slightly over one-half of them employed one graduate

apprentice, whileslightly less than half of them employed two,or more grad-

uate apprentices. The average riumberlf.graduate apprentices currently

employed was 2.0.

A critical consequence of employers' experience with apprenticeship was

0

their current use of and practices related to this form of training within

their own businesses. Table 5-5 presents employers' answers to questions

pertaining to the number of registered apprenticeship programs in their com-

panies, whether or not such programs were considered an integral part of the

Company's training approach, and if arrangements existed for graduate appren-,

tices to continue their training by receiving some form of related

,instruction.

Among the entire employer sample, nearly three-quarters reported that

they have registered apprenticeship programs in their companies. Further-

more, over two-thirds of the emplpyers regarded registered apprenticeship as

a permanent and significant component of their companies' approach to

training.

Those employers who currently employed graduate apprentices (55 percent

of the sample) were queried about whether or not any arrangements existed

0

for these apprentices to receive some form of related instruction as part of

their apprenticeship. Among these employers, nearly two-thirds replied that

such arrangements do exist:

The primary role of BAT was to oversee the registration of apprentice-

ship programs and of apprentices. BAT's involvement in registration
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TABLE°5-5

Current Use and Status of Apprenticeship as.a System

of Training Among Participating Employers,

Current Use/Status of

Apprenticeship Percentages

Number of Registered Occupations
0

1

2

3

4 or more
N

Consider. Registered Apprenticedhip a
Permanent Part of Company's Training,

Yes
No
N

Arrange Related Instruction for Graduate
Apprentices

Yes

No
N

0

_7.26

55

10

6

3

(317)

70

30 ,

(317)

63

37

(172)
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activities for the YAPs, which were specifically aimed at in-school appren- -

tices, constituted an additional, somewhat parallel activity 'to BAT's primary

mission. BAT's monitoring function-, vis-a-vis the projects, involved liaison

with'and periodic reporting from YAP sponsors. BAT staff increasingly have

been directing efforts toward the additionOof_new registered apprenticeship

programs, and contacts with employers participating in the projects might

ft,

have helped to promote BAT'O.goal of adding new sponsors of apprenticeship. ,

Of interest then, was the frequency and helpfulness of BAT staff con-

tacts as. reported by the employers. Of all employers in the sample, over

one-third (39%) had been contacted by a BAT representative since they began

participating in the project. Nearly all of this subgroup reported that the

BAT representative had been "very" or "somewhat helpful" (55% and 33%,
..,

. respectively) in matters relating to the employers' apprenticeship programs.

A small proportion of these employers indicated that the individual had been
_,..

not very helpful" (2%), or "not helpful at all",(10%).

A final aqpect of employers' experiences in project participation con-

cerns their practice of requesting reimbursemeht for apprentices hired and

ft

retained during the high school training phase. All employers, except those

in New Jersey, were asked if they had requested stipends in the total amount
.

due their companies. Within this group, 83 perdent had done so,'while 17

percent had note Those who had not done so explained the circumstances sur-

rounding their not requesting the full amount of stipends.

A majority (51%) of those who had not requested the full amount due them

indicated that it simply was unimportant and that they were most interested

in getting the employee. Over one-tenth (12%) did not want to bother with

the paperwork and the wait involved in obtaining the reimbusement. Of the

0

.
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remaining 37 percent, 25 percent reported that their company disbanded or

underwent a reorganization and 12 percent said the'apprentice quit ocwas

terminated, making the employers ineligible for reimbursements

5.2.3 School-to-Work Transition Problems
.`

This third major subsection about employers' experiences and perceptions

relates to the types of problems, from the employers' viewpoint, that stu-

dents face in making the transition from school to work. The data reflect'

employer perceptions about the process of transition. As such, they provide

a possible counterpoint to the types of transition problems reported by the

sampled apprentices. Thus, the perspectives of adults (employers) and of

youth (apprentices) about these problems are compared in this presentation.

ze

Both the employer and supervisor respondents (in those cases where the

latter also were,interviewed to provide apprentices' individual job perfor-

mance evaluations) identified students' transition piroblems.. Ten percent of

the combined employer and supervisor respondents reported that there were no

major school-to-work transition problems faced by students, 4 percent either

could not identify the most important problem or gave a miscellany of

answers, and 86 percent responded with answers categorized in the following

table. Table 5-6 presents the major transition problem categories, with

illustratile remarks under each category, forrthe employer/supervisor and

apprentice samples. 'Significant differences between the two groups were

found.

Looking first at responses given by the employer sample, it can be seen

that the, students' attitude toward work was the major problem identified by

over one-third of the employer group. The connotation associated with work
,
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TABLE 5 -6

Differences in Most Important School-to-Work Transition Problems

Among the Employer/Supervisor and the Apprentice Samples

Percentages i

Transition Employer/Supervisor

Problems Sample

Apprentice

Sample
'

Relations with Adults
Learn who authority is
Working with adults

Time Management/Reliability

3

10

5

23
Punctuality, attendance on job
Adjusting to time schedule

Attitude Toward Work 38
Lack of Pesponsibility
Poor Attitude,. motivation

Lack Experience/Training 12 10
Lack of knowledge
Lack of experience

Schooling Inadequate/Different, 12 11
School doesn't prepare for work
No counseling re job expectations

Economic Burdens/Job Opportunity 2 6
Capital outlay for tools

4 Low pay

Immaturity/Indecisiveness 16 2
Lack of Maturity

Uncertainty re trade or self
Independence/Responsibility 7 34

Realization that they have to work
Adjustments to own holre, etc.

N (309) (380)'

Chi-square equals 187.10 with 7 degrees-of freedom; p < .001.

NOTE: Illustrative employer comments shown as examples differ, in some
cases, from those made by the apprentice sample. However, the
major categories of transition problems are the same for both
groups.
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attitude was deCidedly negative. Employers regarded the studenti as lacking

a'sense of responsibility and being poorly motivated. Immaturity or indeci-
.

siveness was the next most frequently mentioned majOr problem. These charac-

teristics were seen primarily as a function of the students' youth. Cluster-'

ing at or near the 10 percent level were, perceived inadequacies in schooling,

the lack of experience or training found among students, and theildifficul-

ties with respect to time management and reliability.

Differences between the employer and apprentice groups were marked in

tour transition problem categories_: time management/reliability; attitude

toward work; immaturity/indecisiveness; and independence/responsibility. The

apprentice group was much more likely to report adjustment-to-adulthood prob-

lems, characterized by,,their newly found independence and-need to manageetime
4

in different Ways, than'to report attitudinal or persona problems. The

-employers were much more inclined to be critical of person 1 atttudes affect-

Ang work and, to a lesser extent, of sudents' general lack of maturity. The

apprentice sample,_in speaking.of, attitudes toward work, identified con-.

straints imposed`by the workplace (e.1,, lack of freedom'and doing physical

labor). .Employers, 'on the other hand,'commented on the students' lack of

self - discipline and dedication and on their bringing the "play theory" to the

workplace.

The atcendinCy of attitudinal and maturation problems in the eyes of

employers and the dominance of problems related to greater independence and

time manageMent demands in the eyes of the apprentice group revealed two

rather contradictory viewpoints. These differing expectations brought to the

won( environment by the employer and apprentice groups may complicate suc-

cessful transition from school.
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5.3 ASSESSMENTS AND OUTCOMES AMONG. THE EMPLOYER SAMPLE

The measure of impacts for participating employers involves self-reported

,

project assessments and definitive outcomes related ,to project participation.

This section of the chapter presents descriptive data pertaining both to

assessments and outcomes. It is organized within four discrete subsections.

The, first subsection discusses specific project assessments made by

employers, including overall project satisfaction, position on continued

Federal funding for YAPS, recommendation of the projects to other employees,

success of the projects in helping, students make the school-to-work transi-

tion, a comparison of student apprentices with other young employees hired by :

employers' firms, and the single best and worst project features. The'spcond

subsection presents apprentices' job performance evaluations, Imade by super-
p

visors within the employing organizations. Job performance scores are exam-
.

ined in conjunction with varibus_assessment and outcome measures to show dif-

ferences which occurred among the selected variables. Turning from project-

specific impacts,*the third subsection presents employers' satisfaction with

apprenticeship as a system of training; apart from involvement in a YAP. In

the last subsection, the influence of previous experience with apprenticeship

upon some of the project outcomes and assessments is examined.

5.3.1
.1

Project Assessments

Key project assessments made by employers are presendid in Table 5-7,

which reveals first that overall satisfaction, with the YAPS was high. More

than one-half of the employers indicated that they were "very satisfied" while

over one-third were "somewhat satisfied." Fewer than one-tenth reported being

"somewhat" or "very dissatisfied." When asked if, as taxpayers, they favored
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TABLE 5 -7

Prdject Assessmentp Made by Employers
.

I

Project

Assessments . Percentages

Overall Satisfaction With Project
Very satisfied 57
Somewhat satisfied 34
Somewhat dissatisfied 5

Very dissatisfied 4

N (316)

Position on Continued Federal Funding
of Projects

a

Favor 90
Oppose 10
N (317)

Recommended the Project to Other. Employers
Yes 63
No 37
N (317)'

Success in Helping Students Make School-to-
Work Transition

Very successful-' 53
Somewhat successful 38
Not very successful 7

Very unsuccessful (a failure) 2
N (314)

Compare tudent Apprentices With Other
Young tmployeed Hired

Better than most
About the same as most- -
.Worse than most
N

55

41

4

(314)
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or opposed continued Federal funding for such projects as the YAP, nearly

all the employers said they favored continued expenditures. As a result of

their participation in'the program, nearly two-thirds of the sample had

recommended the project to other employers.

--/
One of the objectives of the Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration has

been to help students make the transition from school to work. Most

employers viewed YAPs as "very" or "somewhat successful" in accomplishing

this goal. Employers compared the student apprentices hired through the

project with other young people who had worked for their companies. As shown

in Table 5-7, the majority rated the student apprentices as "better than'

most" other young employees.

Another type of evaluative data collected from employers pertains to

best and worst project features. The following discussions recount those

features which employers identified, based on their experiences with the

Youth Apprenticeship Projects. Table 5-8 displays the distribution ot'

responses across categories which were named as the best single project fea-

ture. Illustrative comments appear under each major category. Over one-

quarter of the employers said that availability of students with previous

training was the single best feature of the project. Sogewhat fewer felt

that having prescreened, motiVated students as apprentices constituted the
4 . -

highlight of theprojec0 These two categories account for nearly one-half

of the sample and correspond closely to the primary project features which

motivated employers .to participate (see Table 5-3).

The sense of satisfaction in training students and in improving the

training program-generally was cited as the best feature by over one-fifth
1

of the employers. Another significant proportion of the employers felt that
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TABLE 5-8

Employers' Assessments of the Best Single Feature

of the Youth_Apprebticeship 'Projects

Be'Strature

of Projects Percentages'

Help Employ Youth
.Chanceor youth to get out and work
Helpinestudents

Improved Tfaining Program
Train a student in field/company way
Being able to give better training program

15

22

Pre-Trained Students 26
Getting someone with experience
Prior training given in schools

Pre - Screened, Mbtivated Students 21
Screening of students..

Students' eagerness to work

Economic Advantages
13

Availability of stipends
Person inexpensively trained

None 3

N
-

v(315)

vor
S
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the opportunity to employ youth constituted the best project feature. These
.

.

features suggest an altruistic orientation.ioward youth and a standard of
, ` 4

-_ . .
,

) excellence.in the employers' views of'their business. Economic advantages,
.

41016

`in the form of stipends or inexpensive training of apprentices, were men-

tioned by 13 percent of the sample. Only a handful of employers (3%) said

there were no best features of the, project.

Turning now tothe worst project featur.0.e, Table 5-9 shows 4 over-one-

-

, thirdof the sample said there were none! The remainifig respondents men-
\,,,

tioned features whigb clustegd into three categories having direct impact

on the employers: proems imposed by the project's structure; problems
.

\

with the schools' function in preparing students for entry into apprentice7

ship; and problems with the dtudents themselves.

The first category, related to the project's structure, included

slightlyess than one-third of the employers. Within this group, some said

tgat project burdens, in the form of paperwork and lack of'BAT communication,,.
, -

were the worst aspeCt.mbOthers found that the training time and scheduling of

training, imposed by Student turnover and working around the students' 'school
47

..... ,

schedules, was the worst problem. Yet others felt that the program was
'LN..../

It.

. limited, because of its short duration, was inoperative (in Houton), orThald
.

a low number of available apprentices.-
4

In the second category, nearly one -fifth of .the employers spoke of the
- --

schools' inadequate training 'Ind screening of students who entered the

apprenticeship project. Finally,' 15
r

percent of the employers commented on/

problems with the students themselves, who were viewed primarily.as being
.....e.

undependable and irresponsible in their attitudes toward work..
,

.

..
.
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TABLE 5-9

Hmployers',. AssesSientS of the Worst Single Feature

of the YopthApprenticeso hip Projects.

7
Worst Feature

of Project/ Percentages

Inadequate Screening of Students
Poor selection of participants
Need a little better selection of students

Inadequate Training of Studenes
Poor school training
IV of previous training

Undependable, Irresponsible Students
Po4r/lazy attitude of students
Lack of responsibility /attendance on job

0 .

Other Problems With Students
Adjustment to productivity#echedule
Communication with young people

Trainiong Time/Scheduling

Working around school schedule
Student turnover'

Limited Program/Number cif App.rentices

Program should be offered earlier,
Dropping of program (Houston)

Project Burdens
Lack of BAT communication
Paperwork

8

'10

13

2

4

16.

None 36

(312)
e.1

I

4
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5.3.2 Job Performance Evaluations.'
1.

Some of the sampled student apprentices were evaluated individually on

their job performance by their supervisors in the employing organizations.

In cases where an employing organization had hired a large number of in-
.

school apprenticet, job performance evaluations were elicited for a maximum 3

of three students. In addition,the supervisor respondents prollided informa-

tion on whether or not the particular student apprentice was still employed

by the company and, if not, why the student apprentice had terminated empley7

ment. In most cases, the respondent for the supervisor. component of the

interview (which included the job performance evaluation) was the same as

the respondent for the employer component. However, for some of the inter-
.

views, there were separate respondents.

Supervisors' ebeluative data are presented for .approximately 460 sampled

student apprentices. Supervisors rated each student employee, using a fOttr-

point scale, on ten aspects related to job performance. The fOur-point scale

was structured as follows: poor = 1; fair = 2; good = 3; and excellent = 4.

Mean scores were then derived for each' performance item and for a composite

job performance rating. These mean scores were used to analyze differences

in the selected assessment and outcome variables included in the following

discussions.

Table 5-10 presents separate mean'scOres and standard deviations for

each of the ten job performance items, according to the apprentices' cur 'ent

status with the company (i.e., still employed or terminated). Since 1.0

equals the lowest possible item score and 4.0 represents the highest score,

when the ten items are summed to provide a composite job performance scale,
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TABLE 5 -10

Job Performance Evaluations by Retention Status

Job Performance Retention Status

t-valueItem Still Employed Terminated

Work Attitude
Mean 3.29 2.62
SD 0.69 , 0.93. 8.28*

Skill Level
Mean '.....3.01 2.54
SD 0.76 0.91 5:71*,

Ability to Learn "alt
. .

Mean, 3.16 2.72
SD ''''--

. 0.74 0.88 5.48*
Cooperation

Mean 3.42 2.82.
SD 0.71 0.92 7.41*

Punctuality
Mean. 3.27 ,2.61
SD 0.77 O.97 7.59*

Following Instructions,
Mean 3.18

...
2.71

SD .
v

0.73 0.90 5.82*
Relationships with Co-Workers

Mean 3.41 2.91
SD 0...64 0.85 6.80 *.

Self-Initiative
Mean 3.02 2.40
SD 0.77 ..

1.06 6.95*
Pride in Work

Mean 3.22 2.58
SD .

0.74 - 0.95 7.70*
Overall Performance

Mean x.22 2.57
SD 0.71 0.91 8.09*

Totalled Job Performance Scale
Mean 32.22 26..47
SD 5.52 7.49 8.79*

N (176) (285)

*p < .001.
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APP
the range of scores varies from low of 10 to .a high of 40. As Table 5-10

reveals,, on every item and on the composite rating, the evaluation score was

'higher for apprentices still employed by the ctopany than for those termi-,

nated. Obviously, employers retained the better employees! The greatest

mean differences between the two-groups were found in work attitude, punc-

tuality, and pride in work. The lowest differences occurred in ability to

learn, ability to follow instructions, and skill level. Thus, the major
AZ

differences between the two groups, in thy employers' view, ,lay in personal

attitudes toward work, as opposed to mental or technical abilities.

The composite job performance score was analyzed in conjunction with

numerous other variables in-an effort to exa ne differendes in job perfor-

mance scores with differences in various assessments and outcomes. Table

5-11 displays the'results. In comparing student apprentices to other young

employees hired by their firms, employers'= ratings became more favorable as

job performance scores rose. In other words, employers who said student

apprentices were "worse than most" other youthful employees rated their stu-

. dent apprentices, on the average, as "poor" (20.15), while those employers

who reported that their student apprentices were "better than most" r,a.ted

their student apprentices, on the average, as "good" (3Q.32).

NO/ registered apprenticeship programs'rograms due to project participation and

recommendation of the project to other employers also were related to student

performance ratings. Higher job performance evaluation scores, were evident

among employers who gave affirmative responses'for these'two variables.

As T?ble 5-10 revealed, student apprentices still employed at the firms

had the highest mean job performance rating (32.22). TAble 5-11 shows that

the ratings given for the two subgroups of terminated student apprentices
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TABLE 5-11

_Composite Job Performance Scores Accorc'ing to

Selected Assessments and Outcomes

Jola.Performance Scores

Selected Project Assessments Standard

and Outcomes Mean Deviation N F-ratio

Compare Apprentices to Other
Young Employees

Better thari most 30.32 6.79 (266)
About the same as most 27.04 7.26 (168)
Worse than most 20.15 7.11 ( 20) 26.94***

New Registered Apprenticeship
Program Due to Participation

Yes 19.67 7.40 (216)
No 27.78 7.21 (241) 7.6**

Recommended Project to Other
Employees

Yes 29.60 6.93 (297)
No 26.94 7.81 (160) 13.96***

Apprentice's Current Status
Still employed at company. 32.22 5.52 ,(175)

Voluntary termination 27..82 . 7.13 (206)
Involuntary termination 22.68 7.25 ( 75) 58.38***

Reason for Termination
Poor work, motivation 20.18 6.44 67)
Other job, more pay 29.15 6.56 (107)
Further education 30.53 6.88 ( 17)

Personal.,other reasons 27.75 5.96 ( 32)

Business, program problems 27.89 6.,79 ( 27)
Don't know 26.00 7.18 ( 32) 17.61***

**p < .01; . * * *p < .001.
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declined from that high level, with those who left involuntarily receiving

the lowest average score.

The data on reasons for termination showed that relatively high mean

performance ratings were given to apprentices who left to further their edu-

cation or get another job with more pay. Those high scores, to which the

students' incentive apparently contributed, contrast markedly with thd low

job performance evaluation score received by-those apprentices whose poor

work. or motivation played a role in their termination.

5.3.3 Apprenticeship Satisfaction

Apprenticeship satisfaction, as distinct from satisfactipnwith the

YAPs, was.measured by one variable. All employers rated their satisfaction

with registered apprenticeship as a system of training, disregarding such

features of the YAP as provision of subsidies and in-school youth employment.

Ninety percent of the sample reported being "very satisfied" (5'4 %) or "some-

what satisfied" (36%). The remaining 10 percent were "somewhat" 17%) or

,"very dissatisfied" (3%) .

I

5.30 Influence of Previous Experience with Apprenticeship

Table 5-12 prestnts data wipich reveal the influence of previous appren-

ticeslap experience on selected pioject assessments and outcomes. With

rewat to project assessments, overall satisfaction with appreAiceship as

a general systeifof,training and the comparison of student, apprentices with

other young employees were found to be negatively associated with'previous

apprenticeship experience. That is', employers with previous experience

tended't6 be less.sitisfied with apprenticeship and less inclined to rate
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TABLE 5-12

Differences in Assessments and Outcomes Among Employers

.with and Without Previous Apprenticeship Experience

Selected Assessments
and Outcomes

Percentages
With Previous Without Previous Chi
Experience Experience Square

1

Overall Satisfaction With
Apprenticeship

Very satisfied
Somewhat satisfied
Didsatidfied

54

31

15

55

38

7
N (98) (218) 6.23*

Compare Student Apprentices
With Other Younq'Etployees
Hired

Bett r than most 43 61
Abou the same as most 55 34
Worse than most 2 5
.N (97) (216) 12.52**

.

iSuccess in Helping Students
Make School-to-Work Transition

Very successful . 42 58
Somewhat successful 33
'Failure/Not very successful

,48

10 9

N (96) (217) 7.41*

COnsider Registered Apprenticeship
Permanent

Yes 78 66
No 22 34
N' (98) (218) 4.22*

Related Instruction Arranged
,for Graduate Apprentices

Yes 76 56
No 24 44,
N (58) ' .(114-) `6.40**

*p <.05; **p < .01.
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student apprentices as better than other young employees than, employers whose

exposure to apprenticeship came through project participation.

With respect to proj ct outcomes, employers with previous apprenticeship

experience also were less likely to rate the projects as highly successful

in accomplishing the school-to-work transition goal. However, they were more

likely than the other, employers to consider registered apprenticeship a per-

manent part of their companies' approach to training and to arrange for

related instruction for graduate apprentices still employed by their firms.

These data suggest that while employers who were in a position to view

apprenticeship from the perspective of pre- and post-project involvement

showed somewhat higher dissatisfaction levels they simultaneously revealed a

greater commitment to the permanency of registered apprenticeship programs '

and the provision of related instruction for graduate apprentices.

5.4 MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF EMPLOYER ASSESSMENTS AND OUTCOMES

Examination of the univariate results sugge-sted that multivariate analy-

sis of the employer data might be'illuminating. Accordingly, these data were

analyzed with multiple regression procedures that closely paralleled the

multivariate analyses of apprentice and coMparison .student data, which were

presented in Chapters 3 and 4 of this report. These multivariate analyses

of the employer data are discussed in three 'subsections. The first subseq-

tion describes the basic analytic design; the second subsection presents the

multivariate results; and the third subsection summarizes the implications of

these results.

5.4.1 Design of the Multivariate Analyses

The multiple regression analysis was applied _within the framework of a

-,- causal path model. More specifically, it seemed likely that the number of
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years each project operated would be 'a key variaple mediating the influenCe of

employer and ptogram characteristics upon outcomes, sothe employer data were

analyzed following the simple, fully tecursive path model presented in Figure

5-1. Subsequent paragraphs describe the variables included within each of the

three principal components' of the multivariate design displayed in Figure 5-1

and the relevant subgroups of the employer sample which were used for the

multivariate analyses.

Employer and Program Characteristics. Measures of seven employer and

program characteristics were included in the analyses. These seven inAcator

variables and their derivations are as follows:

Number of Employees--This variable was measured in units of 100
employees, based upon the total number of employees reported by the
employer;

a Manufacturing Firm--Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes
were assigned to each employer's response to the question, "In what,
type of business would you say thatyour company is engaged?" A
score of "1" was then assigned for each code within the manufacturing
category and a score of"0" for each code in any other category;

Union Firm - -A score of "1" was assigned when the employer answered
"yes" and a score of "0" when theApmployer answered "no" to the ques-
tion, "Are your employees repreaFted by a union ?";

Previous Apprenticeship Experience--A score of "1" Vas assigned when
the employer answered "yes" and a score of "0" when the employer
answered "no" to the question, "Prior to yourompany's participation
in the Youth Apprenticeship Project, did your company use registered
apprenticeship to provide training in any occupations?";

Financial Incentives Necessary- -This measure' was the first of two
variables that explored the role of financial incentives. A score
of-"1" was assigned when the emplolTe answered "yes" and a score of
"0" when the employer answered "no" to the question, '"In general, do
you think some form of financial incentive, such as a direct subsidy
or a tax credit, is necessary to motivate employers to hire student
apprentices?";

Importance of Stipends--This measure was the second variable that
explored the role of financial incentives. Scores from "1" to "4,'"
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Etplgyer
and Program
Characteristics

<4.

Figure 5-1

Outcomes

Diagram Suritmarizing Path Analysis Model, for
Analyzing the Effects of Years of Project

Operation on Employer Outcomes.
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representing responses ranging from "not important" to "very import-
ant," were assigned according to the employer's response to the
question, "In general, then, how important was the availability of
stipends in your. decision to participate in the program?"; and

Aware of Expected Retention - -A score.Ok "1".was assigned when the

employer answered "yes" and a score of "0" when the-employer answered
"no" to .the question, Nereyou made aware from the outset that ,

employers were expected to retain thetstudent apprentices after
graduation?"

hr

Years Operated. Values were assigned to each employer respondent to

epresent the number of years that the local YAP had been in operation at -
- .:

.

the time of the
r-
Oterview (late 1980). A value of "3" was assigned for the

three YAPs which began operations during the 1377-7.8 school year and still

'11 were i,n'oPe/a/tton duffing the 1979-80 school year (Cleveland, Nashville, and
.

.

New Orleans).. A value of "12" was .assigned far the four YAPs which began

16

a ,

opera 4 ns during:thg 1978-79 school year and continued operations during

the 1979 -80 school, year (Des Moines, New JerSey4 Rhode Island::and Rockford).

A value of w1w)(rai assigned for the One project

the 1977-78,school_year and

of operation pouston).

was terminated upon

which began operation duFing
. 0

.,
completigh of that firlpt year

Outcomes. 'Multivariate results are reported. for the ,following four
j

measurtof.outcome;
. /-

.
.

Satisfactionwith the 'Youth Apprenticeship Project -- Scores ffbm ".1"
to "4," representing responses ranging from'"Ifery dissatisfi0:-to:.
"very Aatisfied," were assigned according to the employer* response.
to the question, "All thingeconsidered, hoWesatisfied'have you been

. with the Youth Apprenticeship Project?";
.-

-,'
.

.

o , Permanence of Apprenticeship - -A score of "1" was assigned when'the
.employer:answered "yes" -and 'a score of "0" when thelemployer answered
"no".to the question, "Do you ourrently.rega0 fegiStered apprentice --,,.
ship as d ierekanent,And significant componentlef your company's
approach to%training?; .

.

o Number of Apprentices HiredThis measure represents the:. employer'. ',

'',-- accounting of tie total number} student' appreilrtioes hired throUgh i.
the Youth Apprenticeship Project at the, time of interview; anof*

-. #
1..

.,4 . 41
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Number of Graduate Apprentices Still Employed--This measure repre-
sents the employer'S accounting of the nQmber of former student
apprentices who, at the time of interview, had graduated from high
school and were still employed by that employing organization.

The first two variables listed may 'be regarded as relatively "soft" measures

because they measure the employer's subjective reactions concerninethe value

gf the project and the permanence of apprenticeship. The last two variables

,may be regarded as relatively "hard", :Measures bicause°,,they represent exter-
/.

nal, quantifiable measures of behavior exhibited by employers and apprentices

that, fh.princi .could be objectively verified-
; se

Anillytic Subgroups. None of the questions relating to stipendi-were

. t

posed to the New Jersey employer respondents, since stipends were not used by

the New Jersey YAP. Therefore, in order to apply multiple regression analy-

sis.to all the employer respondens it was necessary to use the item about

whether employers thdught financial incentives were necessary rather than

4

the rating of theimportance of itii3ehds., Because stipends are an important

_programmatic feature, however, a second multiple regression analysis was

applied to employer respondents in all sites except New Jersey. For- his
..

employer subgroup, the imporiance,of stipends item replaced the item regard-
o

in4 'the necessity of financial incentAtes as an independent variable.

The general thrust of USDOL policy_ in recent years has aough.to expand
. t ,

the apprentibeship system of training., In itifs'connectlbn, there also has
*

., .....
. ,

been strong interest in-the YAPS' role in generating new-sponsors ofatopren-
. '' '

.. A . 4 .'
.

ticeHip programs. There, additional analyses were applied to those
,

.

employers who indicate t. they had not used registered Apprenticeship
, .

prior to their participation\in the Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration. For cr
, . 1 ,

this third analysis;,the variable regarding apprenticeship experi-" ','

ence was-defet6d. Once again, one analysis wps,peiformed for .all employers
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using the financial incentives indicator and another analysis was perfolmed

for employees outside New Jersey using the importance of stipends indicator.

,

To sumakize,.multiple regression analysis was applied to a total of

sour analytic subgroups.:

. Arl employer respondents;

Employer respondents outside of NewlJersey;

, All employer respondents without previous experience with apprentice-
,.

ship; and

Employer respondents outside of NewJer y without previous expeti-
ence with apprenticeship.

Examination of, the results from these subgrodlos suggested that, reporting of

results should focus upon the first and last subgrbups. The first subgroup

is the most comprehensive and the last puil.group includes both factors of

special interest, i.e., the role of tina 'al incentives and expansion of

apprenticeship sponsors. Consequently, the multiple'regression results pre-
,

sented in the following subaction are based on: (1) all employer responr

dents; and (2) employer respondents outside.of New Jersey who did not have,

previous experience w1th apprenticeship. When the results for the second

and third subgroups differed from or expanded the findings for they first and

fourth subgroups these results have been noted in the text.

5.4.2 Multivariate Results

Table 5-13 presents the multiple regression results for the two rela-

tively "soft" measures'of outcome, i.e., saqsfaction with the YAP and per-
,

manence of apprenticeship. The data presented in Table 5-13 reveal that the

number of years operated had a positive and significant relationship with

satisfaction with the projects. Also, the relationship was stronger for the
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subgroup which included onlythose employers without previous apprenticeship

experience. In other wordg, those employers who cooperated with YAPs who'

had been in operation for a longer period of time'were more likely to,express,

satisfaction with these projects, with this tendency being strongest for

those employers without previous apprenticeship experienCe.

Table 5=13 data also reveal that, for 'all theemployers, the manufac-

turing firms and the number of years operated were positively related.with

permanence of apprenticeship. In other words, employers who were affiliated

with manufacturing firms and-those who had cooperated with older YAPs were

more likely to say that they considered apprenticeship permanent.

For the employers outside of New Jersey without previous experience,

the itportancebf stipends and the number of years operated also had signif-

icant, positive relationships with permanence of apprenticeship That/.s,

among employers without previods appregticeship experience, those who said

that stipends wean important actoe in their decision to participate and

those who cooperated with YAPs operating for a longer time period

were more likely to say that they considered apprenticeship permanent. In

the analysis for all employers outside Nqw Jersey, the same positive re'-1-

tionship was found between the importance of stipends and permanence of

apprenticeship. Thus, the relationship between importance of stipends and

permanence of apprenticeship existed for all employers for whom these

data were available, not just for those employers without previous appren-
,

ticeship experience.

e.
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TABLE 5-13

Metric Regression Weights Summarizing the Effects of Employer and

Program Characteristics on Satisfaction With the Projects

and Permanence of Apprenticeship

Effects by
4

Subgroup

.Satisfaction

with the YAP

All Employers (N = 308)

Total Direct

Number of Employees (in 100's) ,.000 .003
Manufactufing Firm .0l .006
Union Firm .050 .134
Previous Apprenticeship Experience -.085 -.046
Financial Incentives Necessary -.024 -.066
Aware of Expected Retention -.100 -.098

Permanence

Apprenticesh

(N = 308)

Total Direct

, .003 .004
, - .109*

.062

.085

.106*

.095

.101
.105 .088

6Years Operated
Multiple R

.288*.

" .235
.288*

Employers Outside New Jersey Without 4,

PreviousApprenticeship Experience (N = 185)

Total Direct
,

Number of Employees (in 100's) .007 .t08
Manufacturing Firm -.039 -.068,
Union Firm .201 .161
Importance of Stipends, .086 '.025
Aware of Expected Retentibn -.032 .081
Years Operated .414* .414*

Multtple R
. .340 -

.113* .111*

.259

(N = 185) ,

Total Direct

.005 .005

.106 .094

.073 .057

.130* .105*

.072 .118

.168* .168*

..374

* Weight at least twice its standard error.

P
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It was noted previously that the relationship between the number of

years operated and satisfaction with the YAPS was stronger for those employ-

ers without previous apprenticeship experience. Similarly, the relationship

between the number of years operated and permanence of apprenticeship,was

stronger foi those employers without previous apprenticeship experiehce.

Thus, the number of years operated is consistently correlated with both of

the relatively "soft" outcome indicators within both analytic subgroups and

that the relationship betWeen the number of years operated and both outcome

measures is consistently stronger for those employers without previous

apprenticeship experience. This means that the most important factor which

could be identified in gaining the support of employers was the length of

time that the YAP had been. in operation,'and that the importance of this

factor was even greater for those employers' without previous apprenticeship

experience.

Table 5,-14 presents multiple regression results for two relatively

"hard" outcome measures, i.e., the number of apprenticeshired,and,the number

of graduate apprentices still emploired. For all employers,. there was a sig-

nificant, positive relationship between the number of years operated and the
6

number of-apprentices hired. This simply means that employers who cooper-

atedMith the olderyAPs were likely to have hired a greater numbe.of

itudent'apprentices. . Fdt those employers outside of New Jersey without pre-

vious apprenticeship experience, the number of apprentices hired mas nega-

tively related with the importance of stipends and positivelyirelated with
e

the number of yeareoperated. Thus, employers withoyt.previous apprentice-

ti 1"
Iship'.experience who4did,not. consideritip4hds to be important in their' deci- ,

Idol) to participtiteand who coverated with YAPs which had been in operation

longer were likely to have hired a gteater number of student apprehtices.
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TABLE 5-14

--Metric Regression Weights Summarizing the Effects of Employet ang.,

Program Ch-arlcteristics on Employment'and Retention of

Student Apprentices

Effects by

Subgroup

Number of

Apprentices

Hired

Number of Graduate

Apprentices Still

Employed .

All Employers

Number of Employees (in 100's)
Manufacturing Firm
Union Firm A

Previous ApprenticeShip Experience
Financial Incentives Necessary
Aware of Expected Retention
Years Operated

Multiple R

Employers Outside New Jersey Without
Previous Apprenticeship Experience

Number of-Employees (in 100's)
Manufacturing Firm
Union Firm
Importance of Stipends
Aware of Expected Retention
Years Operated

*I` Multiple R

(N =.308)

Total Direct

.044

. 337

. 453

-.328

-.044
-.359
1.286*

.056

.305

.826

-.150
-.232

-.349
1.286*

.220

(N = 301)

Total Direct

. 036* .039*

. 423* .404*
:640 ..722*

-.148 -.104-
-.165 ' 0-.223

. 053 .070

.328* .328*
.265

.111

(N,= 185) (N = 175)
Total Direct Total Direct

.020. .024

. 313 .172
3.013* 2.817

-.787*
41.411 -.859
2.015* 2.015*

.343

.018 .016
r .213 .085

42.498* 2.364*
-.269* -.269*.
.275 .275
.550* .550*

.373

* Weight at least twice its standard error:
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For employers outside New Jersey without previous apprenticeship experi-.

ence, firms' which were unionized showed a positive relationship with the

total number of apprentices hired in terms of total effects, but not in terms

of direct effects. For this analytic subgroup, the influence of the union

firms on apprentices hired can be considered statistically significant, but

was mediated through the number of ypars.operated. Results for all emploiers

without previous appInticeship experience revealed a significant, positive

relationship between the number di apprentices hired and whether the bt iness

was a union firm, both for total effects and direct effects. Thus, it m y

be concluded that the union firms and the number of years operated generally

had sitive effect on the number of apprentices hired for employers with-

out previous apprenticeship experience.

The number of apprentices hired may be considered an intermediate out-

come because it )represents an important step in achieving the goals of the
0

demonstration project. However, if employers hired large numbers of student

apprentices but did not retain them after graduation, anultimate outcome in,

\

,terms of the project goals has not been achieved. Therefore, the number of

graduate apprentices still employed may be regarded as the most important

outcome indidrtor included in the employer data.

For all employers, there. were positive 'relatiabships between the number

of graduate apprentices still employed and the number of employees, the manu-
,

facturing firms, the union firms,',and the numbdr of Years operated. Thus,
0 16.

employers who were(more likely to
/
currently'effiploy graduate apprentices were

those who had larger numbers of , those whO were engaged i'n menu-

tacturinglt11 e whose employees were represented by a union, and those who

hack cooperated with YAPS Which hid been in opeiation longeri
&
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For employers outside of New Jersey without previous apprenticeship

experience, the pattern was somewhat different. For this analytic subgroup,

the number of graduate apprentices still employed was positively related with

the union firms and the number of years operated, and negatively related with

the importance of stipends. For employers without previous apprenticeship

experience, therefore, those who were more likely to have grheuate appren-

tices still employed were those whose employees were represented by a union,

those Who did not consider stipends to be an important.factOr in their decit

sion to participate, and thole who cooperated with older. YAPS.

The data presented in Table 5-14 require some technical clarifications.

The regresiion results for the number of graduate apprentices still employed

would be somewhat different if'the number of ,apprentices hired had been used

as,an independent variable in the regression model for this outcome Thi
111.

indicator was not employed as an independent variable in the results repOrted

in Table,5-14, because the number still employed is a subset of the total

number of apprentices hired. It is not advisable to include such "part-

whole" relationships in multiple regression analysis because technical dis-

tortioni can be introduced that produce diffiOulties in interpretation.

Nevertheless,.the'datapresented in'able 5-141hgve their own set,of

difficulties of interpretation. To clarify thes iseuet, regression results,

which included the number of apprentices hired as a final variable in the

equation for the number of graduate apprentices still employed, were obtaiped.

They will be discussed briefly to help guide the interpietation of the'data

just presented. When 'the number of apprentices hired was introduced into the
. ,

regression equation forthe number of grgiluate apprentices still employed,

he siglificant influence of the numberof_years operated was eliminated,'t
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whereas the significant influences of the other three factors were not sub-
il

stantially affected. This finding suggested that the influence of the number

of years operated upon the number of graduate apprentices still employed
6

mainly reflected the impact of the number of years operated on the total

number of apprentices hired.

When the same procedure was applied to the employers outside New Jersey

without previous' apprenticeship experience, the results were more'intricate.

Three factors (if union firm is incl d ) significantly/influenced the nuMber

of apprentices hired for these empl ers. The same three factors signifi-

cantly influenced the number of gra ate apprentices stillLplyed: When

the number Of apprentices hired was added to the regression equation pre-

dicting the number of graduate apprentices, still employed- for this subgroup,

the significant influence I

of the union firms was not affected but the sig-
ir

nificant.influences of the other two indicators were eliminated. -"this

pattern suggested that the influences of the importance of stipends, and the

number of years operated primarily reflected the influence of these

.
. . .

variables on the number of apprentices hired, and that'ethployers who

de, . f

cbnsidered stipends important were less likely to have graduat4rapprentices

r

still employed mainly because they hired fewer apprentices in the first
,

.:.

. 4, . -
place. Such employers =not have been signif4can4lyless likely to retain

.

fre' the apprentices that they hacl'hired. *
.

.
1

. Results for employers outside !ew Jersey wilb,pUt previous apprenticeship.
,

,

, .
,

.

t
expirience suggested a-similar pattern fof l!e r8140,stipenda. , Employers

4

.
,

without previous apprentiC*ship experience who considered stipends important

tended to-be smaller eiployers\and to hire relatively low numbers of

apprentices. 'Because they had hired relatively tow numbers of apprentices,

e4r
0
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they also tended to have rellitively low numbers of graduate apprentices still

employed. It appears, therefore, that employers who started apprenticeship

'prOgrams largely because of stipends made minimal contributions to the suc-

cess of the program in terms of the number of graduate apprentices still

employed.

5.4.3 Implications of Multivariate Results

Several important implications follow from the results presented in the. .

previous subsection. Some of these implications relate maiply to USDOL

policy regarding the YAPs, while other implications relate primarily to the

operations of the YAPs themselvis. These implications can be viewemost

clearly in terms of the independent variables which had statistically

significant relationships with the various outcomes-

,Two of the independent variables whose effects' ere examined in the pre-
.

iious subsection may be considered progiam features and, hence, have the

.greatest potehtial relevance for USDOL policy formulation. These°two,vhri-
k

ablei'are the number of years operated and the importance of stipends. As
to

previously noted, the number of years of operation was,ecOnsistent factor

in influencing positive employer outcomes; such as satisfaction with the
o

-projects, permanence of apprenticeships and number of apprentices hiked: it

is clear thatthe most important thing tat can be done in order to, enerate

Positive outcomes with employers is to maintain project operatkons over a

relatively long period

gains occurred between

of time., Moreover, these ,results suggest the largest,
A

the second and thiid years bf operaV.on, for, most of

the employers interviewed fell withiq these two time'categorirs. The results

suggest that, with respect to employers, it may take 3 years before projects

of this type may be considered frilly operational'.
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The other factor which has relevance for USDOL policy formulation is

the role of stipends in generating positive outcomes. For this factor, the

results are not as consistent as they are for the number of years of opera-

tion. The importance of stipends was positively related to the reported

permanence of apprenticeship. That is, employers who tended ,to say that

stipends were an important factor in their decision toeparticipate also

tended to say that they considered apprenticeship permanent. Qhihe other

. hand, employers without previous apprenticeship experience who tended to say

at stipends were ah important factor in their decision to participate also

tended to hire fewer student apprentices and, consequently, tended to have

fewer graduate apprentices still employed at the time of interview.

On balance, the findings concerning the influence of stipends must be

considered negative for three reasons. First, what employers said about'the

permanence of apprenticeship is not as important as what they did in terms

of hiriMPand retaining student apprentices. It folloWs that the positive

effect ofttipends upon the permanence of apprenticeship, as reported by all:

employers, is mot'as important as the negative effect of stipends upore-the

Ckt 4

number of apprentices hired and retained, as reported by employers without

previous apprenticeship experience.

The second reason tht the results concerningstipends should be con-

sidered negat ve relates the USDOL'S'expectatidhs that stipends might be

a significant ncentive that would induce employers without previous appren-,

ticeship experience to adopt apprenticeship as ,a system of training.. The.

results Presented here'did indicate that 'the effects of stipends were

,

1 stronger'for employers without previous apprenticeshiP experience. However,

.the data also suggested that stipends appealed to a rather harrow sector of
5

. . ,
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the employers oho lacked previous apprenticeship experienOe, and the data

indicated clearly that this sector provided very low "payoff" in terms of

the number of graduate apprentices still employed.

The third and final reason that the results concerning stipends should

be considered negative is that provision of stipends represented a very large
V.

commitment of financial resources within the overall 'funding of the demon-

stration effort. The data presented here suggested strongly that %be bene-

' fits derived from the provision o stipends were not commensurate with their

cost. Presuming the same overall level-of funding under both alternatives,

it is not unreasonable to conclude that greater returns could be generated

by keeping projects of this type in operation for a longer period of time
o

'without stipends than by keeping such projects in operation for a shorter

'period of time with stipends.

')
- . Three of the 'independent-variables whose effects were examined in the

preceding eubsection may be considered employer, characteristics and, hence,

have implications for the operations of the YAPS. These three variables are

the union firms,: the manufacturing firms, and the number of employees.

Results indicated hat all these features of employia i. organizations were

associated with positive outcomes and, therefore, that this' information could

he''used to help, target those employers wibh'the greatest- potential for posi-

tive outcomes.,

The representation of employede by a labor union was positively related

/to the number of apprentices hired and retained by employers without previous

apprenticeship experience. Therefore, it may be concluded that employing

organizations that have collective bargaining status but do not have experi7

ence with apprenticeship represent promising prospects for YAPS.

,
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Manufacturing firms and businesses with larger numbers of employees

) f

tended to tetain greater numbers of apprentices. The Aata'indicated that

such firms tended to have previous experience with apprent.iceship.. Thus,

e

wheh seeking to.place student apprentices with firms Vith previous appren-

ticeship experience, the best results may be obtained with ttie,larger firms

engaged in manufacturing. T.
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.

The preceding chapters of this report have provided descriptions and'
4111

. A
. .

..... .. .. \
..,

`analyses related to the characteristics, perceptions, and experiences of
i

,:-7

r
4

CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIOtt.

Student and emplyer'partiCipantd.in the USDOL's Youth Apkenticeship.Demn-
.

stration. As a research study of impacts; this Phase II report has
5 .1

exar4 ned
,

M-.
the data for evidence of outcomes attributable to program participation. 4117,program

. i..

2 . 0 ./4 ;'-.

,particular, gle outcomes have been keyed toward aspects related to the'three
, ,

major vals.of the Youth-Apprenticeship Demonstration,: ,:
\.

,TO demonstrate the feaiibility of apprenticeship-school linkages) by',
facilitating the in-school employment of youth in registered i_ .

apprenticeship positions;
,

.-.
.

, "...0.4
\

TP promote the use of registered apprenticeship as a system of, .-
.

.training for the skilled trades among employers witembloyees An ,.

apprenticeable occupations; and "

. To ease the school, -to -work' transition of youth by initiatineiouth

employment in, apprenticeship occupations during the high school .

years, thus providing job continuity folloding high school
)

,graduation.
k

.

Chapter 6 of the phase II:report presents specific conclusions regarding ,

the Phase II findingsand provides a brief discussion of each.of the conclu-'

sions. This final'chapter consists of three summary sections: (1) experi-

ences and impacts for student apprentices; (2) experiences and impacts for

.
.,

,

participating employers; and '(3) majc4 implications of the research.

6.1 EXPERIENCES AND IMPACTS FOR STUDENT APPRENTICES

Impacts for student apprentices were assessed in Chapter 3 by examination

of the apprenticeship experiendes and post-high school labor market experi-

ences of respondents from the high school classes of 1978, 1979, and 1980.

Chapter 4 prisented findings from an apprentice-comparison study of net
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4Ib

a

. .

v.
,

program impacts for apprentices and ,a constructed control ,group of 1979 and\\,9

lk1 80 high /school graduates. Findinge4kam,both Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 have. A*

been consideeed on conclusions in this section. -The following outcomes of

the'Youth Apprenti9eshig DemonstratQW/therefore, are noteworthy for the

e-

studeht agprentice program par ticipants:
-N

1 Students whiiAiticipated in the YAPs reported higher levels of job '.

.,satisfaction in their current or most recent employment than com-

.parison students.; \,4

i.,,tudent.participants in the YAPs tended to be more occupationally
stable than-comparison students; ., 4.

ft /,Stuflentiloiparticipated in the YAPs did not, as a group, ear
'''_*Stgnificahtly higher wages in_their post-high school jobs than

,
,

N,
comparison students; .

V
.

.
..

,'.Th se student apprentices who stated with their apprenticeships ,

X.Et r high,school tendedto, be better job performers;
f

.

Stu ents'who participated in the YAPs reported very high levels oS
sat faction and strongly endorsed the projedt; and

,

.

fa' . Student participants in the YAPs did not, as
,

a group, exhibit dif:-
Yferent or fewer school-to-work transition problems than comparison

.
. students. \

Each of these conclusions is briefly discussed in the following subsections.
P

6.1.1 Students Who Participated in the YAPs Reported Higher Levels of 1

Jcib Satisfaction in Their Current or Most Recent Employment Than
Comparison Students

. , As-a group, the student apprentices were significantly more satisfied
$ .

.-- withlheir current or most recent empioytent than a similar group of nonpar-

ticipants. Further, the generally high levels of job satisfaction tended to

hold whether or not the program participants were still.employed in appren-

ticeship positions. This latter finding suggests that the student appren-

ticeship experience may serve as an effective in-school device for screening
4

some' students gut of apprenticeship. Although retention of the participants

ct,
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V
in apprenticeships would be more

is less costly to bOth emplOyers

desirable, attrition during the school years

and registered apprenticeship than later

f

6.1.2 Student Participants in the YAPS Tended to Be More occupationally
Stable Than Comparison Students

Youth kho participated in student apprenticeships were more likely than

comparison students to be currfntly or most recently employed in occupations

for which they trained in high school. In other words, there was a greater
A

degree of continuity for the YAII"Oarticipants between the type of vocational

training in high school and the area of later employment. This finding has

important implications, not onlyofor youth in their continuity between high

school training nd'later employment, 'but also for the.schools providing

,
such training.

6.1.3 Students Who Participated in the YAPS Did Not, as a Group, Earn
Significantly Higher Wages in Their Post-High School Jobs Than
Comparison Students

No significant differences were found'between the student apprentice

group and a similar group of comparison students in current hourly wages,

hours' worked per week, or a.nhualized in s. It may have been that itwas

too soon for wage differences to smer between YAP participants and compar-

ison students. The direction of the wage-differential between apprentices

and comparison students was in favor of the apprentice group, but the wage

differences were not significant.

6.1.4 Those Student Apprentices Who Stayed With Their Apprenticeships
After High School Tetded To Be Better Job Performers

According toob performance evaluations done by work supervisors of the

student apprentices, program participants who stayed with their apprentice-
S
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ship positionyiended, as.a group, to be better workers tdan participants

who left their apprenticeships. In other words, there 461.1.e tendency for

the poorer job performers to leave their apprenticeship positions and the

better performers to stay in their apprenticeships. The positive relation-

ship between apprenticeship retention.and better job performance is one of

the,more important findings of the impacts assessment. Whether persisters

in apprenticeship performed better on the job because they, persisted as

. apprentices or better job performers just tended to stay with their appren-

ticeships, the positive relationship between performance and retention is

important. E'er example, such results suggest that voluntary terminations in

the YAPS as a whole do not drain off the better workers from apprenticeship.

6.4 1.5 Students Who Participated in the YAPS Reported Very Sigh Levels of
Satisfactionjand Strongly Endorsed tpe-PraleCt

Ninety-six percent of the randomly selec ed apprentices reported in post-'

high school interviews-that they would recommend apprenticeship to a friend.

Even 95 percent of those who left their apprenticeship positions reported a

similar endorsement of apprenticeship. Ninety-five percent of the student

apprentices also reported that the YAPs were "very" or "somewhat successful"

in helping students in the School-to-work transition. Further,, even with

probes'by the interviewers to name a disadvantage of being a student apprn-

tice, half of the apprentices stated, that there were no disadvantages.

Attitudes of the student participants about the worth of the YAPS and

the student apprenticeship experience can be considered somewhat "soft"

indicators of impact.` However,.the YAP student participants (some of whom

were interviewed up to 3 years after their apprenticeship experience) gave

exceptionally high endorsements. The \results suggest that even the
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student apprentices who disdQntinued participation felt that they gained'RIP-

.,-..

frOm the experience.
. '

.,
. ,

6.1.6 Student Participants in theYAPs Did Mt, as a Gtoup, Exhibit

-.
k

Different or Fewer Problems in School-to-Work Transitions Than the
Comparison Students

In terms of the school-to-work transition, the Phase II research
..

0, , /
results suggest that: (1) not all youth experience problems_In the school-

to-work transition (about one-third of the study samples clWI not); and.(2) ,

-there may be a fairly commonoet of transition problems that , will occur with

,_most youth in
0
the post-high school years, whether or not they have in-school4,.

work experiences. Although 13 percent mare of the apprentice group than the
,

,comparison group reported staying with the job they held during high sck?ol

after they werg-graduated, the study results do not indicate that there were

any fewer transition 'problems" with this group.

6.2 EXPERIENCES AND IMPACTS FOR PARTICIPATING EMPLOYERS ''

This section discusses the conclusions which may be derived from the;:,

Phase II research concerning the role ofthe participating employers in the

Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration. Detailed results concerning employers
, .

,were presented in Chapter 5. The principal conclUsions are as follows:';
,

e organizatiOns which employed student apprentices generally were1i small businesses which did not have union representation of
their workforce and did not have prior experience with

fapprenticeship;
...

(''

Emplbyers who cooperated ith YAPstwere attracted more by the pro,:
gram's emphasis upon 's eening and training of entry level workers
than they were by the stipends offered;

.,_.
,,,,,, Employers who.cooperated with YAPS expressed an 'extremely high _
, level of satidfaction with the'projects;

-

./'
\

.
. .

127r

.

/ I .
.

r
r ,'
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The single most important fact& in generating positive outcomes
'with employers was the number of years that the YAPs had been in
operation;

The stipends provided to employers by the YAPs did not generate
positive outcomes commensurate with their cost;

Employers with prior apprenticeihip experience were more\li4ely to
consider apprenticeship permanent and to provide related instruction
for graduate apprentices;'

Results suggest that, for employers without prior apprenticeship
experience, YAP participation reduced the influence of negatjve
stereotypes concerning young workers; and

The YAPs hive contributed to the expansion of apprenticeship both
in terms of program and apprentice registrations.

These conclusions are discussed briefly in the subsections that follow.

6.2.1 The Organizations Which Employed 'Student Apprentices Generally Were
Very Small Businesses Which Did Not Have Union Representation of
Their Workforce and Did Not Have Prior BXperience With
Apprenticeship

/

The research 'results reveal clearly that the YAPs served very small

businesses. Over three-Iourtas of the employers who cooperated with the

projects had less than 50 empIo1194s. Fully90 percent of all e4Ployerd,did

not.have union representation of their workforce. Over two-thirds of the

employers did not have prior experience with apprenticeship. These charac-
O .

,

teristics for participating employers were not in ahy way targeted in the

design of the Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration. Therefore, it is an

Interesting and important finding of the research effort that employers with

these characteristics generally were.the ones whd were most receptive to

employing student apprentices and/ot were most' intensively recruited bit the
,

YAPS.
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6.2.2 , Employers Who Cooperated with YAPs Were Attracted More by the
Program's Ekpbasis Upon Screening and Training of Entry Level
Workers Than They Were by the Stipends Offered

Over three-fourths of the employers reported that the most important

consideration in their decision to participate related, in some way, to

training and screening of workers. By contrast, only 10 percent of the

employers reported that an economic advantage, such as receipt of stipends,

was the most important consideration in their decision to participate.
e

,Similarly, only one-fourth of the employers rated stipends as a "very

importane'factor in their decision to participate, while over three-fourths

of the employers indicated that they would have participated even if stipends

had not been available. The clear testimony of the employers is that they

place a very high value on the YAPs' services in recruiting and screening

pre-trained,' entry-level candidates, and in assisting employers with ongoing

training of these workers. Conversely, the. employers just as clearly tes-

tify that they place a relatively low value upon the direct financial

incentives available from the YAPs.

The experience of the New Jerseyl.APprovides further evidence of the

marginal contribution made by stipends,in motivating employers to cobIrate

with the demonstration effort. The NeW Jersey Project never has provided

stipends to participating employers. Despite the lack of stipends, the New

Jersey Project has generally recruited employers and placed apprentices as

well as the YAPs.

Because of the absence of stipends, the New Jersey YAP has promoted the

use of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit as an incentive for participating

employers. The research results, reveal that one-half of the participating

employers in New Jersey have made use ofthe Targeted Jobb Tax Credit. By
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comparison, slightly over one-fourth of the participating employers at hll

the other YAPs had used this tax incentive. Accordingly, it is obvious that

one-half of the participating employers in New Jersey cooperated with the

YAP without any form of finhrial incentive. Further, the difference between

the New Jersey Project and the other projects in pse of the Targeted Jobs

Tax Credit is surprisingly small, in light of the difference in the avail-
. ,

ability of stipends.

The testimony of the employers concerning the importance of training and

screening and the unimportance of stipends, along with the experience of the

New Jersey YAP, all point to the same basic conclusion: most participating

employers did not cooperate with ,YAPs primarily because of the availability

of stipends. Rather, it seems clear that most employers became' involved

because the projects piovided services with respect/to screening and trailn-

ing of entry-level workers.

6.2.3 Employers Who Cooperated With YAPs Expressed an Extremely High
Level of Satisfaction With the Projects ,

Over 90_percent of the participating employers reported that they were
Nen

satisfied with the YAPs and over 50 percent of them reported that they were

very satisfied with the projects.. Similarly, 90 percent of the participating
I

employers favored continued Federal funding of the demonstration projects,

Nearly ewo-thirds Of the employers reported that they had recommended the

,projects to other employers and over one-half of the employers rated the

student apprentices that they had.employed as *better than" -other young

workers whom they had encountered previously. These findings, combined with

those concerning the relatively low priority which the employ attach
/'

stipends, underscore the importande which the employers give to the services

provided by the YAPS.
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6.2.4 The Most Important Single Factor in Generating Positive Outcomes

.

0.

.

.

.

,

v. with Employers Was the Number of Years That the YAPs Had Been in
Operation ,

,
.

.

Multiple regression analysis revealed that the number of years that the
.

.

local project had been in operation was the most consistent predictor f the

principal outcome measu res. These included the employers' assessment of the
K.-

permanence of apprenticeship and the number of student apprentices still

employed by participating employers after high school graduation. The posi-

tive effect of years of operation was consistently stronger -for those

employers` without prior apprenticeship experience. The results concerning
1

years of operation indicated, clearly that the most important single thing

that the YAPs did to generate positive outcomes with employers was to

maintain'operations over a relatively long period of time.

The very strong effect of years of operation was based principally'upon
.

'differences between 'the three projects which had operated for 3 years and'
1

the four projects which had operated for 2 years, at the time of
k

intdtview.
,

.
t

,

These results suggest that, with regard to employers, the projects did nnot
,

achieve operational maturity until-at least the thj.rd year of operation.
'I... n

Since data were not available for projects which have been ).n operation for%1

more than 3 years, it was not possible to determine the point at which this
.,,,

"operation41 maturity curve" would level off. It was only clear from the
.

present data that this curve still was rising sharply between thesecond and
,

third years of operation.
.

.
. .

c.

P

6.2.5 The Stipends Provided to Employers by the YAPS Did.Hot Generate
Positive Outcomes Commensurate With Their Cost

As described previously in this section, the stipends which were made
1

available through seven of the eight YAPs did'not provide a powerful incen-

tive for employers to cooperate with the'projects. Further, research results

r
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alsci revealed that the role of the stipends in generating positive oiesComes

was not uniformly po tive. Multiple regression analysis was used to deter-

mine the' relationship between the importance that an employer attached to

stipends and the outcomes achieved by that employer. Employers who consid-,

ered stipends an important factor in their decision to participate were more

- likely to consider apprenticeship a permanent part of their approach to

training. thethe other hand, those employers who considered stipends impor-

tant also were less likely to hire, and hence retain, student apprentices.

These somewhatiequivocal results tend to be negative, on balance, due to the

greater importance of the number of apprentices hired and retained as an

outcome and because of the considerable amount of resources devoted tov

stipends in the demonstration effort.'

It id possible to combine the perspective on stipends as an incentive to

participation with the perspective on stipends as a predictor of.outcomes,

in order to derive some basis to assess the stipends as a cost component of

the Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration. The previous discussion of sttpends
wrer

as an'incentive to participation indicated that roughly one-fourth of the

Participating employers considered stipends very important and wout not

have participated in the demonstration effort if stipends had not been
.

'

available. The present discussion has revealed that those who considered

stipends very important made a contribution to,the hiring and retention of

apprentices that was significantly less than their share. Therefore, 'unless

the stipends constitute significantly less than one-fourth of the total

amount of funds expended by the demonstration projects, the outcomes

genetated by the stipends cannot be considered commensurate with their 'costs.
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While a detailed breakdown of the proportion of YAP expenditures devoted

to stipends is not yet available for analysis, the initial budgetary alloca-,

tions for stipends were approximately 50 percent of total expenditures.
a

While it is anticipatftd that stipends will constitute a considerably smaller

proportion of actual expenditures than of the originaly budgeted expendi-t

.tures, it,is possible to presume at this point that stipends will not account

for'significantly less than one-fourth of the total expenditures for the

seven projects which used,stipendS. Based upon this assumption, it is pos-

sible to conclude that the stipends have not generated outcomes commensurate

with their cost.

The absence of strong and consistently positive associations between the

importance of stipends and the principal outcome measures contrasts sharply

with the presence of strong and consistently positive associations between

the years of operation add the principal outcome measures. This comparison

suggests that the jeneral maintenance of project operations 'over time makes

a far more important contribution to the achievement of positive outcomes

than the specific provision of stipends. The contrast between the effect of

years of operation and the effect -of stipends suggests strongly that the

'funding priorities for any planned replication_of the,Youth' Apprenticeship

concept should emphasize provision of funds for relatively long-term basic

operations 'alone, rather than prOvision of funds for short-term basic opera-
/

tions with stipends.
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6.2.6 . Employers With Prior Apprenticeship Experience Were' More Likely To
Consider Apprenticeshipermanent and ToProvide Related Instruction
for Graduate Apprentices

Over three-fourths of the employers with prior, apprenticeship experiehce

said that they considered apprenticeship a permanent feature of their

approach, to training, wllg two- ,thirds of thrlemployers without prior

apprenticeship experience paid that they considered apprenticeship permanent.

Similarly, just over three-fourths of the employers with prior apprenticeship

experience reported that they had arranged related instruction for graduate

apprentices, while only a little over one -half of those without prior

experience reported similar arrangements. This higher level. of commitment

0
to apprenticeship in general and to related instruction'in particular is a

difference one would expect,to find for employers who had prior experience

with the apprenticeship System of training.

41W

6.2.7 Results Suggest That, for Employers Without Prior Apprenticeship
Experience, YAP Participation Reduced the Influence of Negative
Stereotypes Concerning Young Workers.

.

Well over one-half of-the employers without prior apprenticeship

1
experience thought that the projects were vefy successful in assisting young

people with the school-to-work transition, while we ),l uhder one-half of the

employers with prior apprenticeship experience thought that.the projects

were very successful in ,this regard. Similarly, well over one-half of the

employers without prior apprenticeship experience thought that the student

_apprentices were better than other young workers, while well under one-half

of the employers with prior apprenticeship experience thought that the

student apprentices, were better than other young workers.

The results concerninA6mewhat higher levels of satisfaction on the -

part of employers without previous apprenticeship experiende suggest that
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the YAPs are reducing the influence of negative stereo es which employers

have concerning young workers. Basidally, it appears that employers without

'previous apprenticeship experience are reporting a double reaction. First,

thex are reporting a favorable impresaion of the projects. Second, theyare

reporting a "pleasant surprise" concerning the job performance and the capa-

city for grdwth of the student apprentices.
A

It may be presumed that employers with previous apprenticeship experience

are less likely to report a double reaction. Because of their experience

. with young workers within the apprenticeship framework, they are more famil-

iar.witfi the level of performance and the capacity for growth which may be

expected from young workers. This familiarity may result in their reactions,

being directed more specifically toward the YAPs, since these employers are

less likely to be "pleaantly surp(ised" at the performance and growth capa-

citysof young workers.

Based upon these assumptions, it may be concluded th5at'ehe reactions of

employers with previous apprenticeship experience represent a more sober an oe\

more direct assessment of project performance. Conversely, the reactions of '

employers without previous apprenticeship experience see* to reveal, a re-
*

duction in the influence of negative stereotypes concerning young workers.

A logical extension of this conclusion is that the subsequent decisions 9f

these employers concerning the hiring and training of young workers are more

likely to be influenced by their own, direct (andvidently, positive)

experience with young workers and are less ,likely to,be influenced by their

negative stereotypes.
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6.2.8 The YAPS Have Contributed to the Expansion of Apprenticeship Both
in Terms of Program antrAPprentice Registrations

Over two-thirdd of the employers who cooperated with YAPS did not have

prioi experience with apprenticeship. Therefore, the basic recruiting pat-

tern with respect to employers strongly favored the expansion of the appren-

ticeship training system. In addition, the majority of these new sponsors

of apprenticeship said that they considered apprenticeship to be a.permanent

feature of their approach to training. Overall, just under half of the

employers who,cooperated with Y did not have previoui experience with'

apprenticedhip and considered apprentideship to be-a permanent feature of

their approach to training..

As of aine 30, 1980, the YAPS reported that, since the inception of the

demonstration effort, they had registered a total of.989 apprenticeship pro-
..

1
grams and a total of 2,116 apprentices. this time frame coincides very

. .

closely with the time-frame for the research effort: Therefore, the statism
ill

.. .

tics derived from the research effort may be applied t6 the reported total

number of programs and(apprenticed registered, in order tC'construct

!dates of the number of program 'and apprentice registrations which may be

attributed to the'YAN during the 1977-78, 1978-79, and 1979-80 school years.

Res arch results indicate that, of all the apprenticeship programs

registered by sampled employers, 55 percent were registered by employers

witholit previous apprenticeship experience. App/ying this Percenta9e to the

reported total of 989 apprenticeship programs registered, it may de estimated

that 544 programs were registered under the YAPS by employers who did not

have prior apprenticeship experience.

C-
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A similar procedure'may be applied to the number of apprentices regis-

tered. Research results indicate that, of all the apprentices registered by

sampled employers, 70 percent were registered by employers without prior
,

apprenticeship experience. Applying this percentage to the reported total

number of 2,116 apprentice registrations, it may be estimated that 1,481

apprentices were registered by employers who did not have prior experience

with apprenticeship.

The number of apprentices hired by employers without prior apprenticeship

'experience prOvides an estimate of the number of apprentices who would not
ef

have been regi,stered without the activities of the YAPs.. It is possible tht

some of the other apprentice registrations recorde/ by employers with Prior

apprenticeship experience would not have occurred without the acti t'es of

the.YAPs, but no estimate in this area can be provided. Conversely, it also

is possible, but less likely, that some of the employers without prior

apprenticeship experience' would have beguh using apprenticeship in the'

absence of the YAPs. Therefore, the estimate of the net impact of the YAPs.

in terms of the number of new apprentices registered may be 'regarded as con-

servative. OVerall, the estimates for th numbers of programs and apprepx....

tices added to the' apprenticeship system indicate that the YAPs have gener-'

ated modest but tangible increases in the number of programs and-the number

of apprentices in the apprenticeship system.

6.3 MAJOR IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH

This section presents three overall conclusions which relate to !fie basic

functions and features:of the demonstration effort as a whole, rather than

to specific componentsof the YAPS. These three conclusions are as follows:
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The Linkage between emplqyers and schools provides a labor exchange
. serving small businesses seeking skilled workers and young workers

seeking career opportunities in skilled trades;

The linkage between employers and apprentic6hip provides'student
apprentices'with an assurance of potential far career advahcement
and provides employers with a mechanism that facilitates continued
skill development of entry level workers; and

, Based upon careful consideration of appropriate locations and
. -

strategies for implementation, the positive outcomes of the Youth
Apprenticeship Doanstration can be achieved'at a considerable
reduction in dirnt program 'cost.

These conclusions are discussed briefly in the subsections which follow. .

1

t

.,6.3.1 The LiLkage Between EMployers and Schools, Provides a Labor Exchange
Serving Small Businesses Seeking Skilled Workers and Young Workers
Seeking Career Opportunities in Skill Trades

,

The service provided by the YAPS which was most valued by participating
.

employers and student apprentices was that of a specialized labor exchange.

Through the YAPS, employers were able to identify candidates for entry-level
ow'

: .

employment who had a number of.desirab e characteristics. First, the student
o

-

apprentices referred by the XAPs usuall had received some vocational train-

ing -in areas related to the position ch the employer,waS seeking to fill.

Second, the student Spprentices who were referred to employers usually had

been stteened by school personnel with respect to their suitability for the

position to be.filled. This screening generally was quite informal and may

have been performed by a vocational instructor, A-cooperative education

coordinator, or a guidance counselor. The criteria, employed in the screen-
.

e
ing may have included the student's aptitude for the particular trade, as

.

well as the student's interest in pursuing a career opporignity in the track!'

. .

area.
.

Whatever member of the educational system did the screening, and whatever

criteria were employed)p this process, the screening usually was based upon
1

,
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first-hand, in-depth knowledge of the candidate's abilities and achievements.
. ,

Small employers generally found that his service from within the school

system was of great value to them.' Most of the employers who coop4rateotwith

YAPs were not large enough to have their own personnel units. ,In addition,

they-evidenced the convictj.on that public and private' employment agenieshad

. ..
neither sufficient clarity of focus. concerning their particular needs nor ,^ . .,

. A'.
adequate familiarity with the qualifications of proipective candidates for.

. .

,employment. -Further, many employers-expressed a
0
preference to, hire 00 train :- ,

7--

young workers from the outset, before other employment contributed to the

develOpment of woric. habits which.the participating'emplOyerg considered to

be inherent1 unsatisfactory br.unsuited to theirparticular production,

processes. For all these reasons, employers who cooperated with YAPs.

appeared to be very satisfied with the specialized labor exchange fUnction4

which the projects fulfilled.

/7)
Student apprentices also evidenced considerable satisfaction with the

intermediary role that the YAPs 'have played. It is reasonable to assume

that, in the absence of-the YAPs, student apprentices would have had consid-

erable difficulty in locating the positions that they filled: Many of these.

student,appren/Eice positions would not have been advertised in the news-

papers, nor would they have been available through public or private'emplOy-

ment agencies. Additionally, since most of the employing organizations were .

so small, it is'doubtful that student apprentices looking for work would

have considere0 the firms to be likely contacts for employment, based upon

examination of such sources as the Yellow Pages of the local teleppone-dired-
0

tory. Finally,--student apprentices received additional assistance by having
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the opportunity to begin employment during high school and to continue that

employment following graduation.

In summary, the YAPs generally have helped to establish a network of

relationships between small Ipployers and the vocational education sector of

the various local school districts which have cooperated with the ,projects.

It appears that the employers and the student apprentices have beenthe pri-

mary beneficiaries of these newly established networks, along the lines pre-

viously described. powever, the educational systems also appeaf to have

benefitted from the establishment of these linkages. First, school personnel

seemed gratified to participate in providing high -quality, in-school employ-

ment for students, viith the possibility for continued employment following

graduation. Second, it appears that participating employers deireloped

renewed respect for school personnel as a consequence of their help in meet-
,

ing employers' skilled labor needs.

6.3.2 -
.

The Linkage Between Employers and Apprenticeship Provides Student
Apprentices With an Assurance of Potential for Career Advancement,
and Provides Employers With a Mechanism That Facilitates Continued
Skill Development of Entry-Level Workers

Th1e principal factor which didtinguishes the YAPs from other school-to-
.

work efforts, such as cooperative education and work experience, is the

inclusion of in-school apprenticeship. The employer's registration of

apprenticeship standards provides student apprentices with a measure of

assurance that the position available is not a "dead-end" job that lacks

opportunities for continued skill development and advancement. Similarly,

the apprenticeship registration agreement'signed by the student apprentice

and the employer assures each student apprentice with satisfactory job per-

formance of an opportunity for continued employment after high school.
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Finally, the basic provisions of apprenticeship assist the employer in pro-

moting student apprentices' continued skill development. Prominent among

these provisioris are specification of a job rotation sequence for on-the-job

training, establishment of,a wage progression schedule, provision of related

instruction, and attainment Of a certificate of completion for the applicable

skilled, trade. Clearly, therefore, apprenticeship is a key element in the

empldyment agreement subscribed to by .the employer and the student

apprentice.

6.3. Based Upon Careful Consideration of Appropriate, Locations and
07 Strategies for Implementation, the Positive Outcomes of the Youth

Apprenticeship Demonstration Can Be Achieved at a Considerable
Reduction in Direct Program Cost

.

'Seven of the eight YAPS ,followed the same basic program design, which

included payment of stipends to participating rwloyers and employment of

salaried project staff members directly' responsible for coordinating the

involvement between schools and employers. The design of the New Jersey YAP

differedfrom the other projects with respect to both of these features.

First,-the New Jersey YAP did not include stipends for participating'em-

ployerS and, insteadie Promoted use of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit., Second,

tip New Jersey Project did not include funds for salaried field staff operat-

ing at the local level. Instead, this project included funds only for a

small coordinating staff at,Athe State level. Direct responsibility for

coordinating the activities of local employers and schools was assigned to

the existing network of Cooperative Industrial Education (CIE) Coordinators.
0 .

haus, the YAP'did not provide funds for the salaries of theselocal staf#

members,.who promoted the Youth Apprenticeship concept in conjunptiOn with

their routine contacts to employers concerning cooperative education.
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Despite these sharp differences in tie design of the New Jersey Project,

the results repoirted regularly to the Department of Labor and the results of

the present research effort indicate that the outcomes generated by the New

Jersey Project are generally comparable to the results generated by the other

YAPS, in terms of impacts upon student apprentices and employers. However,

the novel design of the New Ze.rsey YAP does account for the substantial dif-
,

ferences in direct cost between the other YAPs and the New Jersey Project.

Total Federal dollar cost per student apprentide was computed for each

YAP from its inception through June 30, 1980.1 This time irche, coincides

very well with the time frame of the research effort. Additionally, this

was the expiration date for the original contracts of five of the.seven

active YAPS. Thus, the cost computations are based upon final cost figures

flof one project (Houston), nearly final cost figures for the five active

projects whosi original contracts expired on June 30, 1030, and interLcost

figures for the two active projects whose original Contracts were extended

beyond June 30, 198b. Fbr the seven YAPs with common program design features

(all those except the New Jersey Project), the 'average Federal dollar cost
4

per student apprentice was $1,552. Among these.projects, the least expensive

project' cost, per student apprentice was $1,136, while the most expensive

project cost per student was $3,024. By contrast, the Federal dollar cost

per student apprentice for the New Jersey project was $300. Obviously, this

1The "cost per student apprentice" is a program cost indicator, which
is generally comparable to the "cost per placement" indicator commonly cm-,
puted for other employment and training programs. Fbr the present research, -.-

other cost indicators, such as "coot per apprenticeship program," could have
been computed as well. It was determined, however, that "cost per student
apprentice" is generally the most useful, since it provides results which
are comparable to the results of research on other employment and training
programs.
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difference in cost is dramatic, particularly in light ,of the fact.that the

ou,pitmes for the New Jersey Project appear to be generally comparable to the

Outcomes achieved by the other YAPS.

Based upon the discussion presented above, it is pdssible to conclude

that at feast one YAP operated successfully at a considerably lower Federal

dollar cost per student apprentide than the other YAPs. However, these

results are not intended to imply that the approach followed in New Jersey

can be followed successfully a a large number of other locations.. A key

factor in the success of the approach followed in New Jersey is the very .

strong leadership exerted by the New Jersey Department of Education, partic

ularly in the areas of vocational education, cooperative education, and

apprenticeship. In fact, the role of:the New Jersey Department of Education

\ in apprenticeship is completely unique for a State Department of Education.

Therefore; it is important to note that there may well be major constraints

,upon the replicability of the New Jeriey Youth ApprenZiceship model in other

locations.

spite the cautions to be observed in interpreting the specific cost

experience of the New Jersey'YAP, it still is possible to conclude that the

positive outcomes of the Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration may be derived

at a considerably lower cost per student apprentice than those achieved,by

the other YAPS. The experience of the Youth Apprenticeship Demonstration

indicates that the first consideration in successful implementation of a

project of this type is selection of favorable lodatc. For a variety of

reasons, some locations provide a fertile environment for this type of

project while other locations do not. _ The second consideration in the

successful implementation of a YAP is selection of the most economical
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impleMlntation strategy suitable to the specific local context. Evidently,

the New Jersey YAP was well7conceived with regard to both of these

consideratjpefik

The two general pAnCiples described above canibe applied to the initi-
%

_ation of new YAPs or the continuation of existing YAPs. Provided that the

.necessary time is allowed for positive outcomes to accumulate, it should be

possible to achieve these outcomes at a considerably lower cost per student

apprentice thin was achieved-by the seven projects, whose budgets included

stipends for employers and a relatively high level of funding for field

staff.

The conclusion presented here concerning potential cost reductions is

not intended to be a criticism of specific projects or of the demonstration

110 effort as a whole. Rather, this conclusion attempts to draw upon the experi-

ence of the demonstrations to guide future replication of the Youth Appren-

ticeship concept. The primary purpose of a demonstration effort is to test

the feasibility and efficacy -pf a programmatic concept. At this early stage

of development it is not reasonanXe to expect maximum economy or efficiency

'of operation. Just as automobile manufacturers build very expensive "proto-

types" in advance of production, so Federal agencies are wise to conduct

demonstration efforts in advance of anticipated replication.

vs,
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OMB# 44 -S -80004

Expires January 1981

CSR, Incorporated
805 15th Street, N.W., Suite 500
Washington; D.C. 20005

(202) 842-7600

OUT-OF-SCHOOL
APPRENTICE/COMPARISON

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

INSTRUCTIONS. P

Thks interview schedule consists of four sections:

f

Section I - Educational Experiences

\lection II - Apprenticeship Experiences

Section III - Employment Experiences

Section IV Demographic /Family Background
Information

The schedule is designed to be conducted with former

student apprentices from the high school classes of 1978, 1979,

and 1980 and selected non-apprenticed comparison students from

the high school classes of 1979 and 1980.

All sections (I through IV) are to be completed with the

former student pprentices. _Sections I, III and;JV (omitting

Section'II) are to be completed with the non-apprenticed

comparison group.

Questions are to beo-asked sequentially of all respondents.

Skip patterns, e.g., [SKIP TO Q. 15], on'the response categories

are designed so that the interview schedule can accommodate

respondents who have had significantly different experiences:

---
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CSR, INCORPORATED

I. OUT-OF-SCHOOL
APPRENT 2f/COMPARISON

INTERN EW SCHEDULE

Nameof Respondent [PRINT]

. Home Address [PRINT]

Telephone Number

FO OFFICE USE ONLY

Sample Site No.

ID No.

Log Date By

Edit Date By

Code pate By

(Last) (First) (MI)
4

(No.) (Street) (Apt. #)

(City) (State) (Zip)

( )
(Area)

Location of Interview

Date of"Interview,

Time Started

Time Completed

Interviewer

AM
PM
AM
PM

_J

VERIFICATION

AM
Date Time PM

Provided by 1. Respondent Other (Specify)

Vertfled by

,Comments

,

6

0 2

Apprentice Respondent

Comparison Respondent
. _
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CONTACT LOG

Contact
Number . Date Time

Type of Contact
(Check one)

Result
Colode*' Interviewer.

1
AM
PM

Telephone
Home

2
AM
PM

Telephone
Home

3

. AM

PM
Telephone
Home

4 L
AM
PM

Telephone
eHome

5
AM
PM

Telephone
Home

6,>

AM
PM

Telephone
Home

7
AM
PM

Telephone
Home

8
AM
PM

Telephone
Home

9
AM
PM

Telephone
Home

10 "°.
AM
PM

Telephone 1`
Home'

11
AM
PM

Tel

ti

12'
AM
PM

Telephone
HOme

13
AM
PM

Telephone
Home

.14 14.

AM-

PM
Telephone
Home

15
AM
PM

Teaephone
Home

*Use the following codes for the result of each attempted contact:

I. No one at home at address or telephone number contacted.
2. Made contact but respondent is not known/does not live

there; no further information available.
3. Respondent has moved to new address and/Or telephone

. number. [OBTAIN NEW ADDRESS OR TELEPHONE NUMBER]
4., Respondent not at home but lives at address or telephone

number spntacted.
'5.. Appointment made to interview respondent.
'6. RAppondent refused interview..
.7.t Respondent terminated interview before completion.
8. -Completed interview with respondent.
9. Other result; please spedify

21 -
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INTERVIE,

Hello, Mr./me. ,IL

with CSR, IncOrpor'ated, a natIOna ,ch firth. Our'companY

is under cOntract.with the U.S. Departmen of Labor to codduct a

study of the experiences of different individuals in making-the
tift

transition from school to work. We are interested in your'experi-
,

ences and opinions about high school, your past and present employ-

mentcand other factors which will help us to complete thigt.important

sttidy. -

s The information that you provide will be heldin confidence

by C SR, Incorporated. This means that CSR, .Incorporated Will not

reveals your individual identity as 'the gource of the' information

you provide without your prior written consent, except as required

by law. This corrtia-entiality of your-4tndividual identity is protected

IV under the provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974. ThiS study As

authorized and funded under the provisions of the Comprehensive

1 Employment and Training Act of 1973, as .amended, in 1978.

Results of the' study will be useful to the U.S. Department of

Labor in making decisions about policy and programs related to,

school to work transitions and youth employment. Consequently, your

voluntary cooperation in completing this interview will be greatly

appreciated.

IF THE TIME IS INCONVENIENT, MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR A TIME'

WHEN THE RESPONDENT CAN COMPLETE THE INTERVIEW.

4



This study is authorized by the
Comprehensive EmployMent and
Training Act, as amended, PL 95-524

SECTION I. EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES

vb.

I would like to start by asking you some questions about your

experiences.in high school.

1. What" was the name of.the high school:that you last attended?

"4)

[TO BE CLASSIFIED BY LOCAL SITE SUPERVISOR]

Academic high school 1

Comprehensive high school 2

Vocational/technical high school 3

Academic high school coupled with
vocational/technical center 9-

2. Was this a public high school?

Yes
No

1

0

.3. Which one of the-following categories best describes your
program of instruction in high school? [READ CATEGORIES

V

TO RESPONDENT]

Academic/College Preparatory
[SKIP. TO Q. 5] 1

Commercial/Business ' 2
Vocational/Technical 3

Generar[SKIP TO Q. 5] 4
Other (Specify) 5

O
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4. What was your vocational program of instruction? [READ
CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT]

52 ..

Agriculture 1

BusineSs and Office 2
Distributive Education '(for

example, sales, merchandising,
retailing) 3

Health 4
Home Economics or Family Life 5

:'- Technical (for example'drafting
or electronics) 6

Trade and Industrial "(for example,
auto mechaniCs,- metal working,
wood working offprinting), 7

Other (Specify) 'w 8

For what specific occupatiorz did you feel that your
courses were preparing you?'

6. Was this'occupation your specific career objective at that
time?

Yes 1No, 0'
7. What three courses in, high school doyou feel have been the

most beneficial to you in making the transition from,school
to work?

(1)

(2)

(3)

_s 0

6
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During your senior year ofhigh''school, did you partici-.

pate in a cooperative education program, that is, were
you released 'early from school so that you could be
employed while receiving spectral assistance from a
teacher or coordinator?

Yes
No 0

of
9. Did yo0 graduate from high school?

Yes, 1
No" [SKIP TO Q. 11] '0

What was the month and year of your graduation?

Month

11. What was the last grade level that u co4leted?
1.v

.Year [SKIP TO Q. 13]

10th grade'
11th grade

12. What would you say was the maj r reason that you dropped
out of school?

-13. What was your oveF gall grade avera
CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT]

.

A or A+ 8
A- 7

6
B 5'
B- 4
C+

1/4- 2
D or below 1

14. Did you receive any assistance from people working in
your high school in the area of careers,- preparation for
work or jobs?

high school? [READ

Yes
No

1

4



15. At any time was information provided on career opportunities
in apprenticeship?

ti

16.

Yes
No

-During your last two years of high 'School, how certain
were you of your career choice? READ CATEGORIES TO
RESPONDENT]

Very certain 4-

Somewhat certain 3

Somewhat uncertain 2

Very uncertain ...., 1

17. What specific plans did you have at the-time you left
high school?

No particular plans /continue
working at a job held aurng
high,school 1

Look for a jobs 2

Enter a training program ....

Go to school full-time- 4

Enter the armed forces

Cdmbine school and work in

5

some way 6

Other (Specify)
7

18. To what extent have your career goals changed since high,
school? [READ 'CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT]

To a great extent 5

To a moderate extent 4
To some extent- r 3

Very little
Not at all .... 1

ssor-

8

4
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19. Now I would like to ask you to rate each of the following'
aspects of high school according to the quality of services
and/or instruction that you received. [GIVE RESPONSE CARD
TO RESPONDENT]

.Poor Fair Good
Exc'el-
lent

(1)' Information on occupations 1 '2 3 4

(2) 'Assistance with career
planning 1 2 3 4

,(3) Instruction on how to look
for a job 1 2 3 4

[FOR COMPARISON RESPONDENTS, SKIP SECTION II, GO TO SECTION
III --EMPLOY.MgNT EXPERIENCES, STARTING WITH Q.

I

9



SECTION II. APPRENTICESHIP EXPERIENCES

Records maintained by the local Youth Apprenticeship Project in-t.
dioate that you participated in the project and that you accepted
a position as a starting apprentice at some point in time in your
last two years of high school. I'd like to ask you some questions
about. your experiences in that project.

20. Were you, in fact, employed as an apprentice while still
enrolled in high school?

Yes 1

No [SKIP TO Q. 55] 0

21. How did you first hear about the Youth Appreritioeship
Project?

Guidance counselor 1
Instructor 4... 2
Staff member of Youth.
Apprenticeship PrOject 3

Cooperative education
coordinator 4

Friend/classmate 5
Newspaper/radio/TV 6
Poster/bulletin board/circular 7
Other (Specify) 8

22. What were your reasons for becoming an apprentice?

(2)

(3)

23. What was the most important reason? [CIRCLE APPROPRIATE
RESPONSE NUMBER ABOVE]

t`



24. Before you were employed as an apprentice, how well in-
formed do you think you were about each of the following:
[READ CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT]

(1) Nature of the work,
e.g., types of tasks

Not
Informed

Somewhat
Informed

Well
Informed

required 1 2 3

(2) Rate of pay 1 2 3

(3) Long-term future of
the job 1 2 3

(4) Length of the'appren-
ticeship 1 2 3

(5) Related instruction
requirements 1 2 3

25. In what occupation were you employed as an apprentice?-

26. What is the length of the apprenticeship in this occupation?

years

27. What was your hourly wage when you first began your appren-
ticeship?

per hour

28. Who provided you with the most assistance in obtaining
employment in this occupation?

Cooperative education
° coordinator 1 ,

Guidance counselor .., 2

,Vocational. instructor 3

Staff member of the'Youth
Apprentiefthip Project 4

Receivel no significant
assisfance/obtained
employment on my own 5

Other (Specify) 6

L

11
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29. Were there other student apprentices employed at your
work site during the same time you were still in high school?

Yes
No

30. What was the reaction of your parents.-(guardians) to your
decision to accept employment as an apprentice; that is,
how strongly did they approve or disapprove of your de.7
cision? [READ CATEGORIES,TO RESPONDENT]

Strongly approved
Somewhat approved
Didn't approve/disapprove
Somewhat disapproved
Strongly disapproved'

5

. 4
3.
2

1

31. Did a union represent the workers at the company where
you were employed as an apprentice?

Yes 1

No 0,

32. For how long were, you employed gs an apprentice during
.high school?

weeks e

33. When school was in session, on the average, how many
hours did you work per week?

hours per week-

During the summer before ypur Senior year, were you
employed as an apprentice?

Yes
No

1

35. While ,you were still in hilgh school, what do you estimate
was the total amount of mopey that you earned as an appren-
tice before deductions?

tptA earnings

- .

471
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.36. While you were a student apprentice, did you discuss
,

problems ych were having on the job with teachers, coun-
selors or Other members of the staff at your high school?

Yet 1

No [SKIP TO Q. 39] 0

gir

37. What types of problems did you discuss with staff members
at yourhigh school? [READ CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT]

Skill-related probleMs
(for example, difficulty
in performing the tasks
required) 1

Work adjustment problems
(for example, difficulty
in relationships with
supervisors or co-workers) 2

Both skill-related 4nd
work adjustment problems 3

Other problems (Specify')
4

*V

38. Were the staff members in your high school usually helpful
in resolving these work, problems?

<a

...a Yes , 1 ,

No 01' 0

39. Are you still employed in the job you had as a student
apprentice?

40.
,, ,

.

Yes [SKIP TO Q. 45] 1

No 0

Did you resign voluntarily, were you fired, or Are you
laid off for lack of. work?

Resigned i.... 1

Fired [SKIP TO Q. 43] 2

Laid off [SKIP TO Q. 43] 3
Other (Specify)

13
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41.- For what redbons did you leave your apprenticeship position?

42,. What was the most important reason? [CIRCLE APPROPRIATE
RESPONSE NUMBER ABOVE]

43. For the following, I would like you to indicate your
level of satisfaction with each of the following aspects
of your apprenticeship experience. [SHOW RESPONSE CARD
TO RESPONDENT]

'Very Dis- Dissat- Satis- Very
Satisfied isfied fied Satisfied

(1) Rate of pay 1 3 4

(2) Opportunity for
advancement 1- 2 3 4

(3) Supervision 1 3 4

(4) Recognition for
doing a good job .... 1 2 3 4

(5) On the job in-
struction 1 2 3

(6) Sense of accomplish-
ment in the's job 1 2 3 4

44. Did you ,leave your apprenticeship before or after you
graduated from high school?

Before [SKIP TOQ. 46] 1

After 2

/

14
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45. After you were graduated from high school, did 9.ou
regularly attend classes or receive some other form of
instruction (for example, a correspondence course) in
conjunction with ypur apprenticeship?

Yes
- No

1

0

46. Did anyone from the school'or from the organization spon-
soring the Youth Apprenticeship Project visit 'you at your'
worksite after you begah working as an apprentice?.

Yes 1
NQ [SKIP TO Q. 48] 0

47. .Who visited you at the work site while you were a student
apprentice? [READ CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT]

Someone from the school 40 1
Someone from the sponsoring
organization 2

People from both the school
and the sponsoring organiza-
tion 3

48. What would you say was the most important benefit or ad-
.vantage of being a student apprentice?

.49. What woilld you day was the most'important problem or dis-
advantage of being a student apprentice?

50. Would you.recommend apprenticeship to a friend?

,Yes
No 0

. 51. As a result of youf. apprenticeshipexperience during high
school did. you change yqur career plans in anyway? .

.Yes 1

No '[SKIP TO Q. 53] 0

15



52. In what ways did you change your career plans as a result
of your apprenticeship experience?

(1)

(2)

(3).

53. One of the objectives of the Youth Apprenticeship Project
hag been to help students-To make the transition from school
to work. How successful do you think the project ha been
in accomplishing this goal? [READ CATEGORIES TO RES NDENT]

Very successful 4
Somewhat successful 3

Not very successful . 2

Very unsuccessful (a failure) ' 1

54. Not counting your employment as an apprentice did you
have any other paid employment during high school? Do
-not include "occasional work" such as mowing lawns,---
babysitting, or raking leaves. Do incude any "regular
jobs" such as delivering newspapers, working in a res-
taurant, or working at a gas station...,

Yes [SKIP TO Q. 56] 1

No [SKIP TO Q. 57] 0

V
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SECTION III. EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCES

55. bid you have any paid employment during high school?
)(Do not'include."occasional work" such as mowing lawns,
babTiTtting, or raking leaves. Do' include any "regular ,

obs" such as delivei.ing newspapers, working in a res-
urant or working in a gas station.

Yes 1

No [SKIP TO Q. 57]

56. How many different regular jobs did you have during the
time yod were in high school?

jobs

57.-/ At___he 'present time, would you say that your' primary occu-
pation or activity consists of being a student? For example,
are you currently enrolled in an educational program' on a
furl-time bdbis?

Yes 1
No [SKIP TO Q. 59 0

58. What type of degree do you finally' hope to obtain upon
completion of all,your studies?

Associate degree ['SKIP TO Q. 72] .:.. 1
Bachelor's degree [SKIP:TO Q. 72] ... 2
Post-graduate or professional
degree [SKIP TO 72] 3

Some other degree (Specify)
[SKIP, TO Q. 72 ... 4

No degree sought [SKIP TO Q. 72] .... 5

59.* Are you currently employed?

6Yds [SKIP to Q. 61] 1
No 0

17



60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

Have you been employed at any timesince high school?

Yes 1

No [SKIP TO Q. 78] 0

[QUESTIONS 61 THROUGH 75 REFER TO THE CURRENT JOB FOR
EMPLOYED RESPONDENTS, OR THE MOST RECENT JOB FOR UNEM-
PLOYED RESPONDENTS]

What § your current (most recent)5oCcupation?

Please describe in two or three sentences What you do (did)
*in this occupation.

a,

How many weeks have yo
(most recent)° job?

a °

held (dip you hold) your current &

5Nweeks

Are (were) you\paid baser upon a fi,Xed hOurlywage, or
weekly or monthly salary,- or are (were) you paid on some
other basis?

Hourly wage w 1

Weekly or monthly salary
[SKIP TO Q. 67] 2

Other basis of pay [SKIP TO
.0. 69] ti 3'

What is (was) "-Your current hourly Wage?

$ per hour

66. What was your starting hourly wagelwith this employer?

per hour [SKIP TO Q. 71]

18



67. What is (was),your current weekly or monthly salary befOre
deductions?

t I

per week
"-

per month

68. What was your starting weekly or monthly salary with this
employer before deductions?

per week [SKIP TO Q. 71]

per month [SKIP TO Q. 71]

69. Please explain in detain the method by which your pay is
(was) calculated.

70. Please estimate for me your average weekly or monthly
earnings from the job before deductions.

per week

per month

71. pn the average, ho4A many" hours per week do (did) you work
on this job?

hours per week

72. In addition to your curr:ent.(most recent) primary occu-
pation which you have just described, do (did) you cur-
rently (concurrently) engage in any other work activities?

Yes 1
No [SKIP TO Q. 75] 0'

73. Please describe your other work activities.

non



74. Please estimate your average weekly or monthly earnings
from those other work actiyi.ties before deduclions.

per week

per month

75. For the following, I would like you to indicate your
level of satisfaction with each of the followinsaspects
of your'current (molt recent) job. [SHOW RESPONSE CARD
TO RESPONDENT]

11,

,
5 .

42 Very Dis- Dissat- Satis- Very.
,Satisfied isfied-' fied Satisfied

(1) Rate of pay ' 1 2 3 4

(2) Opportunity for
advancement 1 2 3 4.

(3) Supervision 1 2 3 40,4

(4) RecognitiOn for
doing a good job 1 2 3

-
4

_....

(5) On the job in-
struction 1 2 3

(6) Sense of accomplish-
ment in the job 1 2 3 .1

76. Excluding your current (most'recent) job, have you had
any other jobs since high school?

4

-Yes 1

No [SKIP TO Q. 78] 0

77. How many other regular jobs have you held since-high choolo1?

jobs

20
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78. Based upon your experiences since high school, what do you
think are the major problems you faced in making-the change
from being a student to being a worker?

(1)

(2)

( 3 )

...

"A.

79. What do you think is the most important problem that you
faced in making the changT7Tot being a student to being
a worker? [CIRCLE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE NUMBER ABOVE]

80. As a result of your work-related experiences since high /
school, have you changed your career plans-in any way?

Yes
No [SKIP TO Q. 82] 0

81. In what ways have you changed' career plans as a re-
sult of your work-related experienc -since high school?

21
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SECTION IV. DEMOGRAPHIC/FAMILY BACKGROUND

In this last section of the intervieJ, I would like to ask some

qUestions about you and your family baCkground.

82. Sex of the respondent. tiNTERVIEWER,OBSERVATIQN]

Male 1

Female 0

83. What is your year of birth?

84. What is your racial/ethnic background? [READ CATEGORIES
- TO RESPONDENT]

AmeriCin Indian or Alaskan Native 1

Asian or Pacific Islander 2

Black, not of Hispanic origin't.r
Hispanic 4
White, not of Hispanic origin 5

85. What was the total income of both of your parents during your
last year in high sOhool? [IF NECESSARY, REMIND RESPONDENT OF
OF THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF HIS/HER RESPONSE]

4

parents" total yearly income 4

Don't know 8

86. How many members,were thege in your family (either living
at home or%in-school full -time) during your last year of
high school, including yourself?

family members

87. What was-your county of residence during your last year of
high school?

"+)

county

22
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_
__

88.- If we:ere to follow_up on
`your

employment status one year from
now, what two people would knew your address at' that time?

.

4 (1) Name
..

Address
-(No.) (Street) (Apt. No.)

(City.)

Telephone ( )

(Area)

(2) Name.

..,

eft

(State] (Zip)

Address
(No.) (Street) (Apt. No.)

(City)

Telephone ( )

(Area)

(State) .....) (Zip) ,

Thank.you very much for your cooperation with our study.
io.

.

,

.....,.

4

a
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EMPLOYER /SUPERVISOR INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
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CSR_ , Incorporated
805 15th Street, N.W., Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20005

(202) 842-7600

1 EMPLOYER/SUPERVISOR 1

1 INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

INSTRUCTIONS

OMB# 44-S-80004
'Expires January 1981

This interview schedule consists of two sections :e

Section I is addressed to the employer, that is,
the person who made the decision that the company
would participate in the Youth Apprenticeship
Project. Usually, this person will have signed
for the company on the apprenticeship standards
which were submitted for registration. Frequently,

pthis erson.also will have signed for the company
on the individUal apprenticeship agreements which
were submitted for registration.

Section II is to be completed byt the superv$4oe of
the apprentice(s), that is, the person dired.ely
responsible for monitoring and evaluating. the job
performance'of the student apprentice(s).

At many smaller companies, both sections will be completed

by the same person. At'some larger companies, the two sections

will be completed bytwo different respondents. In isolated

instances, there may be one respondent for"Section I and more

than one respondent for Section II:

1*

Or)4rti4



CSR, INCORPORATED

I I

IEMPLOYER/SUpERVISORI
IINTERVIEW SCHEDULE I

Name of Company [PRINT]

Company Address [PRINT]

I FOR OFFICE USE.ONLY
I

I" Sample Site No.

I No.

I Log Date By
1

I Edit Date 'By

Code Date By

I

(No.) (Street)

(City) (State) Zip)
Telephone" Number ),

(Area) .

Name of Employer (PRINT]
(Last) v (First) ,(MI)

A

/

Location of Interview

Date of Interview

Time Started

Time Completed

Intervievier

Employer Supervisor

AM AM
PM PM
AM AM
PM PM

t

VERIFIdATION
-

Date Time

Verification for 1. Employer 2. Supervisor
A

Provided by 1. Respondent 2. Other (Specify)

Verified by

Comments
1'

..

2

- k

e)



INTERVIEW INTRODUCTION

Hello, Mr./Ms. . My name is
S

I'm withiCSR, Incorporated, a national research firm. Our comparry

is under contract,with'the U.S. Department of Labor to conduct a '

'study of thimpacts of A local Youth Apprenticeship 'Project.., We

are interested in yeriviews concerning your 'company's experiences
r 11

with this project and.concerning the apprentice(s) who have worked

for your firm as a result of the project.
I

The information that you provide will be held in confidence

by CSR, Incorporated. This means that CSR, Incorporated will not

reveal your individual identity as the source of the information

you provide without your prior written consent,i,except as required

by law. This confidentiality of your individual identity is

protected under the provisions of the Privacy Act of 1974. This

'study is authorized and funded under the provisions of the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973, as amended in

1978.

Results of the study will be useful to the U.S. Department

of Labor in makingecisions about policy and programs related

to school tb work transitions and youth employment. Consequently,

yourkvoluntary cooperation in completing this interview.will be

greatly appreciated.

1
1

1 IF TIME IS INCONVENIENT, MAKE AN APPOINTMENT FOR A TIME WHEN 'I
I.

, ,,
I

1 THE RESPONDENT CAN COMPLETE THE'INTERVIEW.
1

1
, 1

) ('4. 6, aJ-",
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This study is authorized by the
Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act, as amended, P.L. 95-524

SECTION I. EMPLOYER INTERVIEW

/
I would like to start by asking you some ,questions about how

and why you got involved with the YouthiApprenticeship projebt.

1. How did you first hear abdut the Youth Apprenticeship
A Project?

Project director
Project staff member
Teacher, counselor or coordinator

from a high school ,

Student Working with the cqmpany ....
Another employer
Organization.of which a member
News-paper/radio/TV

.Other (Specify)

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8

(

s"

2. What specific aspects of the project interested you mos,
as an employer?

b (1)

(2)«

(3)

3. Of those aspects you have mentioned, which one was
the most important in your decision toTarticipate
in th4 project? [CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE
NUMBER ABOVE]

4.\. Would you have participated in the program had stipends not
been available?

Yes
No

4

1

0



5. In general, then, how important was theallailability of
stipends in your decision to participate in the program?
[READ CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT]

-Very important 4
Somewhat important 3
Not very important 2
Not important at all 1

6. Did you'have any initial reservations about participating -'
in the project?

Yes 1-

No [SKIP TO Q. 8] 0

7. What weir your initial reservations?

(1)

(2)

(3)

8. Were you already aware of apprenticeship as a formal
system of training?

,

Yes l'

No [SKIP TO Q. 10] 0

41
9. What was your source of knowledge about apprentfceship?,

Typical form of training in my business 1
,

Was a farmer apprentice myself 2 .

Company already had an apprenticeship
program '3
Had been approached previously about
registering an apprenticeship program 4

Other (Specify)

5



Er-

10. Were you made aware from the outset that employers were
expe'cted to retain the apprentices after graduation?

Yes [SKIP-TO' Q. 12] 1

No

11. When were you made aware of this feature ofthe project?
111

12. Were you also made aware from the outset that stipends ,

for the student- apprentices_poWd cease at graditatic$n?

Yes [SKIP TO Q.,14] ` 1,
No 0

13. When were you made aware of this fact?

14. Have

4

u requested stipends in the total amount due you?

Yes [SKIP TO Q..16] 1

No 0

15. that have been thegircumstances in which you'have not
'requested the full amount bf the stipends?

(1)

(2)

(3.)

0

4

16.' Ar(e
you aware of the Targeted Jobs Tax Credit which is

available to employers who hire ypoperative education.
students and members of other specific target groupsr

Yes 1
.b

No [SKIP TO Q. LS] 0

X17. Have you taken ,advantage of this tax inceptve,or do you,
,plan to take advantage of it based upon Our employment of
student apprentices?

e

Yes ,
. No

6
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18. In, aeneral, do you think some form of financial incentive,
such as a direct subsidy or a tax credit, is necessary to
motivate employers to hire student apprentices?

Yes 1

No 0

19. Would you briefly describe the kind of business in which
your company is engaged?

'20. Prior to you company's participati6n in the Youth Appren-
ticeship Pro ect, did your company use registered aivren-
ticeshiAo to rovide trainingin any occupations?

¶es 1
No 0

1.

21. When You registered your apprenticeship program(s) under
the Youth Apprenticeship Project, did you have to modify
the work p'ro'cesses to fit the circumstances of your firm?

Yes 1

No [SKIP TO Q.23] .... 0

22. In what ways"did you modify'the work processes?

( 1 )

(2)

-(3)

mr.
3. How many registered apprenticeship programs do you now have

in your company; that is, for how many di e t occupations
.'do you currently use apprenticeship as syste of training?

occupations

24. How many employees do you haVe in your firm?

employees

r 7

e

I

41,
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25. Are your employees represented by a union?

Yes
No

1,

0

26'. What is the total numbersof student apprentices that you
have. hired through the Youth Apprenticeship,project?

student apprentices

27. Do you currently hae emplpyedder,the Youth Apprenticeship
Project any student apprentices whb still are sigh school?

Yes 1:

No [SKIP TO Q.2b],, 0'

.28. How many Youth Apprenticeship Project studenttapprentic--
who are still in high school are currently in your employ?

student apprentices

29. Do you currently have employedmay'former student apprentices,
originally hired under the Youth Apprenticeship Project, who
have graduated from high scoot?

.te44;

[,SKIP TO .0.'32] /0-

30. How many graduatei,fou
apprentice§ are cVrren

apprenti

Apprenticeship Project ttudent
y in your.employ?

e§
-

J2455
31., Are there any arrangments for o lapprenticea who have

redgive tome form of related
instruction as part of the continuation of, their apprentice-

,

ship?

' Yes ./
No

graduated frpm high school

1,

d

32. Disregarding fpr the moment certainspecific features of
the Youth Apprenticeship Project steHvits provision of subsi-
dies and employment of,in-sghool youth, how satisfied are
you with registered apprenticeship as a general system of
training? [READ CATEGORIES TO-kE8PONDENT]

Very satisfied' 4
Somewhat datisfied 3

Somewhat dissatisfied 2
Very dissatisfied ..., , 1

r

4



33. Do you currently regard registered apprenticeship as a
permanent and significant component of your company's
approach to training?

Yes 1

No 0

34. Since you began par cipating in the Youth Apprenticeship
Project, have you ver been contacted by a representative
from the Bureau of Apprentjbeship and Training of the
U. S. Department olLabor?

Yes 1

No [SKIP TO Q. 36] 0

35. How helpful was this person'in matters relating to your
apprenticeship program? [READ CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT]

r .

Very helpful 4
Somewhat helpful 3

Not very telpful 2:,

N., .
Not helpful at all 1

'''.1

36. One of the objectives of the Youth Apprenticeship Project
has been to help students to make the transition fzom .

school to work. How successful do you think the pro 'ect
has beep in accomplishing this goal? [READ CATEGORIES TO -

RESPONDENT] _.--

Very successful 4
Somewhat successful 9. 3

Not very. 2'

--'

Very unsu cessful (a failure) 1

37. What do you think.ar the major Problems which students
face in making the ransition from school to work?

( 1 )

(2)

3)

OP

38. Which one would you say is the mosti-important problem that
students face in making the school-to work transition?
[CIRCLE-THE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE NUMBE ABOVE]

9
(4-
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39. Looking back over all your experiences with the Youth
Apprenticeship Project, what wouldlyou say has been the
best single feature,of this project from your standpoint
as an employer?

.)

40. What would you say hasbeen the worst single feature of
this project from your standpoint a$ an employer?.

47

41. As a taxpayer, would you favor or oppose continued expendi-
tures of Federal fluids by the Department of Labor for ,

Youth Apprenticeship Projects such as the one with which
you.cooperated?

-Favor 2

Oppose 1

42. All things considered, how satisfied have you been overall
with the Yduth Apprenticeship Project? [READ 'CATEGORIES TO
RESPONDENT]

Very. satisfied 4'

Somewhat satisfied
Somewhat dissatisfied 2 '

Very dissatisfied k 1

43. As a result 'of 'your partigipation in the, project, have you
recommendedithe Youth Apprenticeship Project to other

) employers?

Yes
No )

1

0

44. CoMpaied to other young people who have worked for this
company,,dp you-think student apprentices generally are
better than most others, about the same as, pr worsethan
most'others?

Better than most 3

-About the same as most 2

Worse than most 1

213
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Now, if you don't mind, I'd like to ask you one other question,
about yourself.

-45. To which one of the following racial or ethnic groups would
you say that you belong? [READ CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT]

American Indian or Alaskan Native 1-..-,

Asian or Pacific Islander 2

Black, not of Hispanic origin 3

Hispanic c 4
White, not of Hispanic origin 5

46 Sex of respondent [INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION]

Male
Female

1

0

47. Records maintained by the local Youth Apprenticeship
Project indicate that the following apprentice(s) has
(have) been employed by your organization. Would you
please tell Me who has had direct responsibility
for supervising the performance of this (these)
apprentice(s)?

.NAME(S) OF APPRENTICE(S) NNAME(S) OilbPERVISOR(S)
[TO"BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO 1[TO BE,COMPLETED DURING

-(1/4

(2)

INTERVIEW) NTERVIEW]

(1)

(2)

)

(3) (3).

,

[IF THE EMPLOYER HAS HAD DIRECT RESPONSIBILITY FOR SUPERVISING
THE APPRENTICE(S),, PRINT "EMPLOYER" WHERE THE SUPERVISOR "S
NAME IS REQUESTED AND SKIP TO 494 48 IN THE-SUPERVISOR
INTERVIEW SECTION. IF SOMEONE bTHER THAN THE EMPLOYER HAS
HAD DIRECT SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY, ASK THE EMPLOYER'S
PERMISSION 'Pp CONDUCT A BRIEF INTERVIEW WITH EACH SUPERVISOR
AND ARRANGE A TIME FOR THE INTERVIEW(S) THAT IS ACCEPTABLE
TO THE EMPLOYER]

1

4
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.INTEMAEW INTRODUCTION [IF APPROPRIATE]

Hello, Mr../qe. . My name is

I'm with CSR, Incorporated,' a national research firm. Our

company is nder contract with the U.S. Department of Labor _to

conduct a study of the impacts of a local Youth Apprenticeship

Project. We are interested in your views about this project

and the student apprenice(s) you have supervised.

The information that you provide will be held in confidence

meanby CSR, Incorporated. This means that CSR, Incorporated will

not reveal your indiyidual identity as the source of the infor-

mation you provide without your prior weiin consent, except
ik

.
.

;

as required by law. This confidentiality of your indiyidual

identity ise_protected under the provigions of the Privacy Act

r of 1974.. This study is authorized,and funded under the

provisions of the* Comprehensive Employment. and Trailling Act

-.of, 1973, as amended in 1978.

Results of the Study will be useful to the U.S. Department

of IAbor in making decisions about policy and programs related-
.

to school"to work transitions and yOuth employment. Congequently,

your voluntary cooperation in completing this interview will'be

greatly appreciated.

. ..

I IF' TIME IS INCONVENIENT, MAKE A APPOINTMENT FOR A "TIME WHEN THE 1.
I

I

'kESPONDENT CAN COMPLETE THE INTERVIEW I.

I
I

12 4
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This study is authorized by the
Comprehensive Employment and

.Traihing Act, as amended, P.L. 95-524

SECTION H. SUPERVISOR INTERVIEW

%t.
[QUESTIONS 48, 49, AND 50 REQUEST WORK PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS_
FURTHE'APPRENTICE(S) IDENTIFIED IN QUESTION 47. IF THERE IS
MORE THAN ONE SUPERVISOR,.COMPLETE THE WORK PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
QUESTION WITH EACH,SUPERVISOR AND COMPLETE QUESTIONS 51 THROUGH
57 ONLY WITH THE LAST SUPERVISOR INTERVIEWED.]

48. (1) How would you rate the job performance of [PRINT THE
APPRENTICE NAME FROM Q. 47 (1) ]
on each of the following. attributes? [GIVE RESPONSE

_,CARD TO RESPONDENT]

Excel-
Poor Fair Good. lent . , -

,

(A) Work attitudes 1 2 3 4
(B) Skill, level 1 2 3 4
(C) Ability to learn 1 2 3 4'

(D) Cooperation 1 2 3 4
(E) Punctuality -- 1 2 3 4
(F) .Following instructions 1 2 3 4
(G) Re4tionships with co-.

.workers 1 2 3 4
(H) Self-initiative .. 1 2 3 4
(I) Pride in work 1 2 3 4
('J) Overall, performance 1 2 3 4

..*

(2) What is the trade of this apprentice?

(3) What is the apprenlice's current status? [READ'
CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT]

'Still employed at the company 3

Voluntaty termination 2

Involuntary termination 1

.(4) What No., the major reason for the termination? [IF
APPROPRIATE]

Don't know 8
I * t

[IF ONLY ONE APPRENTICE, SKIP TO 0.'51]

-13
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49. (1)

1
How would you rate the job performance of [PRINT

1. .

APPRENTICENAME FROM Q. 47 (2)]
on each of the following attributes? [GIVE RESPONSE
CARID TO RESPONDENT]

.

Excel-
Poor Fair Good lent

(A) Work attitudes 1 2 8 4
(B) Skill level 1 2 .3 4
(C) Ability to learn 1 2 3

3

4-.4,

(D) Cooperation 1 2 4
(E) Punctuality 1 2 3 4
(F) Following instructions 1. 2 3 4
(G) Relationships with co- .

.

workers 1 2 3 4
(H) Self-initiative 1 2 3 4
(I) 'Pride in work 1 2 3 4
(J) Overall performance' 1 2 3 4

(2) What is the trade of this, apprentice?

(3) What is the apprentice's current status [READ,CATE-
,GORIES TO RESPONDENT]

Still with the company 3

Voluntary termination ..0 2

Involuntary termination 1

(4) What was the major reason for the termination? [IF
APPROPRIATES

Don't know 8

[IF ONLY TWO APPRENTrCES, SKIP TO Q. 51]
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50. (1) How would you rate the job performance of (PRINT

APPRENTICE NAME FROM Q. 47 (3)]
on each of the following attributes? (GIVE RESPONSE
CARD TO RESPONDENT]

.

Poor Fair Good
Excel-
lent

(A) Work attitudes 1 2 3 4
(B) Skill level ' 1 2 y 3 4
(C) Ability to learn 1 3 4
(D) Cooperation ' ,1 2 3 4
(E) Punctuality 1 2 3 4
(F) "Following, instructions 1 2 3 4
(G) Relationships with co-

workers 1 2 3 4
(H) Self-initiative 1 2 3 4
(I) Pride in work 1 2 3 4
(J) Overall performance 1 2 3 4

(2) What is the trade of this apprentice?

(3) What is the apprentice's current status? [REAR
CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT]

Still with the company 3

Voluntary termination 2

Involuntary termination 1

(4) What was the majer reason for the termination? [IF
APPROPRIATE]

o 0

Don't know 8
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[IF THE-EMPLOYER ALSO LS THE RESPONDENT FOR THE SUPERVISOR
SECTION, DO NOT ASK Q. 51-57. IF THE RESPONDENTFOR THE
SUPERVISOR SECTION IS SOMEONE OTHER THAN THE EMPLOYER,
CONTINUE WITH Q. 51-57. IF THERE IS MORE THAN ONE RESPONDENT.
FOR THE SUPERVISOR SECTION, COMPLETE Q. 51-57 ONLY WITH THE
LAST SUPERVISOR INTERVIEWED.]'

51. Compared to other young peop14 whom you have supervised
while working for this company, do you think the student
apprentices are generally better than others, about the
same as, or worse than most others?

Better than most 3

About the same as most ' 2

Worse than most 1

52. One of the objectives of the Youth Apprenticeship ProjeCt
has been to help students to make the transition from school
to work. How successful do you think the project has been
in accomplishing this goal? .[READ CATEGORIES TO RESPONDENT]

Very successful 4

Somewhat successful .\ 3

Not very successful 2-

Very unsuccessful a failure) 1

53. As a taxpayer, would you favor or oppose continued expendi-
tures of Federal funds by the Department of Labor Tor Youth
Apprenticeship Projects such as the one in which the high
school students participated?

Favor
Oppose

2

1

- 54. What do you think are the maj0r problems that students face
in making the transition from,school to work?

..
55. Which o4. would you say is the most important problem that

students face in making the school-to-work transition!
[CIRCLE APPROPRIATE RESPONSE NUMBER ABOVE]
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Now, if yo6 don't mind, I'd like to ask.you one'question about

yourself.

56. To which one of the following racial or ethnic groups
would you-say that you belong? [READ CATEGORIES TO
RESPONDENT]

American Indian or Alaskan Native
Asian or Pacific Islander 2,
Black, not of Hispanic origin,

3°
Hispanic 4
White, not of Hispanic origin 5

57. Sex of respondent [INTERVIEWER OBSERVATION]

Male
Female

1

0

Thank you very much for your cooperation with our study.
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